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PREFACE

On page thirty-four in their work/ The Growth of the American 
Republic* published in 1937* Samuel Elliot Morison and Henry Steele 
Commager had this to say; 11 „ „ V  he, is perhaps the most maligned and 
misunderstood of all our Presidents, In the historical literature of 
the half century after the war he is represented at the best as a pug
nacious ignoramus * at the yrorst as a drunken ruffian,F It would seem 
that they had-been correct in their observation* and therein lies the 
reason for this work. This examination of the evolution of historic 
opinion about President Johnson has been conducted by the use of secon
dary source material picked at random and covering the years 186h~*1959<> 
No effort was made to select material that would reflect any particular 
point of view. The trend of favorable opinion that emerged from this 
examination was but the natural result of an objective use of the ma— ; 
terial involved®

The research on this work indicated that there has existed some 
conflict of opinion as to the exact chronology of the events in the 
story of Reconstruction® This is primarily true in connection with the 
specific dates of legislative action and presidential messages® In 
cases of conflict those dates given by Charles E® Chadsey in his work* 
The Struggle Between President Johnson and Congress over Reconstraction* 
published in 1896* have been used® .

As they are taken.from the ground neither gold* silver nor 
' ill
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CHAPTER I

' . THE PROBLEM OF RE,CONSTRUCTIONS RESTORATION OR REl/EME :

Theories on Restoratioia ;
The problem of restoring the Union had been a major topic of 

Gonvershtiop in the North from the beginning of the Civil War0 This 
problem was generally dismissed on the basis of constitutional theory 
and revolved around one question: What was to be the status of the
Southern states in relation to the Union when the rebellion was crushed? 
From the standpoint of logic, based on the Northern contention that se
cession was illegal, the general conservative .opinion was that the
Southern states were still states of the Union with all the rights and

■ ■ "  , . ■ ; privileges thereofo The advocates of this opinion wanted to see the
restoration of the Union completed with an attitude of reconciliation#
They further wanted it done without any ceremonies or conditions other
than those that might be found in the Federal Constitution with reference
to the admittance of states#  ̂ This conservative attitude was based on

1 ' ; . ; 'Samuel-E# MofIson and.Henry S# Commager, The Growth of the
American Republic (2d ed# revo| New York: Oxford University Press, 193?)»
II, 31o Cited hereafter as Morison and Commager, American Republic#

' : 2 ■■ ': . ’ ' ; . ■ • . "  ". Edward A# Pollard, The Lost Cause (New York; E# B® Treat and
Company, Publishers, 1866), pa ?hh. Cited hereafter as Pollard, Lost
Cause# . .



precious stones have the value that is later given to them by the art
istic processes' of design and polishing and so it is with this study of 
Andrew Johnson, for whatever value it may have acquired I am deeply 
grateful to both Doctor James Ao Beatson, patient advisor and scholar, 
and Miss Enid Johnson, friend and author, whose suggestions and guid
ance have served me well to the end®
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definite views as to the character of the Union and the validity of the 
principle of secession,, It was felt that the Union was of a permanent 
nature and that secession was revolutionaiy, illegal, null and void5 
hence, it could have no effect® . Secession was considered to be the act 
of seditious individuals which did hot affect the status of the Southern 
states

The Northern conservatives believed that the duty of the Federal 
government was very specific in dealing with the insurgent individuals of 
the various Southern states® Accordingly, they felt.that the first 
thing to be accomplished was to quell the resistance and then proceed 
with the execution of. the Federal Constitution and the laws of the land®
It was believed that once this had been accomplished the task was nearly 
completed® Since the rebellious states were still in the Union, all that 
remained to be done after the close of hostilities was the indictment and 
the legal trial of those individuals who had resisted the authority of 
the Federal governments^

There were, however, divergent views on the method of restoration® 
These opinions were centered around the different answers to the basic 
questions involved in the problem® First, did states exist in the in
surrectionary districts'?® Second, what was the relation of those states, 
or districts to the government of the United States at the close of the
rebellion? These various theories are enumerated and discussed in detail

. - .. V . . . .by William A® Dunning in his wor%c Essays on the Civil War and

3Ibido
\bld®
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Re construetion, published in 1910, They wefe as follows;^ (I) The 
Southern Theory^ (2) The Presidential Theory,;(3) 'The State Suicide 
Theoary, (U) The Conquered Province Theory, (5) The Forfeited Rights 
. Theory® .; :-'t; ' ; . ' - . ■ ' : , '

The first twb were based on the premise that the states, as 
found in our system, were indestractable and further that once a state 
had renewed its allegiance to the Union, it had a definite right to its 
functions under the Federal Constitution, It was also assumed by the 
advocates of the Southern theory that the basic component parts of a 
state, that is, ’territory, people and government all remained unchanged 
by the war| that the consequences of the defeatwere to fall on indivi
duals, not the statej that the state was merely out of its normal consti
tutional relation with the general government; that state and Federal 
civil:functions were to be restored without question; and that .representa
tives were to bp elected and sent to the Congress of the United States as . 
soon as possible^^

The Presidential Theory agreed with all the above and further 
held that at no time, during or after the war, did the Union consist of 
: less states than it did at the time of the first act of secession by the 
State of South Carolina on December 20, 1860e The presid.ential pardon 
was assumed to be the only instrument by which the officers of the old 
governments, lately in rebellion, could have their political disability 
removed and thus secure the right to participate in the organisation

T-;" ■■ v’; t :. "
• yWilliam Ao Dunning, Essays on the Civil' War and Reconstruction 

(3rd edh rev,; New York; The Macmillan Company, 1910), pp« 101-112«, ;
Cited hereafter as Dunning, Fssayso • v" '  ̂ : , . , , ■: ■

' 6Ibido, p, 102, ' . . V- ' t .: ;;;'t



 ̂ ■ ' ; ■. ■ ; ' k

of new governmentso
The next two theories were based on opposite reasoning and thus 

were in diametric opposition to the theories mentioned.above® Senator 
Charles Sumner of Massachusetts was the champion of the State Suicide 
Theory,, Briefly it had four major points: First, it assumed that no
states existed on Southern soil at the close of the rebellion5 second, 
that any act or declaration by a staW designed to end the supremacy of , 
the Federal Constitution in its territory was void, and if sustained by 
force, such acts were a practical abdication by the state of all its 
rights under the Federal Constitution! thiM, that all powers essential 
to the state as" a political body were forfeited and the state was thus 
the victim of its own act of felo de sej fourth, that the territory of 
the defunct state reverted, to the Federal government and came under the 
jurisdiction of Congress, as did all the territories of the nation*?

' The Conquered Province Theory was the product of Thaddeus Stevens, 
a member of the House of Representatives from Pennsylvania*. It too can 
be reduced to four major parts* First, it agreed with Sumner's theory 
as to the affect upon the Southern states of their own rebellious acts! 
second, it held that the people of the South had absolutely no rights 
under the Constitution! third, that the South should be, subjected to 
military occupation and ruled as a conquered foe| fourth, Stevens' theory 
claimed that all life, liberty and property in the Southern states were 
at the absolute disposal of the Federal government by virtue of con
quest* ®

?Ibid», p® 105* 
8Ibido, p. 109.
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The last theory, the one of forfeited rights, was but a compro
mise of the two previous extremeso It was matured bn the horns of a 
dilemma. The possibility of wiping out a state as a political and 
.territorial entity was as. impractical to the rational men of the North 
as was the idea of the immediate return of self-control and constitutional 
protection to the late insurrectionary states, • With the first alternative, 
the cherished historical concept of our Union was. to be destroyed; with 
the second, the hard won fruits of victory could not be guaranteed. The 
essential compromising features of this theory were to be found in four 
main parts. First, no state had been or could be, out of the Union; 
second, they did not, howevpr, enjoy all the rights of a state under 
normal conditions; third, the political people of the state had committed 
a political crime against the nation and therefore had to be punished; 
fourth, Congress, arid not the President, was to adjudge the extent and 
duration of the punishment of the states lately in rebellion. It was 
further claimed that Congress had full power to direct the rehabilitation 
of these states,^

Lincoln's Plan
The plan formulated by President Lincoln for the restoration of 

the Southern states to their normal relations within the Union was char
acterized by flexibility and leniency;. The President's attitude toward, 
the Southern states in rebellion was one of profound regret. But, however 
strongly he desired peace, Lincoln was more desirous of securing the

9Ibid,, p, 110,



supremacy of the Union in vbtie; face of secession and rebellion* Toward . 
this end he was firm and unyieldinge He'demanded not less than reunion, 
emancipation,and the cessation of hostilities only by the complete and ■ 
final end of the wars^ Mrs Lincoln believed that the restoration of 
the Union could not be accomplished on the basis of pure theory® He saw 
that theorys together, with passion, had spawned bitter hatred which had 
resulted in a bloody civil ware He felt that the answer.to reunion lay 
in facing squarely the realities of a politically and economically dis
organized Southi) Perhaps the attitude of President Lincoln.toward the 
complete problem of restoration and reunion can best be seen in three 
different quotations taken from speeches uttered by him in the final 
weeks of his life* In his famous nddress oh the occasion of his second 
inauguration on March "if, 1865, Lincoln displayed the charitable attitude 
with which he anticipated the end of the war and the beginning of the 
great work of restoration^ , ^ ‘ ' ; •

With malice toward none| with charity for allj with firmness 
in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive 
on to finish the work we are ini to bind up the nation’s wounds| 
to care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his 
widow, and his orphan— to do all which may. achieve and cherish ' :
a just and lasting peace among ourselves and with all nationso^

In;his last speech to the public oh April 11, 1865, three days

:d  1 0  ■ . ■ ; ' ; . I - . /  /Jo Go Bandall, Civil War and Reconstruction (2d ed®j Boston:
Do Go Heath and Company, 1937), p® 676 f0 See Hampton Roads Conference^ 
Cited hereafter as Randall, Civil War®

L@ Owsley, Oliver P® Chitwood, and Ho Co Nixon, A Short 
History of .the American People (2d edo rev0| NeV York: Do 7an Nostrand
Company^ Inco,1952), II, 12® Cited hereafter as Owsley, A Short , 
.History® :
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before M s  death, the yreSideht- spoke with the same spirit gf reconcilia
tions In this address he spoke about bringing the seceded states back 
into their proper relation with the Union as if this relation had never 
been altered,, : '

I believe that, it is not only possible, but in fact easier, 
to do this without deciding or even considering whether these -
States have ever been out;of the Wnion a » 0 Finding themselves 
safely at home, it would be utterly immaterial whether they had 
ever been abroad® Let us, join in doing all the acts necessary 
to restoring the proper practical relations between these States 
and the Union®^

In,his last cabinet meeting on April- lb, 1865, President Lincoln 
.spoke.but against the, spirit of revenge that prevailed among the BadicalSb 
He whs quite definite in his opinion.of further retaliation in reference 
to the treatment of the Southern people and their leaders<,

I hope there will be no persecutions, no bloody work after: 
the war is over® No one need expect me to take any part in ■
banging or killing these men, . even the worst of them® Enough , , 
lives have been sacrificed® We must extinguish our,resentment 
if we expect harmony and union® There is too much desire on 
the part of some of our very good friends to be masters, to . 
interfere and dictate to those states^ to treat people not as 

v fellow citizensj there is too little respect for their rights®
I do not sympathize in these feelings®

:. To President Lincoln the problem of, reconstruction was ope of
simple restoration of civil authority in the insurgent, but still exist
ent, states® This was to be accomplished by the people of the states, 
aided by the military power of the Federal governments-^ Lincoln

^James'Daugherty, Abraham Lincoln (New Yorks The Yikihg Press, 
•: 19b3), Po- 205® V / ' -,. : , " 1

^Owsley, A Short History, p® 13®
: l^Hilaiy A® Herbert, Why^the Solid South (Baltimore* R®H®

: Woodward and Company, 1890), p® 2® :Oited"hereafter as Herbert,- Solid - 
south® '. ■■' . ' ' '', '
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believed in the indegtractability of both the stdtes within the Union 
and of the Union itself„ In all of his executive ordinances he assumed 
that the illegal proceedings in the South had been but the acts of re
bellious individuals and not the acts of any corporate state®^ The 
President desired to establish Federal authority in all territory re
gained by Union forces as soon as it was practical® In the-application 
of this theory of restoration he appointed provisional military governors 
in the States of Tennessee and Louisiana as early as 18620 In Tennessee# 
under Andrew Johnson and in Louisiana, "underlSeneral' Sathaniel Banks^ 
good-progress was made in the re-establishment of the Federal authority® 
Lincoln was greatly encouraged by the initial success of his experiment® 
Charles Ho lyieGarthy, in his work on Lincoln8 s plan of reconstruction, 
pointed out the pragmatic'character of this plan® According to 
McCarthy,. Lincoln proposed these early military governorships as an in
expensive means' of holding territory wrested from, and assisting in, 
military operations against the enemy®^
; i Lincoln’s actual plan of restoration was set forth in a presi
dential proclamation on December 8, 18630 This plan has often been re
ferred to as the Ten Percent or Louisiana Plano It was initiated in the 
States of Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas and Virginia in the same form, 
the only difference being small innovations designed to meet different 
local situationSo It met with varying degrees of success® Basically,

' ; 15Dunning, Fssays, p® 65® >;
^Charles Ho McCarthy, Lincoln’s Plan of Reconstruction (New 

York: McClure, Philips and Company, 1901), p® 2Qo Cited hereafter as ,
McCarthy, Lincoln* s Plan®
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the plan was very simple» Lincoln sought to.create a loyal body of citi
zens in each state by the use of his pardoning power* The newly created 
loyal electorate would then reorganize the state government̂ , subject to 
certain conditions* and it would then be recognized as the true govern
ment of the state by Lincoln®' The specific terms of the proclamation

3j ■ ■ -  ; ■. -
were as follows:

1) All Southerners* except for certain specified classes* were 
to be granted pardon for r ebellion against the Union® This was to be se
cured by taking an oath of allegiance to the United States and accepting 
the laws and proclamations respecting the institution of slavery®

2) The following classes were, excepted from the general pardon 
or amnesty: The officers of the Confederate army and navy above the 
rank of Colonel and Lieutenant* respectively| civil officers, of the Con
federate government! former Federal judges* congressmen and former army 
and navy officers who had resigned their offices to aid the Confederacy!
and those, who were accused of refusing to treat captured Negro soldiers

, 18 ■ - • , and their officers as prisoners of war®
3) When the number of individuals taking the oath of allegiance 

in a given state equaled ten percent of those who had voted in I860* that 
state would be qualified,to establish a government* which the President 
wouldzecognize and support as the legal government of that state®

^Owi.ey* A Short History* pp® 7-11® This is a general discus
sion and listing of the terms of the December 8, 1863 proclamation®

n Q ■ • * ■ ■ ‘ '•Ibid®* p» 11® Members of the excluded classes could have 
their disability removed by application to the President®



It would be wrdng to assume that the presidential proclamation of 
December 85, 1863 was' meant to be Lincoln1 s final words embodied in a 
single plstn for the restoration of the SouthQ T. K0 Lothrop^ in his 
work William Henry Seward, - published in 1919,. claimed that Mr® Xiineoln :
was.firmly convinced that a single rule should not be laid down for the
work of rest oration® ,Dincpln felt'that each case had to be judged on
its own merits, that is, its own peculiar economic and political dif™ 
ferenceso"^ tothrop further attributed Lincoln8 s pocket-’veto of the 
Wade-Davis Bill of July, 186k, to this reasoning® Professor Frank 
Owsley was of the opinion that the ten' percent basis and; the exclusion 
of Confederate leaders were both war measures and not meant to be a per-. 
marient part of Lincoln9s plan®20 President Lincoln .stated that the com
plete program,- as outlined.on December 8, 1863, was "merely presented as 
■ a rallying point,:: which might bring the people to act sooner than they 
otherwise would, and was not intended as a final solution Of all the 
delicate questions involved"y '

Thus, basing his program on the eonstitutiorial theories by which 
the North waged war on the South, Lincoln assumed the duties of recon
struction® The first step was, for the newly created loyal electorate

^Thorton K® Lothrop, William Henry Seward (Boston? Houghton 
Mifflin and Company, 1898), p® 398® Cited hereafter as Lothrop, Seward®

2QQwsley, 4 Short History, p® 6® ■
21Bunning,' Essays, .p. 77® , "L y ’ v ''
220wsley, 4 Shprt History, pp® 8-9, Briefly, this was? ;Xl) sev

cession had been illegal.and void", hence the Southern States were still
in the Union® (2) The majority of the people in the South had committed
treason and were not qualified to participate in forming new state govern
ments , (3) A loyal electorate had to be created by the use of the presi
dential pardoning power® ,



■ . ' 11 
in each state to reorganize and set into motion a new loyal governments 
This was to be guided by the provisions of the Federal Constitution for 
such proceduresi This process involved three basic steps; (1) The 
election by the loyal electorate of a constitutional conventionc (2) The 
adoption of the new constitution drawn up by this convention,, (3) The 
election of state and Federal offie.erso ■

This plan was put into operation in Tennessee* Louisiana,
Arkansas and Virginias Perhaps it worked best under Andrew Johnson in 
Tennessee,0 There was always uncertainty about the status of Louisiana, 
and in Arkansas the plan was generally regarded as a failureo The, 
Pierpont government in Virginia was propped up and recognized on the 
broadest interpretations of 0legal fictions"o In the end all the states, 
except Tennessee under the extremely radical Governor Wo Go ("Parson") 
Brownlow, were forced to travel the rough and rocky road of Radical Be- 
constructions^

Lincoln's plan meant the promptest possible restoration of civil 
authority in the Southern states by the aid of executive power0 In es
sence, it was a rebuilding of the Union piece by piece as the war pro
gressed and as territory or states were again reclaimed by Union forces©
' ; . -- ' - 
Frank L© Owsley stated that President Lincoln was not merely fulfilling
his constitutional duty as he saw it, but that he also wanted to prevent

- the reconstruction of the South from falling into the hands of the Hadi™
cals in Congress who had so often 'f orced their will upon him during the
war"© Lincoln felt that the Radicals would fail to. restore peace and

oq
Randall, Civil War, pp© 702-7Oh©



■ £4 . ■ .further embitter and alienate the Southo
Because the question of Negro suffrage played such a significant 

part in the struggle between Andrew Johnson and the Radicalss it is im
portant to note that Lincoln left the suffrage question squarely with 
the statesa If he had been allowed to continue the work of restoration 
to its ultimate endy he,, ''too*, would have had to come to grips with the 
problems Perhaps this was one of the “delicate questions involved" to 
which Lincoln referred in his statement on the temporary character of his

: 25 \plan0 , ' '

Johnson's Plan
The plan of restoration implemented by President Johnson has 

now.been generally accepted as being a further development of the Lincoln 
plan0 There is little doubt that it was based on the same general prin
ciple s0 Jo Go' Randall maintained that during the last days of Lincoln' s 
life there was another plan formulated and discussed in cabinet meetingso 
He based this statement on a comment made by the Secretary of State,
William.Ho Seward, that the Johnson play "grew during the administration
. ' ' 26 ' - ' ' ■■■ •: ' ' ' ' ■ of Mrs Lincoln"o ■ .

^Owsley, A Short History, p» 9o
' %̂upra, p» 10o , . ,

^Randall, Civil War, p<, 706o Hugh MeCulioch, who served as 
Secretary of the Treasury in Johnson's administration, said in his work 
Men and Measures of a Half Century (London: Sampson Low, Mars ton. Sea ft,
and Rivington, 1888), p„ 378, that the May 29, 1865 proclamation vfas con
sidered prior to Lincoln's death and at the first cabinet meeting there
after, and was subsequently adopted as the administration's policy bn 
reconstruction® ■ , : ■
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The attitudes and actions of Andrew Johnson in the work of re- . 

construction have been the subject of much discussion by his contempor
aries and historians down to the present dayo The following quote is 
helpful in making an analysis of the eourse taken by Johnson6 In an in
terview on October 35 1865>9 Johnson discussed some of his viewpoints on 
the restoration of the Southern statess

The States, are in the Union, which is one and indivisiblee ' 
individuals tried to carry them out, but did not succeed, as a 
man may try to cut his throat and be prevented by the by- 

i  / standersj and you cannot say he cut his throat because he 
. tried to dp it o = ;0 * how we want to reconstruct the state 

goverrmientSi "and have the power to do it® The state institu
tions are prostrated, laid oh the ground, and they must be 
taken up and adapted to the progress of events| this cannot 
be done, in a moment . .. e. • We must not be in too much of a
hurryp it is better to let them reconstruct themselves than 
to force them to do itj for'if they go wrong the power is in 
our hands* and we can check them in any state* to the end, 
and oblige them to correct their errorsj we must be patient 
with them* I did not expect to keep out all who were excluded 
from the amnesty, or even a large number of them; but I in- 
tended they should sue for pardonv and:so realize the enormity- 
of the crime they had eomittedo^t

Johnson was of the same general opinion as his predecessor as 
. to the ability of the Southern states to secede and on the status Of 
those states after the rebellion had been put downs A firm believer in 
the integrity of the Union and strict interpretation of the. Federal 
Constitution,, he felt that if secession, was not specifically provided 
for it was not pnly illegal, but impossible® Under- his interpretation a ’ 
state might lose particular rights by the attempt of secession, but it 
•still remained a state®Thus, Andrew Johnson proceeded on a planned

^Charles B® Chadsey, The Struggle Between.President Johnson and 
Congress over Reconstruction (New York: Columbia University,,1896), pp®

Cited hereafter as Chadsey, The Struggle®
• ., ^ibid®, p® 3h® : : ;



course of -action in the f irm belief that it "was correct and based on a 
true interpretation of the Federal Gpnstitution0 He felt he was fql? 
lowing in lincoln* s path@^^ . ■ ’ ' ■ . \ '

Johnson’s program of restoration in the Southern states was ac
tually begun prior to the issuance of the proclamations of Mays 1865® 
Between the months of April and August,, all trade restrictions with the 
South were liftedo^® In May, Johnson recognized the Lincoln govern-' 
ments in the; States of Tennessee, Louisiana> Arkansas and V i r g i n i a - 
During the months of June and Julŷ , 1865, the wartime blockade wgs lifted 
and Southera ports were Qpened. fpr tradeffi3^ ■ ' ./ ■

, On May 29, 1865, ,two presidential proclamations w®^® issued that
were to be the basis of all Johnson’s future efforts toward the.restora
tion of the Southo The amnesty Proclamation was basically the same as 
the one issued by Lincoln in December of 1863o-3-3 It did, however, have 
a few significant changes0 , It increased from seven to fourteen. the num
ber of classes excepted from the general amnesty and pardon; the most sig
nificant of which was the class with property valued at: Twenty Thousand - 
Dollars or moreo^ At the same-' time, however, it provided that these ;

^"ibida, ,pe 39o ■ . .' ,  ̂ "
^9lbid«, ppo 35*"36d . ' f.. .. . .

^̂ •Owsley, A Short History, p* 16,
" :<s ^%iliiam As Dunning, Reconstruction, Political and Economic,

Vole XXII of The American Matiorn A History, ed. At BV Hart ( 28 vols, |
; Hew York: Harper and Brothers, 1985.-18), p0 2?0 Cited hereafter as"
Dunning, Reconstruction, ; : . , - /  -
- - ■' qo; ■■■.'•' -Supra, ps 9=
: r'or a detailed listrMorison and Commage, American Republic, p0 35, footnote If ' ■ - '    .



might be pardoned by special petition to the President, who indicated he 
would exercise liberal clemency to those who appliedo Johnson1's plan 
also dropped the ten percent basis for the reorganisation of the new 
state governffientse

•The other proclamation, issued on May 29, initiating the restora
tion of North Carolina, was to be the format used in all the other 
Southern states.which had not been restored by Lincoln® These were issued 
in the following orders Mississippi, June 13$ Georgia and Texas, June 17j 
Alabama., June 21$ South Carolina, June 30$ and Florida, July 13® The re
quirements set up in this general plan were those used in acquiring loyal 
governments in Tennessee, Louisiana and Arkansas®^ Under this program 
the first step in each state was the appointment of a provisional governor 
by the President® Army officers were then dispatched to the county seats 
to administer the prescribed oath of allegiance, thus creating a loyal 
body- of electorates who were charged with the duty of electing delegates 
to a constitutional convention® The qualifications for participating in 
the election of delegates, or acting as a delegate, were based on two 
conditions: First, the individual had to take an oath$ and second, he
had to be a qualified voter in his state prior to the act of secession®

The provisional governor was given the task of rehabilitating 
the county and municipal governments® Ihere enough civil officers were 
found to be available, they were to be allowed to take the oath and re
sume their duties®Existing state laws, excluding those pertaining to

34Lothrop, Seward, p® all®
36Dunning, Reconstruction, p® 39®



slavery* were then declared temporarily in force? No reference to Negro 
suffrage, was madea As in Lincoln's plan* the qualifications for suf
frage were left to the states to decide* The provisional governor then 
provided for the election and assembly of a constitutional convention in 
which either a new constitution was drafted or the old one was amended 
to meet certain requirements« The President required that these con
ventions invalidate the ordinances of secession* abolish slavery forever* 
and repudiate the debts incurred by the states while in the process of 
rebellion against the Federal authority* It' was also strongly suggested 
that the thirteenth amendment to the Federal Constitution be ratified by 
each s t a t e®The  state conventions further provided for the election 
of a governor and legislature and then adjourned* These offices were 
quickly filled and by the end of 1865* with the exception of Texas* all 
provisional governors were withdrawn from the South* The State of Mis
sissippi was the first state to complete the President t s restoration 
process oh August 2h* 1865* Texas was last* completing the process on 
April 6* 1866*39 The other .states finished the requirements in the 
months of September and October* 1865*
1 . Thus* by the end of D'ecember* 1865* restoration in all the ex-
Confederate states* except one* had been completed to the satisfaction 
of President Johnson* , In his first annual message to Congress on December 
5* 1865*' he refferred with pride to the fact that state governments were 
functioning in the @outh and that Southern congressional representatives

37lbld* All states except Mississippi ratified the Thirteenth 
Amendment during this process*



; had been elected and were^ at the moments. waiting to take their seats in - 
Congress. It appeared that political restdratioh was all hut completed.

•The Radical Plan ' ' . - h ' ' -
Radical opposition to the Johnson; administration. *ich finally 

culminated in Radical Reconstruction^ actually had its heginnirg in 
•. Lincoln's administration„;■ One of ' the first official ‘manifestations of ’ .

this opposition was the creation of the Committee on the Conduct of the 
War. This committee was distinctly partisan in its activities and as
sumed an' air. of superiority toward the trained prof essional soldier in 
its "impatience to force battles and get results". Radical opposition 
to Mr. Lincoln in the conduct of the: war was one of the most persistent 
that he faced; it continued to plague him to the grave.

The Wade-Davis Bill of July, 186%,- was the Radical congressional 
answer to Lincoln*s proclamation of December, .1863.. It was a plan of re
construction designed to nullify the leniency that characterized Lincoln1 s 
work of restoration in the Southern states. In this bill the Radical Re
publican leaders claimed for Congress exclusive Jurisdiction in restoring 
the Union and set forth a plan by which this "was to be accomplished. It 
allowed the'President to recognize the restored state governments only 
after, the stamp of. .congressional approval had been set upon them. ;
Lincoln killed this bill by the use of the pocket-Veto

V ' ^  ^  '.‘'' 'y/
; ^See Owsley, A Short History, pp. 10-11. This is a good general
v discussion and gutliiie'. of: the .Iade=dDavfs :Bill.: . ■ • . ' . . • ..
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Immediately following the veto of the.above bill, its sponsors 

issued what is known as the WadeHDavis Manifestos It indicated quite 
clearly the Radical congressional attitude:toward the administration and 
its policy* In part, it declared:

The President Vo = must understand that the authority 
of Congress is paramount and must be respected „ * * and 
if he wishes our support he must confine himself to his 
executive duties—-to obey and execute, not make the laws™™ 
to suppress by arms armed rebellion and leave political re
organization to Gongresso^

The manifesto was, in fact, an Ultimatums The challenge had been made
and the choice lay between presidential restoration or congressional re-
eonstruetiono The struggle between the executive and legislative
branches of the government, thus inaugurated, was not settled until the
•Radicals gained a clear two-thirds majority in Congress in the fall
election of 1866, giving them virtual control of the process of restore- .
tionV

The Radical faction in Congress had opposed Lincoln for several 
years over his alleged Kusurption of power’V Congress had never given 
unqualified recognition to the validity of the state governments restored 
by Lincoln and in the presidential election of 1861 it refused to count 
the electoral votes from those states® At the end of the war. Congress 
was of the general opinion that the time had come to assert its legisla- . 
tive prerogativeso It felt that restoration was a peace time legisla
tive duty and did not come under the jurisdiction pf the war powers 
exercised by the Presidento

hi : ; .■ ■ :
Morison and Gommager,,.American Republic, pp0 32-33o
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Congress was hot in session when General Bobert B* lee surrendered 

on April 9S nor when Andrew; Johnson ascended to the presidency on April 
If), 1865c Without congressional interference, Johnson, after a short de
lay, moved with swiftness between April and December of 1865 to perfect 
the administration1s policy of restorationo Indeed, the progress made 
was so swift that it alarmed the BadicalSo In the year that followed, 
between the convening of Congress in December, 1865 and December, 1866, 
there occurred a flurry of Radicalr congressional activity led by Thaddeus 
Stevens of Pennsylvania in the House and by Charles Sumner of Massachu
setts in the Senate* Congress was the s:o<ene of many long and vitupera
tive speeches against both Johnson’s policies and character^ Resolutions 
were passed to prohibit the seating of the Southern congressman elected 
by the new Johnson goveramentss The Joint Committee on Reconstruction 
was organized to investigate these new governments in the South as well 
as general Southern conditions and attitudes» Legislation was passed to 
guarantee the civil rights, protection and welfare of the Freedmen* The 
Fourteenth Amendment was drafted and submitted to the.Northern and 
Southern states; alike for ratifieatione Tennessee was re-admitted to 
the Union by CongresSo- A bitter, partisan, political campaign was 
staged for the congressional elections in the fall of 1866. The results 
of these elections gave to the Radicals a clear two-thirds majority in 
both houses of Congress^ Thus, armed with the necessary votes to over™ 
ride any presidential yeto, and led by the aggressive Stevens and the 
doctrinaire Sumner, the Radicals quickly set about to formulate the plan 
by which they were to reeonstfuct the Southe

With the preliminary measures having been passed in 1866, the.
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Congress proceeded, to enact the basic pieces of legislation by which 
Badical Eeconstruction: was to be carried onto The first of these was 
the Militaiy Eeconstraction Act of March 2S 1867j, which was entitled 11 An 
Act To Provide Fdr The More Efficient Government of The Hebei States”e 
The Provisions of this act were as follows:

' 1) It declared that no legal governments existed in the ten . 
Sduthera states5 thus* in this condition of anarchys there was no ade
quate protection for Unionists and Freedmeno

2) The South was divided into five military districts^ each to 
be governed by a General officer appointed by the President arid approved 
by the Senates ;

3) The General in charge of each of the five districts was re
quired to maintain Order with civil officers or martial law? at his dis- 
cretioao'  ̂ A ' , : ;

h) Constitutional conventions were permitted to assemble and 
draw up satisfactory constitntionSs It was required that the Constitu
tions grant hegrq suffrage and be approved by popular vote«,

5) The -'old Lincoln arid Johnson ; electorates were set aside and 
new ones were created composed pf all freedmen over twenty-one years of 
age and those whites who had not been disfranchised for participation in 
the rebellion^ - ; A'i"v/ : .t; , ; v<-; : ; : ; : v ; ; _ ■; ■
■ 6) Iheh the new State legislatures ratified the Fourteenth Amend

ment, and when it became part of the Federal Constitution^ the states

The Freedmanfs Bureau Bill extended the life and function of 
the bureau.and : the Civil Rights Bill made.the Negro a Citizens
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would be eligible for readmission into the Unions^ The Second Recon
struction was passed oh March ,23>■1867e This was a supplementary act 
to the first bill and provided the machinery for action which the initial 
legislation had neglected. Under this acts the military commanders of 
each of the districts were directed to take those steps which were neces
sary to initiate the- registration of voters <, the election of delegates to 
constitutional conventions^ the assembling of the conventions5 and the 
adoption of new state constitutions^^

The Third Reconstruction i:ct ‘passed by Congress on July 19y 1867> 
was an elaborate explanation of . the "true intent and meaning11 of the pre
ceding measureso It was a refutation of the interpretation and advice 
given to President Johnson by his Attorney General, Henry gtanberyB Ac
cording to Stanbery* s interpretation of the reconstruction acts, the mili
tary commanders of the various military districts were to cooperate with 
the existing state governments, not to make an attempt to subjugate them* 
This act further declared that the existing state organizations were il
legal and fully subject to the military commanders and to Congress® It 
also authorized the registration boards to deny registration to indivi^ 
duals on suspicion that their oath taking had not been in good faith® It 
also provided for the removal of those civil officers who hindered the ' 
proper administration of the reconstruction acts® Finally, it provided 
that no military commander, or officers under his command, should be 
bound by the opinion of !,any civil officer, of the United States11® :

' ' ho . ■ ' ' , ■ 'Owsley, A Short History, pp® 11-12® See Herbert, Solid South, 
Appendix "A" and "B” pp® 113-118, for a reproduction of the Reconstruction 
Acts of March second and third, 1867

^Randall, Civil War, p® 756*



On March 11,, 1868# the Fourth Be construction Act was passedo 
Prior to the passage of this act any new state constitution presented to 
the people of a state for ratification had to be adopted by a majority 
of the registered voters» The passage of this new law was brought about 
by the defeat of the new Alabama constitution on February it, 1868, On 
that day the white conservatives defeated the proposed constitution by 
abstaining from votings thus the required majority of registered voters 
failed to ratify the document and it failed to pass. By the terms of . ' 
the new law of March 11, 1868, a majority of the votes actually east was 
sufficient to place a new constitution in operation.

The Arzry. Act and Tenure of Office Act of March 2, 1867, were de
signed to strip Johnson of certain powers by which he might interfere 
with the process of padical ^construction. The first of these acts di*** 
vested Johnson of his power over the army as Commander-in-chief, All 
orders were then to be issued through General U> S= Grant, or his suc
cessor, The Tenure Act refused the President the prerogative of dismis
sing from office his own appointees without the approval of Congress,

By the end'of June, 1868, eight of the eleven rebel states -had 
adopted,the Fourteenth Amendment, had given the Negro the right to vote, 
and in general had met congressional requirements to such a degree that
they were allowed representation in Congress® . By 'March 5, 1871, the Sadi-

. ' V '' ? ■ V ■ ̂ ; ' I- ' ' ■ ' ' ' h5cals had readmitted all eleven of the ex-Confederate states to the Union® 
Thus ended the technical phase of Badieal Reconstruction, However, the 
South was to continue to experience carpetbag rule and military occupation

ii.E>Herbert, Solid South, pQ 28®



by Federal f orces imtil l877o At that time,, all government troops were 
removed6

The Struggle Between Johnson and Congress in Outline
The foundation for the intense struggle between Andrew Johnson 

and the Radical controlled Congress had been thoroughly laid when Congress 
reconvened on December its 1865><, Upon their return to the halls of the 
Federal Legislatures the Vindictives immediately set about organizing re
taliatory measures: against the administration*s policies* Thus, the 
struggles per s@, which began at this time was destined to continue until 
Andrew Johnson had been impeached in the winter and spring of 1868* The 
Radicals, with the process of reconstruction firmly within their grasp, 
ignored President Johnson after the failure of his impeachment trial and 
turned their attention to the coming presidential election of 1868® How
ever , the period preceding this calm was etched into the pages of Ameri
can history with acid. It was characterized by a violent storm of vitu
perative speeches from both sides, crimination and recrimination, moves 
and countermovesj, highly questionable .legislation and a veritable ava
lanche of presidential vetoes* The whole period from December, 186R, to 
the end of his term was marked by open hostility to Johnson and his 
policies*

To trace this struggle day by day would indicate that it was 
marked by certain highlights in the form of various legislative enact
ments, presidential vetoes, proposed amendments to the Federal Constitu
tion and extremely sharp partisan political activity* It must not be for
gotten in the examination of these events that the struggle was virtually 
carried on around the clock* This was done by the skillful use of such



things as the party caucuss the application of the party lash to force 
moderate congressman back into the fold,, Radical press coverage, private 
correspondence and political speeches, both in and out of Congresso The 
incidents to be discussed below should' not be regarded as the only events 
in the contest,- but rather,, as the most pertinent to an outlines There 
are many smaller incidents which are mentioned by some historians, and 
neglected by others, that are significant in a detailed analysis of the 
struggles However, these do not seem necessary in a general outline de
signed merely to show the character and the longevity of the bitter 
struggle that transpired between Andrew Johnson and the Radicals in the 
Thirty-ninth and Fortieth Congresseso

The month of December, 1865, was given over to preliminariess On 
the first day of that month it was decided, in a Republican caucus, to 
deny the Southern congressman, elected by the Johnson governments, their 
seats in Congress• it was also agreed that the formation of a joint 
committee of Congress to consider all matters on reconstruction was a 
positive necessity^ Thus, it was, that on December it, 1865, the names of 
the delegates representing the Southern ,S"fetes were not included in the 
first foliocall-taken by Congress* The same day Thaddeus Stevens, of 
Pennsylvania, introduced in the House the joint resolution which created 
the Joint Committee on Reconstruction^ This resolution was adopted by 
the Senate on December 12, 1865>o

On the fifth of December, President Johnson1s first annual mes
sage was read in Congress0 The President outlined the progress that had 
been made in the work Of restoration in the South and called for full co
operation between the various branches of the goveramento This speech
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provided the occasion for the opening of general debates in Congress on 
the subject of reconstruction, which were" to go on for many months to 
come, Thaddeus; Stevens opened this great round of debates with his speech 
of December 18,• 1865, in which he claimed for Congress the exclusive juris
diction over reconstruetione ̂

On Januazy 5, 1866* Senator Dyman Trumbull, of Illinois, intro
duced a bill designed to extend the life and expand the authority of the 

^Preedments Bureau, This Bureau had been created in March of 1865 to
look after the interests of the freed Negro, This bill was shuffled 
back and forth from the Senate to the House during which time it was 
amended and substituted. The House concurred with the latest Senate 
amendments on February 9, and bn February 10, the bill was vetoed by

: ),RPresident Johnson,^ The veto was sustained by the Senate on February 
20, 1866, Johnson rejected this bill and his reasons were announced in 
the message accompanying his veto:

1) The bill assumed a state of war still existed in the South 
when, in fact, loyal governments were in operation,

2) The courts of the Bureau and of the military would super
cede the civil tribunals, thus destroying the rights of trial by jury and 
appeal, . ■ ^

3) The bill was illegal because it had been passed by Congress

^Chadsey, The Struggle, p, 56,
^ Ibid,, p, 60, Dunning, He construction, p, 59, agrees with this 

date, Owsley, A Short History, p, 33, claims it was introduced on,
January 11,

^Chadsey, The Struggle, p, 61-61*„ Ghadsey contradicted himself 
here. On page 6l, he assigned the date of February 10 to the veto andpage 61*, the date of February 19e>
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when eleven states were not represented,,^

On the isame day> January 18665 Senator Trumbull introduced a 
second piece of legislation destined to be known as the Civil Eights Bill® 
This bill passed, the Senate February 2«, was amended and passed, the House . 
on March 13. Two days later the Senate concurred with the House amend
ments and on March 27 President Johnson returned it with his veto message®
It was subsequently passed over his veto by the Senate.on April 65 similar
; ■ ' ' : 1 ■■ : ■ . ' ■ • ' . ' / , ‘  ̂ ': action was taken by the House on April 9, and the bill became a law® ■
Generally^ this bill provided for two things-;

1) The Megro was declared a citizen of the United States and
given full property and personal rights in all the states and territories
of the Union® ■ '

. 2) These rights were to be enforced by Federal Marshals and the
District Courtsi Thus, state control of the Hegro was eliminated and he
was made a ward of the Federal Gdvertimento^ ■ '

The veto message that accompanied this bill back to Congress was
comprised;of four different points; •

1) The bill tended toward the centralization and concentration 
of legislative power in the Federal Governments

2) This would reduce the states to mete shadows of authority in 
the control of a good number of people within their boundaries®

V 3) It Would cause a social upheaval® r

v ' ho ' ' : :' 1: " '' '' ;• ■’ " ' ' 'Owsley, A Short History, po 32®
^%pril 6 is often given for the day of passage, however it : 

merely passed the Senate on that date,; the House action was still pendingo
^Owsley, A Short History, pp® 33-3h®



; it) The bill was illegal because eleven states had not been repre
sented in Congress when it passed.o'̂

.. After President Johnson’s speech of. Februaiy 22, 1866, in which , 
he resorted to stump tactics and name calling, there was a definite 
stiffening of congressional opposition to his policies-* Qn May 22, 1866, 
Eliot of Massachusetts introduced in the House the second bill to extend 
the life and the function of the Freedmeh’S Bureaue On May 29$ the .bill 
was amended and passed, the. House0 It passed the Senate on June 26, 1866, 
and on the second and third of.July, the final touches were added by 
both; houses of Gongressb ■ It was passed over Johnson's veto July 16,
1866, The President's veto message was substantially the same as the one 
written for the first Freedman's Bill in February of 1866@

The Joint Committee on Reconstruction made a preliminary report 
April 30, 1866, consisting of a joint resolution and two billso It was ' 
from this resolution that the Fourteenth Amendment was constructed©^
The proposed amendment was sent to all the states, in both the North and 
South, bn June 13, 1866, It. can- be described in four parts$

1) The1 Civil Bights Bill of April, 1866, was incorporated to 
guard against its repeal by a hostile Congress©

2) Representation in the Federal Congress was to be based bn the 
number of qualified voters in each state, "regardless of eolor© !

3) All1 Southern leaders who had taken an oath of allegiance to 
the Federal Constitution and then had served the Confederacy were

;'r ^ibid,, 3Uo ; . : ' : ;
' . ■ . ' . ' ' . ■' ■ v 1 ,^Chadsey, The Struggle, p© 80© '
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disbarred from offices

ii) The Confederate debt uras to be repudiated and the National 
debt guaranteed® ̂

©n July 28> 1866, the Congress adjourned and its members returned 
home to lend their support to the campaign for 'the congressional elections 
to be held in the fall® This, caiapaign uras conducted in such a manner by 
the Badieals that the administration of Johnson was made, to appear 
synonymous with* the w©r& Copperhead® The Eadical machine wove new 
threads into the fabric of the bloody shirt and returned to Congress in 
December of 1866 with a two-=thirds majority, in each house® ̂

Johnson’s famous ’’Swing Around the Circle’’ became a vital part 
of the history of the campaign® On this speaking tour, from August 28 
to September 15® he spoke in defense of his policies and. succeeded in 
losing more support then he gained due to the intemperate tone of some 
of his Speeches® The/Radicals tpok advantage of Johnson’s political 
mistakes with a studied determination that, coupled with their own 
smoothly oiled political machine, netted them a complete victory®

fOn March 2, 1867, after their victorious return to Congress, the 
Radicals passed; thre’e important bills® The first bill was the basic plan 
for the Radical: reconstruction of the South, often referred to as the 
• Military Reconstruction Act® ̂  Tt was passed over the President’s veto

Owsley, A Short History, p® 35®
ddFor a very excellent critical analysis of the campaign and 

election, see Howard K® Beale, The Critical Year (New Yorks Hafcourt. 
Brace and Conipany, 1930)® Cited hereafter as Beale, Critical Year®

For the details of this Act see Supra, p, 20
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on the same day as the veto was receivedo The veto message embodied an 
exhaustive review of the bill, a criticism of its cruelty, and an attack 
upon its constitutionality» It denied the Eadical contention that no 
legal state governments existed in the South® The President interpreted 
the military rule provided for in the bill,as a means to coerce the 
Southern people;into adopting principles and measures to which they were 
not only opposed, but upon which they had an "undeniable" right to exer
cise their own judgmento Johnson claimed this act to be unconstitutional
and cited the case ex,parte Milligan as his authority© By this decision,
military jurisdiction was defined and declared to be illegal during a

57 - ' ' . ' :• - , \time of peace© ^
The next important bill passed on March 2, 1867, was the Tenure
; y ■ 58 ■ ■■■■■'■;■ -V " ' ■ • ' - ■ .of Office Aeto This act restrained the President from removing, ex

cept with the consent of the Senate, those civil office holders which had
been appointed "by and with the advice and consent of the Senate"© Any

. ' *■ presidential- suspension that occurred during a congressional recess was
required to be reported to the Senate within twenty days after the re
convening of Congress © This was to be the basis for the impeachment 
trial of Johnson later on©

Johnson's veto message of the Tenure Act was a judicial discus
sion of .the •constitutionality of the bill© He pointed out that the au-. 
thority of the President in cases of removalMd been decided in favor of 
the Chief Executive as early as 1789© He further discussed a long list

5? -BancQ.1, Civil War, pp© 398-399© 

^Chadsey, The Struggle, pe. 13t©
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of prece.dents which had been established by other presidentso Johnson 
closed with an appeal to Congress not to violate the original spirit of 
the Constitution^

The third act passed on March 25 1867* was known as the Army Aeto 
The portion of this act that stripped Johnson of his powers as Commander- 
in-chief of the army was tacked onto an army appropriation bill# Bather 
than veto such an important measure^ Johnson signed it with a strong 
message in reference to the ttridern6 As it happened, this bill was not 
of particular significance in the outcome of the struggle with Congress® 

The act’ passed on.March 23$ 1867, was commonly referred to as
'• ■ ' do ’ ■ ' ; ' - 'the Second Beconstruction Act® It helped to set into motion the pro

visions of the first act of larch;!, when it became obvious that the 
South was not • willing to cooperate in its own subjugation®

The vetp message was short and carried all the main objections 
the {President.hed assigned to the act of March 2® He denounced the
forced Negro suffrage and said that he could not approve "this legisla-

■' ' ■ - - ■ 60 tion machinery pf martial law, military coercion, and disfranchisement"®
The Third Beconstruction Act of July 19, 1867, was designed to 

further facilitate its two companion bills of March®^ The presidential 
veto was in keeping with his views expressed in the vetoes of the pre
vious reconstruction actsj it received no consideration from Congress®

The final reconstruction act became law on March 11, 1868, without 

- - - - -

Supra, po. 21® V t :; : . .
^Bandall, Civil War, p® 757®
Supra, p® 21® See Chadsey. The Struggle, pp® 122-12li® V.



■■   -  6 2  3 1the President1s signature by the operation of the wten days rule“a :
The single overt act of Andrew Johnson which precipitated his 

impeachment was, his alleged violation of the Tenure of Office Acty that 
is3 his removal' of Secretary of War-=Stanton0 President Johnson had not 
had the confidence of his Secretary of War, EdvdLn Mo Stanton, for a long 
timeo Indeed, there is grave doubt that Stanton was ever loyal to 
Johnson0 By a strange coincidence it had been Stanton who had helped
Secretary of State Seward draft Johnson?s veto message of the Tenure Act,
■ ■ " 63 : •. ' ■ • ... . 
denouncing it as unconstitutional,, ■ Gn August 5, 186?, Johnson communi
cated with Stanton by way of a note in which he indicated that the Secre
tary's resignation would, be acceptedo Stanton replied, with a note de
clining to resign® At long last, Johnson's patience with Stanton was .ex- 
hasted end he Suspended him from office on August 12, 1867c General Uo 
Sc Grant was appointed as Secretary of War ad interim® Johnson contended 
that his reasoni for so doing was that he wanted to force Stanton to go to 
the courts in an attempt to regain his office| thus the constitutionality
'/ - : ■ : ■ , . 6h ■ ' : ■ ' ; , .of the law could be tested® This removal was announced to the Senate 
when.it reconvened in December, 1867, and on January 13, 1868, the Senate ; 
refused to.concur in Stanton's removal® Grant immediately returned the 
office to Stanton, thwarting President Johnson's plans for a forced 
court action by the Secretary,, :

: Supra, p» 22= The ten days.rule provides that if a bill is 
not acted upon by the President, within ten days, it becomes law without 
his signatureo
- ■ ^landall. Civil War, p® 763® .

6^Ibido, p® 766®
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On February 21/ 1868j Johnson attempted to remove Stanton again

by replacing him with General Lorenzo Thomas0 Stanton, however, retained 
the office by physical occupation in face of the presidential order= He 
continued to discharge the duties of the office even though Thomas was 
recognized as the Secretary of War ad interim by the President and was 
attending cabinet meetings in that capacity. Stanton immediately re
ported this neW development to the Radicals in Congress and on February 
2h> 1868, the Hpuse adopted a resolution "That Andrew Johnson. President
of the United States, be impeached for high crimes' and misdemeanors in

■6$ ■ : , ' ■ ■ ; ' 
office"a- This resolution was1 passed without the existence of an in
dictment or articles of impeachment against the President» A committee 
was appointed to !treport articles of impeachment*' against Johnson® . Gn 
March 2 and 3, 1868, eleven articles were adopted by the House and the 
next day they were reported to the Senate®

The first eight dealt with the removal of Stanton as a violation 
of the Tenure Act® The ninth was the "Emozy Article" | it alleged that
the President had attempted to induce General Emory to violate the Army

: • ; ■ 66 ;  ' . . ;Act of March 2, 1867® The tenth article was the work of Benjamin F®
Butler of Massachusetts| the eleventh, that of Thaddeus Stevens® In the
"Butler Article", it was charged that the President had committed high
crime and misdemeanors by virtue of his hostile acts against the Congress0
The eleventh article was a catch-all that repeated in different words

  6^lbid0 '

-  6 6  ■

Ibid® > p® 770® This act had stripped Johnson of his power as 
Gommander-in-Chief of the Amy, to issue orders, .except through General 
Grant® ' ; •. ' ; : ' ' ' ■ -. / . ' ■ '
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all that had been charged in the first ten articles* These charges were 
presented to the Senate on March hf 1868, and during the following two 
days the Senate was organized and sworn for the trial* Chief Justice 
Salmon P* Chase presided*

The President was defended by ex-Attorney General Henry Stanbery, 
Benjamin H* Curtis, William M*. Evarts and William S* Groesbeck* The pro
secution was conducted by the House managers, Banjamin F* Butler, George 
S= Boutwell, Thaddeus Stevens, John A* Bingham, James F* Wilson, Thomas 
Williams and John A* Logan* The opening argument for the prosecution 
was presented by Butler on March 30, 1868, and on May 16 the vote was 
taken on the eleventh article* This article failed by a vote of thirty- 
five to nineteen, to receive the two-thirds majority necessary for con
viction; thus acquittal was carried by one vote* The Radicals immediately 
called a ten day recess during which time the senators who had voted for 
acquittal were badgered unmercifully in an attempt to force them back into 
the party fold* On May 26, 1868, the vote was taken on the second and 
third articles and again the vote, was the same, thirty-five to nineteen*
.It was now quite obvious to the Radicals that if Andrew Johnson was to 
be impeached it would have to be on another day* No further votes were 
taken on any of the remaining articles and the Senate adjourned sine die* 

The long congressional investigation into Johnson's political and 
personal activities had failed to uncover any actual basis for impeach
ment*' The impeachment proceedings were fabricated on the basis of parti
san politics and personal dislike for the President* But the Radicals 
had gone too far for some members "of their own party turned against them 
and in the end. they were defeated in their attempt to establish Legislative
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supremacy over the Executive branch of the government as they had over 
the Federal Judiciary*^

Senator Edmund Gibson Ross of Kansas had cast the nineteenth vote 
in favor of acquittal and he and the other six Republican Senators who 
voted with the Democrats in favor of the President were savagely de
nounced as Copperheads, They had, in fact, committed political sui- 
=id=.68

In the eyes of many people in the nation, Andrew Johnson has been 
vindicated and he continued to serve the remainder of his term conscien
tiously carrying out the acts of the Congress that he had so bitterly 
opposed®

67The Supreme Court had been bullied into complete submission by 
the Radicals through threats and the withdrawal of its appellate juris
diction over cases resulting from reconstruction. See Harold U» Faulkner, 
American Political and Social History (6th ed® rev.j New forks Appleton- 
Century-Crofts, Inc®, 1952), pp® U0li.~ij.05o ' '

68 'Randall, Civil War,- p® 778® These were William Pitt Fesseden
of Maine, Joseph Smith Fowler of Tennessee, James Wilson Grimes of Iowa, 
John Brooks Henderson of Missouri, Lyman Trumbull of Illinois and Peter 
Goodwin Van Winkle of West Virginia®



CHAPTER II

AffiJREW JOHNSON s PORTMIT OF INFAMY 
OPIHION FRCE 186^-1900 ;

Johnsonrs Attitude Prior to Becoming President
In a split second the wild, unbalanced fanaticism of John Wilkes,

Booth changed the course of a nation and called forth one of the most
controversial figures ever to .walk across the stage of American history* 
For it/vyas* at 7s 22 A®Mo on April 1“? ,, 1865# that Abraham Lincoln took his 
place in the annals of history and Andrew Johnson becdme the seventeenth 

' President of the United States of America«
The death of President Lincoln shocked both the North,and the 

South® The news of Lee's surrender at Appomattox on April 9 3 1865 j, had 
been received with an overwhelming feeling of relief in the Northy many 
people in the Souths even in'defeat/ were relieved to see the end of the 
slaughter® president1 Lincoln, who had witnessed the start of hostilities 
in April of 1861, and1 had then pressed the war to its bitter end, had 
been-.taken to the hearts of many as the symbol of victory and of a Union
whole and indissoluble® The brutal assassination at the time of such a
victorious triumph instantly engraved the name of Abraham Lincoln forever. 

; upon the hallowed- roll of martyrdom® The nation was plunged into gloom 
and dark despair by such an infamous climax to the "fiery epoch!* 0f civil 
war ®, . ,

35
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The Radicals of the Republican party were also s hocked by the 

brutality of the murder of the man whom they had.so long opposed® How- 
ever, from a political standpoint, the demise of President Lincoln was
viewed from behind their "mask of public grief" as a "godsend" to the

1 ■ •Radical cause® They had reason to believe that the new President,
Andrew Johnson, a War Democrat and ardent Unionist from Tennessee was' a 
man who agreed with their attitude toward the defeated South® During an 
early visit with the new President, "Bluff" Ben Wade of Ohio, remarked;
"Johnson, we have faith in you®, By the gods, there will be no trouble

' . 2 . now in the running of the government®"
Andrew Johnson himself was largely responsible for this mis- /

placed Radical faith® Re had,, as Senator', and later as military governor
of Tennessee, constantly defended the cause of the Union by using the
most specific and direct language possible®. Indeed,.Johnson1s favorite
theme prior to becoming President, and for a few short weeks thereafter,
was one of punishment. He constantly reiterated that treason was a -
crime and as such, it had to be punished® This attitude can be clearly
seen in Johnson’s letter of acceptance of the nomination for the Vice

3Presidency by the Union party, dated July 2, 186U® In this letter

Robert S® Henry, The Story of Reconstruction (Indianapolis; 
The Bobbs-MeariU Company, 1938), p® 7®

^William E® Woodward, A New American History (New York; The 
Literary Guild, Inc®, 1937), p® 583o

- ■
This was, in reality, the Republican party given a new name 

to attract men with Unionist sentiments, such as the War Democrats®
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, ■ ), . .Johnson was firm in his convictions^ He stated that his attitudes to
ward the rebellion had not changeds in fact, time had only served to con
firm his confidence in them. He again charged that rebellion was Htrea-̂  
son worth the punishment of death", and that the last vestige of rebel

v - . ■ ■' 5 ... ■ ■authority should be; crashed but in each state by "force of arms",
Johnson went on to berate the "wicked and designing conspirators" for
attempting to establish "an independent organization based upon slavery",
which they could control at all times. In this letter he claimed that the
separation of the Union had been the "cherished purpose of Southern
leaders" for many years®

Up to this point in his letter of acceptance, Johnson had sounded
thoroughly radical; however, the last portion seemed to reflect more of
the man who was :to become one of the central figures in the struggle oyer
reconstruction: . y.-..;, :

. y In a great contest like this » . , the path of duty is pa- - 
triotism and principle,. Mlnon considerations and questions of 
' administrative policy should give way to the higher duty of ,
first preserving the Government, and then there will be time : .
enough to wrangle over the men and measures pertaining to its 
administration,.-fhis is not the hour for strife and division 
among ourselves, \ • . ..
. After his election as Vice President, Johnson continued to give

the Radicals adequate reasons to believe that he was a "Vindictive",

McPherson, Political History of the United States During 
.the Great Rebellion (New York: D, Appleton and Company, I86I4.), p, d09, .

' : W & -  f; > r f  ;- :: : : . ' ' ; ^  ^
Ibid,, Johnson referred to the nullification episode of 1832®
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Charles Anderson Danas assistant Secretary of War from 1863 to 1865* pub
lished in .1898» his jBecolleotibns of the Civil War0. In this work, al
though very little opinion was given about Andrew Johnsons Dana did re
fer to a conversation between himself and Johnson which took place in 
April*. 186£0 In this conversation Johnson displayed a most radical set 
of opinionso According to Dana* the new Vice President talked of the :
,fnecessity of, not taking the Confederates back without some conditions.
' ' ' ' ■ : ' . ■ 8 ' : ; ' V . . ' . : ■ ■ ' . 'or without some punishment'*e Johnson insisted that the gravity of their
sins had been enormous and that only bad effects could be gained from al
lowing their return without punishments He felt that "they might be 
dangerous in the future"e This particular conversation was characterized 
by Dana As "impassioned" and "earnest1',, He then observed that not long 
after Johnson became President his entire attitude underwent a complete

■ ' ' - 9 ' . ' . . . ■ ’ ' ' V ■ • ■ ' ' ' : '■ ' . ■ -  ̂ ' 'changes Whether this change was good or bad* Dana neglected to say®

Unfavorable Opinion -
In general* the opinion found to exist about Andrew Johnson* 

during the years l86h=19QO* was predominantly negative in character®'
Some of the extremely denunciatory opinion developed* as time went by* 
from rather cordial feelings® The attitude of Horace Greeley was a car
dinal example of this0 On April 22* 186$* Greeley published* in the Hew 
York Tribune* an editorial about Johnson which was quite complimentary in 
tone® Greeley's opening sentence,was: "Mr® Johnson has some rare

o ■ ' 1 . - ’ . . .: r ' 'Charles A® Dana* Recollections of the Civil War. (New York: D® , ,
Appleton Company* 1898)* p® 269®'  ̂ ; r ’' v ' :
' V ■' ^Ibid®* p® 270®  ̂ ;vv- ■ ,vy. > :



qualifications for the vast responsibility so suddenly thrust upon him!10
After he enumerated and discussed some of these qualifications in a very
. amicable manner, he closed his editorial comment with'the following* "In
short, he is in a position to stand well with a majority of pur people,
and we trust he will* But more? he knows the Rebellion, egg and bird,
its incitements, its pretexts, its leaders, their, pbjeets and their
hopes* He knows how far the South has been perverted or tainted by that

11Rebellion, and wherein it is safe to temper Justice with Mercy"* . Com
pare the above remarks with Mr* Greeley's commentvon.August 28, 1867?
."We believe anything possible of Mr® Johnson* His administration is a 
record of deception, cunning, disloyalty— antagonism to the best in
terests -of the country* He has made the administration of Buchanan re
spectable by showing a degredation to which even Mr* Buchanan could not 
sink". Greeley went on to charge Johnson with the betrayal of his party 
and friends and then ended with the virulent remarks "The savage of the ,
Sahara is not insensible to the obligation of friendship, but even this
' , ' ; 12 - - no longer remains with Mr* Johnson"e

Greeley was to become more incensed as time passed. Three 
years later, on February 2h, 1868, his opinion had undergone a complete 
metamorphosis? solidifying in the mold of contempt. The following com
ments were written about the same man who, in April of 1865, was reported,

■^Horace Greeley, The Greeley Record: Showing the Opinions and
Sentiments of Horace Gteeley (Washington, B.C.: Union Republican Con-
gressional Executive Committee, 1872), p. 39.



by Greeleys to possess certain lfrare qualifications11 for the responsibility 
of restoration: : . . . /

The time has .come to cease trifling with Andrew Johnsom 
This man.who reeled into the Presidency; who has debased his 

. high office by unseemly and indecent demonstrations; who has 
,, surrounded himself with the worst members of the worst phase 

of Washington life| whose retinue consists of lobbyists^ re
bels ̂ and adventures; who has polluted the public service by 
mking espionage honorables and treachery the means Of advance
ment; who has deceived the party that elected him, as well as 
the party that created him; who has made his own morbid and 
overweening vanity the only rule of his administration; who 
has sought to entrap illustrious servants of the people into 
ignominious evasion of the law," and who now claims to break 
that law with impunity-— this most infamous Chief Magistrate 
should be swept ; Out: of off ice<f r ^nd ' v' ‘ '

" let the Bepublican party shows that it not.only has the :•
power to preserve the country from rebellioh under Jefferson 
Davis, but also from treachery under .Andrew'Johrisona ^

Mr̂  Greeley had the talent to write scathing criticism^ The com- 
ment above could hardly have been more vehemento Nevertheless, he did 
not stand alone in his editorial criticism of Johnson0 Allan Nevins put 
together a work- entitled, American Press Opinion, 1785-1927, published 
in 1928, in which he assembled various editorial comments on. happenings 
in American historya One of these comments, published in the Nation on 
April 5 > 1866, was entitled, "An Indictment of Andrew Johns on1'® In this 
article the Nation agreed with the course taken by Johnson up to, and 
including, the convening of the constitutional conventions for.the pur
pose of reorganising the state governments in the South® From this 
point forward, however, the editor felt that Johnson had gone about the 
process of law making with a "great assiduity"® He further character
ized Johnson1s complete restoration effort as "one long piece of
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usurpt ion” e :

Lest one get immersed in the flood of hostile criticism, it should 
be remembered that Johnson was not without his supporters when he came to ■ 
the Presidencyo In the beginning, such men as Senators Gowan, of Pennsyl
vania 5 Dixon of Connecticut; Doolittle of Wisconsin; Lane of Kansas 5 and 
Iforhees of Ipdiana, all supported the new President and his policies of 
restoration. However, as time,passed, and as the outlines of the turbu
lent struggle between the President and Congress emerged, much of this 
support gradually slipped away from Johnsone •

The- impression gained from research is that the majority of 
opinion in this period was hostile to Johnson. It was not wholly nega- ,
tive, but definitely tending in that directibn. It is important to note 
that even his most violent enemies often gave Johnson credit for his 
loyalty to the Union and for the courage he showed while serving as mili
tary governor of Tennessee under Lincoln.

James G0 Blaine, in his two-volume memoirs. Twenty Years of 
Congress; From Lincoln to Garfield, published, 188h to'1893, was bne of 
Johnson* s earlier attackers. Evidently, Blaine thought it only fair to ■ ■ 
give Johnson credit where it was due him, for in discussing his qualifi- . • 
cations for the Vice Presidency, he made certain concessions to Johnson. :
He recorded the unqualified statement that '%is record and character had 
much to attract the patriotic respect of the Country*'. In this discussion

•^Allan Kevins, American Press Opinion, 1785-1927 (Boston; D.O.. 
Heath and Compary, 1928), pp. 308-310.

yd '■'' ■. : ' ■ ' :James G. Blaine, Twenty Years of Congress: From Lincoln to-
Garfield. (Norwich, Conn.: The Heniy Bill 'Publishing Company, 1EBIPT893),
I, 522. ” Cited hereafter as Blaine, Twenty Years. ; •
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he used such words as " "vigor""bhilness'S ’’f irmness''̂  and “unyielding 
loyalty” <, when he referred to Johnson* s career as a Southern Senator 
and as military governor, of his" state,, Blaine.went on to say that his 
nomination, as Vice President greatly influenced national politics in 
that it "nationalized the Republican party and in this consideration 
gave it popularity throughout the North",

Blaine readily conceded that in the. execution of his duties 
the new President was confronted by "grave responsibilities" and that
the "embarrassing task" of restoration had been forced upon Johnson's
■■ ~ - ' ' ' ' - ■ :: .: ■ '■ ' ' ■■ ■ " 17 ■' ''' ,administration "on the very threshold of its existence**» However^
he took exception to Johnson only minutes after he became President, To 
Blaine, Johnson committed an error in the short speech which he uttered 
after taking the oath as Presidents He failed to eulogize Lincoln, 
but instead, made "ample comment" about himself and his past records 
Blaine, however, did not ridicule-Johnson.for his failure to call Con™ 
gress into special session upon his ascension to power. As far as Blaine 
was concerned, Johnson was correct in not doing soj for not only was pre
cedent against it, there was no need for it«

In discussing the President* s apparent reluctance to seek advice 
from Congress, the author was of the opinion that Johnson turned to his 
cabinet as an alternative, in an attempt to avoid the mistakes made by 
Presidents. Filmpre and Tyler and thus, leave behind an administration which

l6Ibid. '. v . . . ' .' / ,
^ Ibld., II, 3. ■ ;
16ibid.,' p. s. - r " \ ; : '. . - .
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. would, not be remembered for its "faults? blunders 3 and its misfor-
' ' ■' 19 ' % . , . 'tunes"® How ironic this observation must haye seemed to many of John

son’ s. historic judges j ; '
Blaine’s basic opinion of Johnson began to come into focus when . 

he discussed Johnson1s highly contrpyersial '"Swing Around the Circle", 
which occurred between August 28, and September 15, 1866® Of this, he 
said Johnson■"behayed as an ordinary political speaker in a heated can- 
rass, receiving interruptions, from the crowd, answering insolent remarks
with undignified repartee, ahd lowering at every step of his progress

- ■ ■" - ■' : ■' • : . ' 'V . : ' ' ... 20 "the dignity which properly appertains to the great.office"® Admitting
that the remarks made by: the President about Congress, while on the tour, • 
were "severe1! and; characterizing the entire trip as a "comedy", Blaine 
considered the tour to have been disastrous to Johnson’s cause® He re
marked: "With whatever strength or prestige the President left Washing
ton, he certainly returned to the Capitol personally discredited and 
politically ruined"® - ' .

.. After the sweeping Hepublican victories in the congressional 
elections of 1866, Johnson’s disposition became unyielding and his "pre
judices obscured his reason"® . Blaine attributed what he called Johnson’s 
"stubborn and malicious actions" to a desire for revdnge on the Northern 
states and their leaders for the rebuke he received at the polls in •
1866®22 A . ■ •. ■ . . . ; y . v  ■

v. ■[ • -
. 2QIbide p®:'238® • : - S  ■. : ■ . ; ' :
r /  y ; ' ; '

22ibid® , p® 250® " •
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, The above opinioB was commensurate with what Blaine .considered
to be the basic components of Johnson's character: vanity* offensive
egotism* conceit* and obstinacy* which* united* "rendered him incapable
■'■■ • ■ - ■ ; ' ■ ■ 23' ' ■ .of efficient administration"e By and large* Blaine considered Johnson*

. "besetting sin"■to be the art of inimical speechu It is interesting to 
note that in his remarks about Johnson*s character he made no reference 
to the often repeated charge that the'President was,a drunkards

In his work* Division and Eeunion* 1829-1889* first published in 
1893* Woodrow.Wilson made an unqualified attack on President Johnson® Un
like Blaine* Wilson did not give Johnson the slightest credits. The only 
point on which Wilson could be interpreted to,have given Johnson the 
benefit of the doubt was in the statement that he held identical views 
with Lincoln on the problem of reconstructions The favorable comparison 
to Lincoln ended there® The author criticized Johnson for not having had 
as he put it, "a touch of Lincoln’s genius for understanding and per
suading men" » Thus* in Wilson* s opinion* Lincoln*s death brought little 
or no change in the Presidential Theory on reconstruction* but it made 
"all the difference possible in the manner, and temper of executive ac
tion", r. ' ' . ■ ;v ’ ■ '

In his analysis of Johnson's rise to prominence* Wilson saw in . 
the President* s"pugnacious f orce" a certain "initiative of character" 
which carried him to high posts of public trust. His powers had never 
been schooled or refined and to Wilson they always retained their "native 
roughness", One of these "powers"* the art of stump speaking* was the

23Ibid,, p, 306.
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most unrefined tool with which Johnson came to the Presidency? it left
much to be desired, in Wilson'sopinione For example, Wilson referred to 
the President's speech of February 22, 1866, as being uttered in the most 
bitter terms of "contempt and condemnation"0 Thus, it was due to such 
"rash and intemperate conduct", so displayed by Johnson, that a consolida
tion of the moderate wing of the Republican party with the Radicals,

, -

formed a majority against hirru As to the general character and conduct 
of the "Swing", Wilson agreed with Blaine.

Wilson judged that throughout his entire administration Johnson's 
performance of his duties, as Chief Executive, was dominated by rash, 
headstrong, and aggressive tactics => The President, a Southern Democrat, 
held, with characteristic stubbornness, views pertaining to States Rights. 
He would yield nothing for the sake of accommodation and, as Wilson saw it, 
this was the paramount reason which caused, Congress to become as intern- 
perate and aggressive as the President. Wilson summed up what he con
sidered, fo be one of the most significant flaws in Johnson's character 
with the following statement: "He could not be right without so exas
perating his opponents by his manner of being right as to put himself

■ 26practically in the wrong". In a brief evaluation of the tenor of 
Johnson's administration, Wilson claimed that those .few years had been . 
among the. most "tempestuous and extraordinary" in the history of the

^^Woodrow Wilson, Division andj&eunion, 1829-1889 (2d ede; New 
York: Longman's, Green and Company, 1926), p. 277.

^ Ibido, pp. 283-281k :

26Ibido,. p. 271
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In 18985 Thorton K«, Lothrop published his life of William Henry 
Sewardo lothrop1s dominant theme5 in reference to Johnsons was one that 
depicted the President’s policy of restoration as beihf a complete fall
ure « He firmly believed that Johnson had erred greatly in his neglect 
to implement in his policy those changes which were needed to ayert 
total disasters, Lothrop prefaced his discussion with the opinion that 
many men in Congress5 and in the country at larger had felt Johnson v
would save the United States. from the apparent consequences of what he - 
called Lincoln's "ill-advised leniency and trust" in the restoration of 
the SouthJ Tf Lincoln’s leniency and trust were considered by the 
author as "ill-advised" <, then certainly Johnson's adherence to the same 
principles would be likewise condemnede And so it waso

Lothrop firmly believed that the charge against Johnson of sub- 
mlssibh to-the influence Of Secretary Seward and thereby changing his 
approach toward the restoration of the South after he became President^ 
was falseo It was around this precise point that Lothrop wove his web 
of condemnation of Johnsonc Seward's biographer conceived the‘idea that 
the entire difficulty which Johnson experienced with Congresss was hinged 
upon his obstinate refusal to make any change whatsoever in his plan of 
restorationo Eyen when the actions of the Southern states proved the 
plan to be faultyj, he clung to it . with a bulldog tenacity<= Abundant evidence

*Ibido9 pi.-286.
■ ^^Lothrop) Seward  ̂p. to6o Blaine> Twenty Years, 11̂  70} claimed 

Johnson was greatly influenced by Seward in all that he did.in the prob
lem of restoration® . .
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did exist from which Johnson should have drawn the logical conclusions 
about the results of his plans, Prior to the convening of Congress> in 
December,' 1865S the South had proven itself to be neither loyal nor sub
missive 0 Quite the contrary, it had given every evidence of being com
pletely untrustworthy6 The old disloyal rebel element was being put
back into power and "obnoxious legislation*1 was being passed with pro-

■ 29 " ' ' " ' • ;■■■ ■ •fusion by Southern legislatures0 It was lothrop* s opinion that at
this point, with ample evidence before him, Johnson should have changed 
completely his approach to the problem of reconstruction,. But, as Lothrop 
phrased it, Johnson "had neither the perception, nor the flexibility, nor 
the brepdth of mind necessary for this"©

Lothrop did give the President credit for a certain sincerity 
when he stated that Johnson firmly believed he was following in Lincoln's 
footsteps in everything,he attempted to do© This is small praise, how
ever, in light of his brief devastating characterization of Johnsons

- He was a person essentially narrow, obstinate, and conceited, 
was coarse and vulgar and possessed of a very bad temper which 
caused him to lose his' head when it got the mastery© He was, .< 
like many common men, conscious of his defects, very sensitive 
to ridicule or to any mark of disrespect, and easily affected by 
attentions or even gross flattery®

Lothrop was in complete agreement with the other opinions stated 
above on the character and effect of Johnson's speeches© His attacks 
On Congress were considered to be bitter and unjustifiable© He labeled

■ OQ 1 ; ' \ ; ' ' ■ ' 1Lothrop had reference to the so-called "Black Codes" here® 

^ Ibid©, p» hl6© - ■ • . ’■ :

Ibid., pp® hl6“Ul7® .
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the ,!Swinglf as a sorry1 exhibition in which the President delivered, of
fensive speeches all along the way0 The tour would have been considered 
quite successful if the PreSideht had deliberately planned to "disgust 
the people and lose the confidence of the country", for that is what he ...
'■ :'x'y 32 : ■: - ^.yacc omplishede J

In closing his evaluation of Johnson8s character and accomplish
ments , Lothrop concluded that prior to the passage of the Military Be-? 
construction Act of March 2S 186?s Johnson*s attempt at moderate restora
tion was a failure o. Bebels were in control of the state governments5 race 
riots were occurring throughout the Souths and the Negro. • was. beitigr.vir- -

/' ' ,V 33tually re-enslaved by the passage of the infamous "Black Codes"®
There is only one way to describe Edward Starwood1s opinion of 

President Johnsons and that is to say that it was unequivocally nega
tive o In speaking of Johnson’s ascendance to the Presidency.in his 
stuiiy called A History of the Presidency  ̂1898; Starwood did not mince

^ rds:: V : 'y :; t ...-Y: ; ' y  >/■ ' ... Y
A man could not have been found less fitted than he to 

. . enter into: the plans of those who3 having determined the 
policy of the country during the war, were resolved that, 
the fruits of the war should be secured , « Compliance . •

' ‘ was:not in his nature = » » He lacked that characteristic of 
greatness which enables strong popular leaders to persuade 
their followers to. support measures which their judgment 
does not apprpveo ;

32Ibidc, p= U20o ■ :' ’ ;y ■ • Y . , .
‘ . 3% j d i, P® '' . g Y .. A: . .

3^Edward Stahwood,.. A History of the Presidency from 1788-1897 
(5th ed0 rev®| Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1898), II, 313»" Cited 
hereafter as Stanwood, The Presidency® - -
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Mr0 Starwood presusied to speak for "the people" as well as for 
"history"5 whew he remarked■that they found in Johnson "much obstinacy5 
little wisdom, and no tact"» Johnson1s pre-war political training was 

. a basic source of trouble to both, himself and Congress« When he became 
President his Southern States Eights Democratic principles reasserted 
themselves and his sbbborn adherence to those principles acted as a , 
catalyst, in the widening of the breach between him and CongressB In 
his summary of Johnson1 s administration,, Stanwood labeled it as, being 
"scarcely less agitated than the, four years which preceded secession"*^  

Stanwood made no reference to the United States in foreign af
fairs during Johnson*s term of office; his only reference to financial 
matters was to blame a 11 temporary stringency" in the money market on the 
President * s attempt to reduce, the number of "greenbacks" which were in 
circulation at that time0 ' .. . .'.v

The positive opinion about Andrew Johnsons which was given by 
Samuel It, McCall in his biographys Thaddeus' Stevensy can be discussed 
quickly; the reason being, there, was so little of it I McCall did credit 
Johnson with a show of "unflinching loyalty" and "devotion" to the Union 
during the rebellion; he was sure that it was for that reason Johnson 
was given: the ¥iCe Presidential nomination-in ISbbo Other than the ad
mission that Johnson had gained considerable popularity in the North, 
based on his'record as a war governor, and that he possessed a certain 
"rugged" honesty, McCall would go no further in admitting any good ,

'' 35Ibid„, p= 31bo '■ ,
36Ibidc,, p0 316b ' • ■  ■■



about, the Presidents •
Stevens* biographer was of the opinion that Johnson’s qualifica

tions and tiaining for the office, which he held'by accident/ were com
pletely nil because he lacked "patience, discernment^ political tact-, 
and constructive capacity1’,, In his speech making, for instance# he 
seemed to exhibit a complete disregard for the proprieties of his posi
tion; this was ”characteristic” of hinn For example5 his speech of 
February 22, 1866, in which he referred to Thaddeus Stevens, Charles 
Sumner, and Wendell Phillips as enemies of the Union, gained absolutely 
no favor for him among even' his mildest opponents; rather, it succeeded 
in embarrassing many of his friends? In line with his opinion of Johnson, 
the speech maker, McCall referred to the highly controversial ’’Swing
Around the Circle”, as a ’’grotesque performance”, resulting in a most

- ; * " . ■ 37 • - .’’vulgar s ort of campaign tour” =,
Stevens’ biographer was highly critical of the plan used by 

Johnson to restore the Southern states to their place in the Union, It 
appeared to McCall that the North Carolina Proclamation succeeded in one 
thing; it delivered the process of restoration directly into the hands 
of the very people who had ’’participated in the rebellion"«, However, 
regardless of the control which, was exercised by the late rebel leaders, 
the North manifested a genuinely friendly interest in the activities of:

07 ' ..: .. .Samuel McCall, Thaddeus Stevens (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin
and Company, 1899), P° 280o ; '

^ Ibido, p» 2l|.8o This was announced on May 29, 1865, and was to 
serve as the format for the initiation of the other state governments in 
the South. See Supra, pe iho -
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the new state organizationsa^ ■ ,
■ .The first harvest reaped from the application of Johnson‘s
moderate plan of restoration was viewed with great alarm by many people 
in the North» The bitter fruits of that harvest were the ’’Black Codes'^ 
which had been eracted by the new state governments to control the actions 
of the Freedmeni The codes were a vital factor in the shaping of future 
reconstruction legislation by Congress and, hence, played a significant .

' ' " ’ ' V j Q 'part; in producing the, antagonism between that body and the Presidents 
Thus, the first results of Johnson’s policy established its unpopularity 
and, as a direct result, "paved the way for a radical reaction"®

. It was McCall’s contention that .Johnson, by his intemperate 
1speeches, inflexible attitude, and undue influence on the South, was 
. actually responsible f or the system of "Radical Reconstruction", which 
was implemented by Congress® He pointed to the circumstances surrounding 
the Southern rejection of the Fourteenth Amendment as a typical example 
of Johnson’s attitudes and their results® Johnson, hostile to the amend
ment, urged the-South to reject it3 this was promptly and systematically 
done® Therefore, the bill to readmit the Southern states to the Union 
upon ratification ot the proposed amendment, was dropped by Congress® , 
Another circumstance which was accelerated by the Southern rejection of 
the amendment was the movement of the moderate wing of the Republican 
party closer to the extreme radicalism of Thaddeus Stevens® With this 
conviction in mind, McCall defended the Radicals in Congress with the remark

39Ibido, p= 2h9o 
^Ibid®, p® 2$0o
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that the Southern states were far from free of the responsibility for the

' . ' ,

more stringent system of reconstruction later imposecL The harsher 
system that McCall referred to was the congressional plan which was em
bodied in the four ^Reconstruction Acts”e The basic act of March 2,
186?s  had to be supplemented by the remaining three due to the diffi-

 ̂ : :  •' ■ h2 
culties incurred by Johnson's "unfriendly attitude”*

After McCall had surveyed the bitter quarrel between Johnson
and Congress^ he was convinced that it transcended in importance any
other political struggle in our history® He lamented the unfortunate
ascendance of Johnson to the highest office of the land "at a time when
there was a more pressing demand for a man of sagacious statesmanship
and great popular strength at the White House than at any time since the
. ' v''-: : ' k3 ' ' •■■■' '' ' : : ■ ' ■'adoption of the Constitution”®

In the light of later opinion McCall took a unique view of the 
. impeachment trial of the President in 1868<> He felt it to be a "majestic 
one in its simplicity”5 "eloquent in its direct purpose”s "too great for 
the tinsel and trappings of ceremony”e Historic opinion on this point 
has"undergone a complete change since.McCall published his work®

In the biography of another of the leading Radicals opposed to

I —i . . ■

Ibido j, p= 273» For. the terms of the iLth Amendment see Supraj 
p® 19o  McCall claimed the.rejection of the amendment gave birth to the 
Military Reconstruction Bill of March 2* 1867, Supra, p® l6a

^ Ibido, po 292® McCall had reference to the strict interpreta
tion of the basic"bill by Attorney General Staribery® Johnson acted ac
cording to this advice®
, : ^ Ibido,. p. 308® . , .

Ibid®, p® 3U8o



Johnsonj, entitled,, Charles Sumner  ̂published in 1900,, by Moorefield 
Storey, the statement was made that "if the power of the President to
prescribe the conditions of reconstruction had been conceded, it is hard

■ ]>< to say what evil might not have been done by President Johnson"e
Storey felt that regardless of whether Johnson's character was 

exemplary or not, his violent reaction to the attacks upon him could be 
readily explained by his "strong will", "violent temper", and lack of edu
cation,, As Storey interpreted Johnson, it was these faults of character 
that drove the President to an "indefensible line of action"e

In the opinion of Storey, Andrew Johnson will probably be re
membered as a "patriotic man of pure intentions, but who could brook no / I . • ■
opposition and was entirely unfitted for his great office"® In line 
with this reasoning. Storey viewed Johnson's complete course of action 
as one which endangered the outcome of the war by the re-enslavement of 
the' Negro and the placing of the Southern governments in the hands of the 
disloyalo

The political speeches made by the President, both before and 
during the "Swing", were condemned by this author in the same manner and 
language as in the opinions discussed above0

Storey also took exception to Johnson's use of the Federal patron
age s He accused the President of abusing this patronage by openly buying 
support to punish his enemies and reward his friends* He was not alone 
in this contention* James G* Blaine and Edward Stanwood both concurred

■%oorefield Storey, Charles Sumner (Boston; Houghton, Mifflin 
and Company, 1900), pp„ 287-288*



in the belief that Johnson sought to increase his own prestige by the 
use of.this power» Both Stanwood and Storey attributed the passage of • 
the Tenure of Office Act, March 2S 1867, to a congressional attempt to 
check Johnson’s abuse of the patronagecA^ ■

Favorable Opinion
There were a few soft tones in the grotesque canvass of violence 

and failure which was painted:so expertly by Johnson’s attackers in the 
years immediately f ollowing his Presidency. However, it must be noted 
that even Johnson’s warmest admirers during this period openly admitted 
his faults and mistakes. John T. Morse, Jr., in the introduction to The 
Diary of Gideon 'Welles, 1911, stated-that Mr0 Welles had given the most 
favorable opinion of any authority on Andrew Johnson that had been pub
lished up to that timeo In: the opinion of Mr. Morse, this diary deserved 
to be studied with great interest for he believed Bideon Welles to be a 
shrewd and fair judge Of men. If this be true, then Welles’ opinion is 
valuable in determining more accurately the true character and accomplish
ments of Andrew Johnsorio Although this diary was made public in 1911, the 
comments therein were based on frequent intimate observations of Johnson 
during his presidency. -Mr. Welles served as Secretary of the Navy during 
both Lincoln’s and Johnson* s administrations; after having worked closely 

■ wifh both .Presidents and their cabinets, his comments should have a cer
tain validity. Because Welles was ndt a Badieal and because he had the 
tendency to critizise Johnson, his remarks about the President take on a

Ibid., pp. 329-330. Blaine, Twenty'Tears, p= 297, Stanwood, 
The Presidency, p. 315.



certain degree of objectivity,,
From -the beginning Welles had been favorably inclined towaiti 

Johns on ̂ he approved his nomination as Fice President in I86I4.0 However, 
bn March h, 1865S when Johnson was sworn in and spoke in a ramblirig, in- 
articulate manner, Welles was not impressed and noted that the speech was 
in bad tastes He was1 of the opinion that the new Vice President was 
either Hsick or drunk111 he hoped Johnsonrs actions had been caused by
■ . , '■ U8 ■ " ■" ■ - - " : . \ ; . .  ̂ : . .sicknesso Welles did not .believe that Johnson’s short, informal re
marks, made on the morning he took the oath as President, were of poor 
character, aiS; did James G, Blaine, • Instead- he Claimed that Johnson fSde™ 
ported himself admirably” e ,

The one thing which Welles constantly referred to, which was not 
generally mentioned in other opinions, was Johnsonfs capacity for long, . 
arduous hours of work 0 There was no question in the mind of the Secre
tary that the new president would succeed in ruining his health if he
■  ̂ / ' . ■ ■"' ■ \ " <0continued to work at his many tasks with such relentless diligence,,

■ In regard to Johnson* s choice of men for specific duties, Welles 
admitted that judicious appointments were sometimes beyond - the Presideht»s 
capabilitieso The appointment of Oarl Schurs, for example, to investigate

^Gideon Welles, The Diary of Gideon Welles (Boston; Houghton, 
Mifflin and Company, 191177” II, 0' dited hereafter as Welles ̂ Diary,
It is now commonly accepted that Johnson had been violently ill hrior to 
this time. The effects, of this illness, coupled with the whiskey he con
sumed to steady himself, did/wreak havoe with his conduct on that day, '

' ' ^ Ibldo  ̂p̂  289,o - ; ■ . ..; . 7' /
V For comments on this point, see Ibid,, III, 327, 329, 3h2,, 3h7,

3lt8, 352. —  .... ■



conditions in the South was considered by Welles as. "unf ortunate" because 
Schurz had been tainted with, radicalisms thuss. an objective analysis was 
nearly beyond the realm of possibility^ Some of Johnson’s appointments 
of men to act as provisional governors in the South were also considered 
to be poor.. Mr® Welles took exception to W® W® Holden, provisional gover
nor of Worth Carolina, as a "hollow pretender", and to A® J„ Hamilton of . 
Texas as a "vain, self-conceited •partisan"® ' I .

The tone and content:of Johnson's frequent impromptu speeches . 
were not always: admired by his friend,, Welles® Where other historians 
and observers have verbally crucified the President for the intemperate 
character of his speeches, Welles merely:noted that the President "les
sened his dignity" by his informal talks to crowds®

Welles reiterated again and again that Johnson’s one paramount 
weakness was' hesitation® "This is his great infirmity", said Welles® ' 
"The President has firmness, but he is greatly wanting in prompt de- 
.cision® He is towilling to take a step, but when.it is once taken he / ■' 
does not recede®Later he observed that delay had been Johnson’s great
"misfortune, the weakness, the great error 6. ®: 0£t<3 hesitate before
- 51 ■. ■ , • ■ ■  ■■■■; ■ ■' . ■. . . ' iacting"® As Welles saw it, this was the crux of all Johnson's problems®

Often," the President's self-assurance was a hindrance to him; in
the performance of his duties he failed to seek advisors; when he did so,
' •. ' ■ •' . . 52 ' : - . 'he often obtained poor ones® He made an effort to carry on alone with

out the advice Of confidantes; as a result, some of his measures were not

■ Ibid®, p® 61® ;
^The leluctance of Johnson to remove Secretary of War Stanton, 

for example, has always puzzled historians®
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always taken with the "care that wisdom dictated"a

On April 25, 1868> Welles recorded the opinion that the President 
would have saved himself, aridj the c ountry <> much trouble "had he more 
freely consulted with mliable friends— communicated and received opin
ions"® The President did exhibit a certain amount of confidence in 
■ Welles5 however; on August 31; 1867, he and the Secretary had a long and 
informal discussion,, Afterward, Welles placed in his diary sow pertinent 
observations and conclusions about the.controversial figure whom he served* 
These remarks were ffiost friendly to Johnson, although they noted some of 
the Fweident's limitatiohsa^& < : - , ; , \ ’

; To Welles,.Johnson's rashness had been much exaggerated^ He did, 
in fact, have good -judgment and honest intentions, although these were 
subjected to "great misinterpretation"® Welles concluded his entry with 
a statement in which he said; "His .{"Johnsonf s]| indiscretions and errors 
I do not conceal, but they are venial"®

. The final evaluation of Johnson to be taken from the pages of 
the prodigious diary of Secretary Welles was made on the eve of the ex- 
President's departure for his home in fennessees ■ ;

• No better persons have occupied the Executive Mansion, and 
I part from them, socially and personally, with sincere regret; 
of the President, politically and.officially, I need not here 
speak further than to say he had been faithful to the Constitu- 
tidn, althbugh his administrative; capabilities and management 

: may not equal some of his predecessors® Of measures he was agbod judge, but not always of men®65

For this.recorded comment see Welles’ entry for August 31,
; 1867,; i l l , p i r-. •; , ■ .. : /:

. ̂ Ibid®, p* 339* ; , , ’ . v - "■
t .̂ Ibid®, • p® 556o ' ; '■ - : .. 'Y / ' ;t:,: :: : ' ’ - \ .
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In one8 s evaluation of the remarks and opinions about Andrew ' 

Johnson set forth in the work. The host Causes 1866, by Edward Av Pollard, 
it is necessary to keep in mind certain facts about Pollard’s backgrounds 
He was a Souterner, a Virginian by birth, and served As editor of the 
Richmond Observer during the Civil War0 This is neither to his.credit 
nor his discreditj, but it is important in an attempt, to .assign a certain 
degree, of ob jectivity to .his, remerkso '' ‘ 1 . /
., ; ; In response to the oft-repeated charge that Johnson possessed
the !'shallowness and fluency of the Demagogue”, Pollard stated quite defi
nitely that the accusation was not true„ Pollard freely admitted that 
the President was a plain, self-educated man, but he defended Johnson as
being a man who, when great: responsibilities were thrust upon him, arose

y -« *and: met them squarely6 , , ' . .
. Gommentihg on Johnson as. President, he claimed to have witnessed

a most, gratifying change in ,Johnson from the "hour he became president"«
In PollardTs opinion Johnson did, not act like a man "confounded" by his ■ 
grave responsibilitiesj quite the contrary^ He complimented the Presi
dent for leaving behind him the "ambitions and party resentments" of a 
mere politician when he remarked that the man who had been "twitted as
V ■ " ,.•'■■■ ' V "" ■ ' i ' . -! ....a tailor" and condemned as a "demagogue", proved to be a statesmano 
The author* s opinion that Johnson was "insensible to clamour and patient 
for results" was one that, in all probability was heatedly challenged, 
nevertheless, it was his opinion*

^Pollard, Lost Cause, p« 7h5@ 
^7Ibido "



In comparing Johnson’s ideology to that of John Go Galhoun and 
Alexander Hamilton, Pollard indeed made of himself a brilliant target 
for the sharp darts of historic criticism,: He said that Johnson stood 
midway between the two0 In his words, it was "fortunate that the Chief 
Magistrate of the country, who was to administer its affairs and deter
mine its course of action on the close of the war. Occupied this medium 
ground in polities— that one that, suggested the practicability of com
promise^ arid assured a conservative disposition in a time of violent and
• ■ •' ■ ■ " 58 ■ ■- .critical dispute", • .. .

Another distinguished man, Mr0 Hugh McGulloch, served as Secre
tary of the; Treasury iii the administrations of Presidents Lincoln, Johnson 
and. Arphur® In the perf ormance of his duties as Secretary and member of 
the cabinet, he had ample opportunity to observe and evaluate Johnson, 
These opinions were set forth in;his work. Men and Measures of Half a 
Century, published in 1888® Like Secretary Welles, McGulloch defended 
Johnson, but at the same time he analysed some of the President's weak
nesses® ■ ■. r/vv;;, 5 . -  5 ; - ;: • :: . ., ;

By temperament, Johnson was a natural bom combatant® It was 
McGulloch’s opinion that if the President did not actually court con
troversy, there was no doubt that he enjoyed it® This quality, .coupled 
with a complete lack of tact, caused Johnson seldom to try, or accomplish, 
his ends by the use of diplomacy) when he did he was charged with dema- .' 
gogy® Further, he was distrustful by nature and therefore, by with
holding his confidence, he failed to gain many true friends® Johnson
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"mas further characterized as being braves honest and truthful; a man

' ■ $9who never cringed in the face of danger or was unfaithful to a pledgee
His devotion to the Union reached the proportions of passion; there was
"no sacrifice or peril too great for him to meet in its defense11«, To
the charge of excessive drinking on ;the part of the President, McCulloch* s
reply was in the negative0 He was certain that no one who knew Johnson
could s§y he had been intemperate in the use of alcoholo .

McGuiloch differed with his colleague^ Welles3 in the opinion
that Johnson often failed to take decisive action on important matterse
He felt that Johnson did blunder in not dismissing Secretary Stanton
when Stanton had become undesirable as a cabinet member. "When Jdhhshh -
knew that the Tenure of Office Bill was before Congress, as a means to
tie his hands, he failed to act when he still had the legal authority to
do so« This was the only time, in McCulloch*s opinion, that the President
"manifested indecision"e When he did act oh that occasion, McCulloch felt
v  " 61 ' * '  ' .he acted unwisely®

. In reference to Johnson’s talents as a political speech maker; 
McCulloch felt that "silence would have been wisdom", on. the President’s 
part, for all,of his speeches were "blunders"s He described them as 
being in the "worst possible taste; drogatopy to himself and to his high 
position"> However, they could be regarded as criminal, as the mana
gers of Johnson’s impeachment tried to prove. He explained that Johnson’s

-^Hugh McCulloch, Men and Measures of Half a Century (Bondon: 
Sampson Low, Marston, Searle7^ahd^iHHgton7-13WI7~P=—CoBT- This is the 
same opinion given by Welles, Diary, II, £>5>8» . . ■

^Ibid,, p» k O S a ' ' ■ ■ 1 : " . . , .' ; AT—  ■ •Ibido, p. 391, • " :
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speeches were but the type of speeches the President had been trained to
make in his rising political career in the back country of Hast Tennessee* 
This training, coupled with Johnson’s inability to restrain himself when 
aroused by attacks on his conduct and character, naturally resulted in 
the type of colorful harangues he became known for® They were unfortunate, 
in substance, language, and style| quite the opposite, in every way, from 
his formal messages to Congress* In the opinion of McCulloch, these con
gressional .messages were well written and perceptive| they compared quite 
favorably with those of any President, either before or after Mr®
Johnson*

Based upon an examination of some of the evidence which is avail
able to the researcher today, it cannot be denied that Johnson was a poli
tical misfit during the major portion of his Presidential career, or that, 
he labored under a large political handicap throughout his entire adminis
tration* He was a Southerner; he had been a slave holder; he was, and 
had been from the beginning of his political career, a Democrat* By ac- . 
cident, he entered the lihite House at the head of the ̂ Republican party, 
the party that had prosecuted the war against the South and had destroyed 
the'major portion of its economic foundation, slavery® This was a rather . 
inauspicious background for any man attempting to launch an administra
tion* His relation with the Democratic party had begun to disintegrate 
when he parted company with the Southerners over the question of seces
sion* On the national level the party severed relations with him when he 
became the Republican candidate for the Vice Presidency; Johnson was in

Ibid® , p, lj.06®
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turn disowned by the Republicans when he began to antagonize them over- ' - - '• ' \ v ; ■ ■ \
the method of reconstruction^ He was, in fact,.a President without a 
party* Later the Democrats tendered him certain support because they 
approved his moderate, policy of restoration, and they also stood by him 
throughout his ordeal of impeachment* By this time they were naturally 
opposed to anything the Republicans might do®

McCulloCh felt that Johnson could not be branded as the aggres
sor in his quarrel, with Congress* He admitted that the President's course 
of action was, in some respects, "indefensible"<, However, he felt that 
Johnson did not deserve the great abuse that was heaped upon him® In 
fact, during the intensity of the "disreputable" quarrel,. Johnson's .
great loyalty to the Union as Senator, and war governor of Tennessee, 
was "ignored, buried; and forgotten"*' Johnson was impeached and offici
ally tried by the Senate on the charges contained in the eleven articles 
drawn up by a select committee of the House; actually, he was tried as 
a "political offender*' by the leaders of the Republican party® It was 
established by the long and intense congressional investigation into 
Johnson's public and private conduct that nothing could be found to 
"justify his impeachment® His attempted removal of Stanton furnished the 
pretext for his accusers* As a compliment to Johnson, McCulloch admitted 
that the Conduct of very few public, figures could have withstood the in- 

: tense investigation as did Johnson's® Fortunately, the honor of the na
tion was saved from an irreparable blemish by the nine Republican Sena
tors who "refused to allow their judgment to be influenced by party

63Ibid», p® 1*05,
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fealty"9 and thus voted for Johnson*s aequittal® It is interesting to 
note that when the smoke of party conspiracy and personal vendetta had 
been blown away by the fresh breeze of rational thought, Stanton admitted 
that he believed the Tenure of Office Act to be "unebnstitutional", and 
further that the President had the right to remove civil officers whose 
services were no longer desired,,

In his final analysis, McCulloch drew the. conclusion that in 
spite of the strong popular prejudice against Johnson, "he never lost 
the confidence and respect of those who knew him best"„ McCulloch closed 
with the prediction that: "Among those who have filled high places with
ability, or rendered distinguished services to their country, his hame 
is rarely classed; and yet when the history of the great events with 
which he was connected has been faithfully written, there will appear, few 
names entitled to greater honor and respect than that of Andrew 
Johnson"o ■

"Like causes produce like effects*" Thus, Hilary A.* Herbert 
stated the underlying theme of the work he was responsible for, entitled. 
Why the Solid South?, or. Heconstruetion and its Results, 1890* This 
particular work was a cooperative effort by different individuals in 
the South to condense, as objectively as possible, the history of recon
struction in each of the Southern states® The undesirable results in 
each of these states were the same due to one circumstance— the applica
tion of the congressional plan of reconstruction* W. E* B* Dubois,

6^Ibid„, p*. liOlo
6^Ibido, p» W ,
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jn his work, Black Eeconstruction, 1935$ condemned Herbert's work as a 
grand piece of "propaganda"«, It is true that it was prepared by Southern, 
men who had experienced the events about which they wrote® Nevertheless$ 
propaganda or hotj it represented certain opinions in the year 1890o

Andrew Johnson, as President^ was not evaluated to any large de- 
ghee in this condensed compilation of state affairs during reconstruction® 
However, one may conclude from the absence of unfavorable opinion, either 
stated or inferred, that the attitudes of its authors were friendly to 
Johnson® At least, Johnson was in no way condemned, which,, in respect 
to the opinion of that time, indicates a positive attitude®

. The first chapter, written by Herbert, entitled, "Reconstruction 
at Washington", is an overall examination of the Lincoln, Johnson, and 
Radical plans f or the restoration of the South® Herbert indicated that 
IdnCdln's attitdde on restoration had not been warmly received by the
Radicals and when Johnson followed the same plan, he reaped the vengeance
' - , . . . ' . of Congress that had been awaiting Lincoln at the end of the war= In
Herbert's opinion, the Lincoln plan had actually been in effect from
' 1862 to March 2, 1867, at which time Congress destroyed the governments
set up under that plan by the two Presidents®

In arriving at a motive behind congressional reconstruction,
Herbert quoted Judge J® Clark Hare's took, American Constitutional Law®,
To Hare, the process was strictly partisan in character; Congress' designed
measures to assure the continued ascendancy of the Republican party and

67 .. ,to protect the Negro® In this discussion on the problem of restoration,

^Herbert, Solid South, p® 3®
67Ibid®, p® 8®



the. impression is given that it •was the moderation of Lincoln, in his at' 
titude toward the South, that the Radicals in Congress were fighting* Xt ■ 
was this spirit of Lincoln, which had permeated all of Johnson*s efforts,'; 
that was the thorn in the side of Congressi Johnson was merely given; a 
place on the scene<, The story, thus unfolded, depicted Congress as the 
villain in the proces & of reconstruction; the truly productive apprqach 
was. Lincoln* s theory, which was snuffed out by the Radicals* .

Very little was said about Johnson's temperament or character, 
the author did describe Johnson as being “pugnacious5* in comparison to 
Lincoln's " steadfast" hut "conciliatory'' approach to all problems of 
importance* y

One of the most detailed studies of the whole problem of "Presi
dential Restoration" versus "Congressional Reconstruction", was Charles 
E* Chadsey's doctoral dissertation, published in 1896* This work was 
entitled. The Struggle Between President Johns on and Coflgress over Re- ■ 
c ohstruction* In this work Chadsey was more interested in the details - 
of the events which transpired than he was in either presenting a vindi
cation: or a condemnation of Johnson* One receives from this work the 
distinct impression that it was the Federal Constitution, which,-,had hung' ' 
sp precariouslŷ sttspended. over the bottomless crevasse of parliamentaiy . 
oblivion, and hot the opposing.plans of either side in the struggle® In 
the ; absence of av preponderanceof opinion, either good or .bad, ,,ahout 
Johnson, the indication is that Chadsey was. more of 'the pro»=Johnson 
school'® . However, the value of this work lies in its details and not 
its opinions® Chadsey did give Johnson credit for being "fearless" and 
"vigorous" in the conduct of affairs in Tennessee while he served as
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military governor., He was of the opinion that Johnson received the Vice 
Presidency for his display of loyalty while in that office®^

Johnson's final attitude, of clemency for the masses and severity 
for the leaders of the rebellion did represent a change in his original 
attitude® However^ this was not to be considered as an indictment 
against Johnson5 Chadsey reminded the. reader that his final course was 
one in which he "thoroughly believed". His change in attitude was, as
the author believedj "the natural result of actual contact with the

: ' 69 ' 'V' w  . : : " ■ ' : -"V : / ' ' .
problem", ̂  K  /' Y  ' :1 - - :V .

As to Johnson's character, Chadsey said little® He laid the 
President bare in a short comparison with the tactful Lincoln; "Johnson, 
on the.contrary, from his natural arbitrariness and narrowness, was a 
man who held most tenaciously to his views, had little consideration 
for the views of others, and who was always determined that his own way 
could be carried out®" However unfriendly the above remark may seem. 
Chadsey held a more magnanimous opinion of Johnson's method of restora
tion® In a discussion of the "Black Codes" and the return of the ex- 
Confederates to state power, the author had this to say; "Had the South 
proved equal to the situation^ the wisdom of Johnson's policy wbUld have 
been sustained, and the bitterness characteristic of the 39th and ItOth 
Congresses would have been avoided,"

Chadsey did not deny the character or effect of Johnson's

^Chadsey, The Straggle, p. 29= 
^Ibido, p. 3H®
70Ibido, p. Uii»
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speeches.̂  He referred to them in passing, as "indiscretions" and went 
on to evaluate1 the President1s conduct on the "Swing" in this manner;
"All constraint was thrown away, and he acted at many times the part
' ; ' ; ; : ■ _ ■ / ; / ' , / *7̂most natural to him, that of a popular orator addressing the masses."

Chadsey closed his dissertation with the same constitutional
undertones which ran throughout its entirety, in speaking about Presi
dent Johnson1s acquittal of the charges upon which he was impeached, he 
said; . / ■ . ' / - , .

It was a fortunate thing for the country that the attempt 
failed. The convulsions of.the Civil War had unsettled most 
seriously pur conceptions of the relations of the three co- '■ ,:
• ordinate departments of the governments , Lincoln had not hesi
tated to assume powers totally outside the ordinary functions 
of the Executive. The country had sustained him in thisj but,

. with the return of peace, and with Johnson in the presidential 
chair. Congress had determined to resume its powers. Again the 
country responded| but the violence, of the reaction caused the 
pendulum to swing too far in the opposite directionj- 6md our 
institutions yrere placed in greater danger than.they were in 
before. Bht, just as the Civil War had settled the question
• as to indissolubility of the Union, so no less emphatically 
did the failure of the impeachment trial confirm the equality

' • of : the three departments, of our government®'
The evaluation of John Sherman's work in this study of the evo

lution of opinion about Andrew Johnson has been purposely left to the 
.end of this chapter, even though it was written prior to some of the 
opinions here tof ore disdussedo In Greeley's opinion about Johnson there • ‘ 
occurred a distinct evolution from friendliness to complete and vehement 
censure5 a transition can also be seen in John Sherman's work. Recollect- • 
ions of Forty Years in the House, Senate and Cabinet, 189$. This change ...

  O 5 p. .9$.
^ I b i d o , p. liilo
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of opinion was quite the opposite in character from the one which otitiurred 
in Greeley*s works 1 ' \ •

Senator Sherman* s earlier attitude toward iohnson can be cleqrly
seen, in a letter which he wrote to his famed brother/ General William IV .

■ - ' ■ - 73 : ■ ■ : ■■ ; - ■ . .Sherman, dated July 8, 1866® In this letter the author was confident
that Johnson was/ as he put it, becoming "Tylerized**/ In the Senator’s 
opinion, Johnson was not only guilty of dishonor, but he was seeking to 
trend to pieces the Union Party" a He further accused the President of 
insincerity and deceit in .his desertion of the party which elected him 
and in faithlessness to his best friends= -In 1895 when his work was 
published, he was not so vehement in his criticism of Johnson on this 
particular pointo However, Sherman still maintained that Johnson **dis
appointed11 the Union party® .. ;

The- inauguration address made by Johnson on March ii, 1865, still
remained for Sherman, "a stump speech unworthy of the occasion" and .
' ; : ■ '■ - - . ' ' " : ' ' . . ■ . . . .. 7lj. 'Johnson was still considered to have been "plainly intoxicated"® : How
ever, in his discussion of Johnson’s administration, Sherman was much 
' kinder to the ex-President. In the light of the abuse which had been 
heaped upon Johnson in the jast, Sherman paid the man a tribute when he
said that every1 act connected with reconstruction which Congress passed,

' ■ "1 ■ ; , ■ . • v ," . , . 75with or without-Johnson*s approval, was "fairly and fully executed"®

^John Sherman, John Sherman* s Recollections of Forty Years in 
the House, .Senate and Cabinet (New York: The Werner Company, 1895), I,
389. , ■ ■ ■ ; : \  ; -

^^Ibide, p. 351. Sherman went on record as saying that Johnson
had complained of not feeling well prior tb the ceremony®

■ : : 7^ibid., p. 363. '  ̂ t
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Sherman further defended Johnson* s failure to extend the right of suf-> 
frage to the Negro on the grounds that he believed it to be a state ' 
problem and that the Southern states had prohibited it by law prior to 

. the Civil War® 1 It was pointed out by Sherman that universal suffrage did 
not exist in the majority of Northern states at that time® In 1895$ the 
kindest thing Sherman could say about the character of Johnson’s speeches• 
was that they had been Uunf ortunate11 ® In closing his remarks about the 
controversial ex-Presidents he said: "I believe that all- the acts and ■
proclamations of President Johnson before the meeting of Congress were 
wise and expedient^ and that there would.have been no difficulty between 

-Congress and the President but for his personal conduct„ and, especially 
his treatment of Gongress and leading Congressman"®

Sherman believed that Johnson's plan was "substantially" that of 
Mr® Lincoln's $ he had this to say; "ifter this long lapse of time I am 
convinced that Jlr® Johnson's scheme of reorganization was wise and ju
dicious It, was unf ortunate that it had not the sanction of Con-
;vf : 77 : ' '

::gress • • v : / V, . :
In summaiy, it has been indicated that in the period from 186h 

to 1900, Andrew- Johnson was bitterly attacked by many and warmly defended 
. by some® Men like Horace Greeley, IToodrow' Wilson, and Edward Stanwood ■ ’ 
made all out attacks on the Presidents Men of character and position like 
Gideon Welles, Hugh McCullbch and Edward Pollard came to his defense with 
praise for his strengths and understanding for his weaknesses® However,

Ibjd®, p® 361® 
^^Ibido, p® 36I0



the weight, of opinion wag in favor of the negative in the debate over 
the role that Johnson should be assigned in the history, of..reconstruction. 
The change in the opinion pf John Sheman^ Senator- and actor in the great 
drama of "moderation" versus •'excess11 s was like the proverbial "fire bell 
in the .night®> which, sounded a warning of things to come0 It was one of 
the first:. prefIgurings. of- what:was to become^ as time passed, a vigor
ously attempted vindication and rehabilitation of Andrew J ohnson. 
President of'the United States^



CHAPTER III

ANDREW JOHNSON; PORTRAIT OF EVOLUTION 
OPINION FROM 1901-1927

Unfavorable Opinion
. It has been indicated, in the previous chapter, that President 

Johnson was defended by a few very able menj men who were' in a position 
to know him intimatelyo However, Johnson's attackers won the first 
round in the verbal battle of opinion and the President's case was re
tired with the majority overwhelmingly against him in that period, 186U- 
1900.

Although the revised opinion of John Sherman, published in 1895, 
indicated a prefiguration of the coming change in the general attitude 
about Andrew Johnson, the period 1901-1927 was still marked by an abun
dance of ill will for the President from the hill country of East Tennes
see. The turn of the century was ushered in with a biography written by 
James S. Jones, which was probably one of the most •flattering accounts 
of Johnson's career that had been published up to that time. However, 
other opinions which were being written in the early nineteen hundreds 
were not so full of praise for him. It would seem that the old approved 
majority opinion about Johnson was still entrenched in the minds of 
American historians. This being true, it represented a formidable 
obstacle for the defenders of the President.

In volume four of his multivolume work entitled, American History 
. ' " 1 ' 71 " ' '



Told by Contemporariesj 1901, Albert Bushnell Hart made: only a few com
ments about President Johnsono These, however, were enough to indicate 
that Hart did hot look upon him wit he  steemo; Hart passed quickly over 
the politics involved in giving the nomination•for the Tice Presidency 
to Johnson in I86I4.® Then he observed that while Johnson owed this to 
the Republican party, he failed to change his Democratic principles=
Thus, because of his extreme views on states * ' rights,. Johnson soon f ound 
himself opposed to congressional reconstruction measures and a period of 
strife followed; In his notes preceding the text of Johnson’s.speech, 
made on February 22, 1866, Hart commented that during the struggle, with
Congress, Johnson failed to preserve na -dignity worthy of his high posi-

' .I •' 1 • ■ ' . . : '  . ' ..tion!lo ' .. ■ . ''I' ; ; ; ■ / ■
This rather brief indication of Hart«s unfavorable opinion of the 

President was borne out later in his volume. Essentials in American : 
Histozy, 1919« There was definitely not ah evolution toward a more 
friendly interpretation of Johnson in this later worko In Hart*s opin™

■ ion, the fact that Johnson was a Southerner was not so important in 
forming many of his attitudes as was his humble origin., Therefore, ac
cording to Hart, Johnson instinctively hated the planter aristocracy, a 
hatred which his amnesty proclamation of May 29, 1865, betrayed., It 
eliminated the old established leadership in the South and placed the
formation of the new state governments in’the hands of the poor whites>
Johnson* s own class* Hart said the character of that plan convinced the

. ' 1 ■ . ' ■ : : . ■ ■ ;V. ' . , ■■ • , , , ■Albert Bushnell Ha.rt, American History Told by Contemporaries 
(New Yprk:.. The Macmillan Company, 1901), IV, Ut'So” " ' ' ' ' ~
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North that the results of the war were to be nullified and that the Negro 
was being re-enslaved. With this reasoning, he explained the refusal of 
Congress- to admit the Southern congressional representatives elected by 
the' Johnson governments until such time as both Houses should agree to do
SO. • ' ' ;■ ' ^

Johnson's personality did not help matters<. Hart felt that - 
Johnson was a "coarse, blustering man, who did not know how'to get on 
with other pepple, who had no powerful friends, and who was distrusted by 
the anti-slavery element".

The Republican leaders were backed by a two-thirds majority in 
both Houses When they passed the Civil Rights Bill over Johnson's veto 
in April, .1866. This represented an open break with the Presidentj af ter 
which, Johnson tried to arouse public sentiment with what Hart called, 
"coarse and abusive speeches". The President was especially guilty of 
this during the congressional campaigns of 1866.

Hart did concede, indirectly, one minor point to Johnson in 
reference to his acquittal during the impeachment trial in 1868. He
said: "Thd acquittal of Andrew Johnson saved the country from a danger-

' \ ■ . ■ ' v \ v , - ■’ ' ■ 3ous precedent, the removal of a President over a quarrel with Congress."
If James S.. Jones was guilty of too much praise Of Johnson in his 

biography of the President, Prank A. Flower rectified that with one of 
the most subjective,’ strongly opinionated and least documented bio
graphies of any person connected with the story of reconstruction. That

. - p  . V . , : . -" ' - ■ ■ ' ' . . .  , ;, Albert Bushnell Hart, Essentials in American History (New York: 
American Book Company, 1919), p. IFF. ' , , : • :
1 ^ibid.,' p.' I4.98.  ̂ ' : ' ' , ' v



, - ' 7k:vfork̂  entitled Edwin McMasters Stanton,, 1905, should certainly, if taken 
seriously, negate any positive opinion.generated by Jones1 work on John- 
son0 Flower’s book is entirely without bibliography and the footnotes 
are sparse. Those that do exist are short explanatory notes without 
reference, to the works used by Flower in arriving at the astounding con- 
elusions and interpretations found in his volume, To quote, or even to • 
paraphrase, every friendly cpmment made about Stanton would result in a 
complete recasting of the book, page by page,
• One has only to read the first brief paragraphs in the intro
duction to gain an immediate understanding of the theme which runs: 
throughout the entire volume, . Flower placed Presidents Buchanan,
Lincoln, and Johnson at various stages of the disunion movement, indicating 
that each saw, as President, only a fragment of the story. Of Stanton he 
said5 11A life of Edwin M, Stanton, however, embraces all of the periods
named and gives, as by a search-light from within, the only true story of 
those prodigious epochs that is not disconnected or fragmentary, or in 
some feature misleading o'1 . Flower characterized Stanton as the "most 
majestic civil figure11 in the entire story of the Givil War and its 

: aftermath. He compiled an imposing list of twenty-nine achievements; v
which he acredited to the. Secretary of War,, The last of these cohcerned 
Andrew Johnson, Flower said that Stanton had "prevented President 
Johnson from, seizing the army and bringing On another revolution and 
then, having saved the couiitry from disaster thrice and thrice again, 
laid' ( sic) down in poverty,- worn out, and died". Regardless of the

^Frank :A= . Flowet, Edwin McMasters Stanton (Akron; The Saalfield \ 
Publishing Company, 1 9 0 ^ ) , '  ' ' .'' .. ,
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complete subjectivity of Flower in his praise of. Stanton and consequent 
condemnation of Johnson, his book does represent one opinion in the 
period under consideration in this chapter0

Flower made a very unflattering remark about Johnson in reference 
to the President’s alleged change of attitude toward Lincoln’s conspira
tors » He charged Johnson with creating the impression that he gave "his 
official approval to the assassination of Lincoln” when he pardoned Dr0

. , 5Mudd on February 8, 1868, and Arnold and Spangler on March 1, 1869®
The author Was. of the opinion that Stanton’s work in restoration 

had been thwarted early in the game by Johnson® Stanton had approved 
a special field order issued by General Sherman on January 16, 1865, in 
which some eight-hundred, thousand acres of land on the Sea Islands, off 
the coast of Georgia, were to be set aside for Negro homesteads® Stanton 
had given great support to this program, but as Flower put it: "When .
President Johnson came to power, Mr® Stanton was unable to go further, 
and the new administration proceeded to undo all that had been acpom-* 
plished o o o the lands were restored to their former owners®” Stanton’s 
work in restoration was further carried on in Tennessee® Flower as
serted the return of that state to full control by the Union forces prior„
to the close of.the war was "an extraordinary administrative feat”j he

5 -acredited it "almost entirely to Stanton’s wisdom"®
In a remark calculated to bring at least partial discredit to 

Johnson’s plan of restoration, Flower stated the opinion that the system

; ' ■ , VIbid®, p® 287® Dr. Mudd had set Booth’s broken leg® Arnold 
and S’pangler had been implicated in the plot®

6Ibid„, p® 299®
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of military governorsj, as initiated by Lincoln, had been a good idea® He 
felt that they would have "unquestionably" been continued had Lincoln 
lived| instead, Johnson appointed what- Flower termed, "illegal" pro
visional governorso ■ •

.Congress accepted the report that Carl Schurz made on condi
tions in the South® It was s long detailed report based on an extensive 
investigation and reinforced by Official documents and formal state- 

. ments by men of military distinction® However, Johnson was not satis
fied and he sent General Grant on a flying trip to several of the near
by Southern, states in an effort to refute the Schurz report® The report 
that Grant submitted was two pages in length, based on a trip of eight 
days in which the General saw "few people and gathered no testimony"® In
' ' ' V - " / . . '■ ' ■ * ; ' . Y ■Flower’s opinion, Grant reported what the President wanted to hear® ■ 
Johnson was "furious" with the congressional measures taken as a result 
of the Schurz report and denounced Congress as an "usurper11 and "die™
, tator"® As a result of his wrath against Congress, Flower said,
’Johnson made an effort to "submerge the lawmaking power" by issuing 
the proclamation of■April 2, 1866, which declared the rebellion to be at 
an end and ihe iate insurrectionary states fully restored; to. the. Union 
with all the rights and privileges of the loyal states® - 
. . As the struggle between Johnson and Congress gained momentum.
Flower Insinuated that the President resorted to devious tactics to 
"trap certain members of the cabinet" into declaring their position® He 
said the President and his cabinet were arrayed on the one side, while.

^Ibido, p® 305®
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Stanton and Congress were on the other, doing everything possible to 
"maintain the Union and a rational form of reconstruction"0 The quest
ionable device that Flower acredited to Johnson was a "prearranged"
serenade in honor of the Executive and his cabinet at which time the

8cabinet members were invited to speak,'. According to Flower, Stanton 
turned the table on Johnson with a "moderate but adroit speech"0 To 
believe Flower is to believe that by the utterance of that speech,
Stanton worked his magic on the Senates In that speech, he announced 
his opposition to the third section of the proposed Fourteenth Amendment| 
six days later the Senate "unanimously" struck out that section to which 
Stanton pbjectedo Thus, Stanton's influence with the Congress was "yet
omnipotent, as it had been for years, for he had never made a mistake in

, . • ' 9 " ■ 'his advice to that body or to the President"o
Surprisingly enough. Flower passed over with haste one of the

most favored subjects of Johnson's attackers, the' "Swing Around the
Circle"o He did pause long enough to tell his readers that the tour had
been "notorious" and that the President "harangued" the crowds that had
come out to see him in a manner "unparalleled in American history"o He
quoted Stanton's letter to Congressman J» Mo Ashley, dated September li).,
1866, in which Stanton said that unless Johnson and Seward were stopped
by Congress, they would be able to "wreck the country and throw us into
another revolution „ „ » and bring on a reign of chaos and bloodshed in

8 ■ ■' - .Ibid., p...:307c. According to Flower this was arranged by
Alexander Wo Randall, of Wisconsin, for which he "promptly" received the
appointment as Postmaster General. - .

Îbid. The Section Stanton objected to excluded all states which 
had been in rebellion from representation in Congress until July li, 1870.
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the South that -will horrify the civilized world"®. In Flower1 s opinion, 
the prophecies of the foregoing communication were "noteworthy"; the 
"reign of chaos and bloodshed" was verified for Flower by the activities 
of such organizations as the Ku IClux Elan and White Camellias,

President Johnson had been contacted by certain officials in the 
South for instructions pertinent to their compliance with the Reconstruc
tion Acts of March, 1867, On June 19, 1867, Johnson presented to his 
cabinet a list of questions concerning their opinions on the position 
of the “resident and his authority in face of this recent legislation. 
Flower said that this was but a device to formally commit- the cabinet in 
favor of using the "so-called" state governments in the South to "annul!

'' 10and overturn the acts of Congress", Flower stated that prior to that 
time the former leaders of the rebellion were, as he put it, "confiden
tial advisors at the White House" and that all executive efforts were 
"directed entirely toward reversing the fruits of the war in spite of 
laws, courts, and Congress", In the face of the Reconstruction Acts,
Johnson had one of two alternatives, He could either subside or seize ' . ■ <- - ; ' ' - - ' 1 
the army and use it to "subvert the will of Congress and nullify the Re
construction Acts", Johnson by nature could not subside and Stanton 
stood in his path to seize the army,^ Thus, Flower arrived at the 
reason for Johnson f'3 attempted removal of Stanton as Secretary-of War,
In what he termed as a "patriotic conspiracy". Flower claimed that 
Stanton and Grant were in direct communication throughout the entire

10Ibid., p, 319
11Ibid., p, 320,
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affairo Further, that Grant accepted the post upon an agreement with
Stanton that he was doing so to "prevent the War Department f rom falling
into the hands of one of Johnson’s tools who would use it for the sub-

/ 12mission of Congress”e Flower had to admit that Grant had deceived
the President, but in the author’s opinion, he did it ’’for the benefit 
of his country. North and South11 <>

Flower noted that after Congress withdrew the appellate juris
diction from the Supreme Court in cases involving reconstruction, it was 
supreme and carried on "almost literally along the lines laid down in
the project Stanton conceived, prepared, and handed to Lincoln on the
day preceding the President's assassination”» Therefore", Stanton 
emerged not only as a patriot, thwarting Johnson’s plans for "reversing
the fruits of the war”, but he was also the author of Congressional He-

' 13 ' ' 'construction* '
In the opinion of Flower, Stanton’s letter in answer to the 

President’s explanation for his removal of the Secretary was a master
piece, The letter summed up the complete record of the controversy and 
showed "that the President's trail was crooked from beginning to end". 
The subsequent re-instatement of Stanton was described by Flower as one 
in which the Secretary was flooded with a deluge of congratulatory 
letters apd calls. The author observed that: "Thus, step by step does
Stanton's perfect vindication irresistibly unfold itself3 but how

■ ■ ' 1 2 m ;  /  ■ : ; ’

^It is interesting to note here that in the entire book Flower 
mentioned Stevens but: once and Sumner but four times | never in the con
nection with reconstruction or the fight against the President,
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miserably do the historians, of other leading actors in that tragic field, 
of chaos submerge his heroic services in order to mend'the tortuous and 
unworthy records with which they are compelled to deal*"^

Stanton, patriot, author of reconstruction, saviour of the nation, 
scourge of Johnson, now. became for Flower the author of the first ten 
articles of impeachment o He credited the managers of the impeachment 
with the authorship of the eleventh article. With complete inaccuracy, 
he stated that Jeremiah .Black acted as part of Johnson's defense. With 
partial accuracy, he credited the prosecution to John A. Bingham and 
Benjamin F. Butler, which, in his opinion, was "very ably managed".- In 
what appeared to be a parting gesture of contempt for Johnson, Flower 
made the statement that the President "escaped by a single vote".

The author's concluding paragraph in his fervent defense of 
Stanton, a defense in which he dwarfed all other figures and had nothing 
but the most lavish praise for Stanton, is a ringing tribute to his hero 
and a complete castigation of Andrew Johnson. In speaking his last for 
Stanton, he said: . :

He was racked by asthma from childhood; denounced and as
sailed incessantly during his entire career as Secretary of 
War; crowded out of office after a stormy but patriotic struggle 

, in which he prevented President Johnson from seising the army, . 
shackling Congress, and renewing the war; and then, worn out, 
poor, and-broken-hearted, laid (sic) down and died.^5

Woodrow Wilson was another whose attitude toward President 
Johnson did not mellow with the passage of time. In 1893'," he had been 
among the most energetic attackers of Johnson and his administration.

^Ibid., p.. 339»
ol%bid., p. H2$o



In 19065, he published5 in five volumes, A History of the American People, 
in which he again discussed Johnsone He reiterated his same opinions, ,. 
about the President's unpolished character, his lack of charm, under- . 
standing, and persuasion0 He charged him with a lack of wisdom in the 
perfqrmance of- the great tasks which called for such a gift in abundances 
To Wilson, the President must have seemed like a bludgeon in comparison 
to a finely wrought and expertly .balanced rapier,; for he said that John
son ''struck forward with crude, uncompromising force for .his object, at™

■ - ■1 ' ■ - 16 '1 ’ " ■tempting mastery without wisdom or moderation"«
In the light of present day analysis it seems that Wilson was un

duly severe, if not outright unfair, to Johnson in the explanation given 
by him for Johnson's support of the Union cause, Wilson was of the opin
ion that the Tennessee Democrat had "flung himself on the side of the
Union as much out of antagonism for the leaders of secession as out of 

17principle"@ In this respect, Wilson was positive that all one had to 
do to make an enemy of Johnson was to differ with him. This quality, or 
character fault, was the basic cause of Jdhnson's troubles as Presidents 
By his "sheer rashness end intemperance" he forced the consolidation of 
a majority in Congress against him. Even when he wished to be jlhLn in 
his comments, he seemed like a violent partisan since his intemperate 
manner of speech exaggerated M s  views.

In respect to what Wilson believed was utter failure on the part 
of Johnson, he said: "A,more moderate, more approachable, more sagacious

^Woodrow Wilson, A Histoiy Of the American People (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, Publishers, l^DEJ, V,
■ ^ibid,, p, 10, • ■ -
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less headstrong man might, by conference, have hit upon some plan by; ’
which his'differences with the leaders- in Congress would have been accom-

■ ' ■ y - - "■ t ' ''' - : ' IQ 'modated and at least a modus viveridi devised*"
Of course the "Swing" wag denounced by Wilson* He said the Presi

dent spoke in a manner that gave every evidence that he had been "thrown 
’from his balance" and thus created the: impression that it was hp, and ■ 
not Congress, that was radical*

Wilson added something to the story of, Johnson8s trial that here
tofore had not been mentioned*; He said, contrary- to other opinions, that 
Johnson spoke "incorrigibly" up and down the' country during that time*.

James Ford Rhodes was an eminent American historian whose written 
works bracketed both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries* He left a 
lasting impression on the minds of many who followed in his wake3 his 
influence is still being discussed in recent articles by respected his- 
tonans* . -

Rhodes published in 190lt,‘volume, five of his eight volume work.

/ 18Ibido, p, 32. ; . . ' ' t - ''f - .
^Ibido, p« 55= . '

v ■" on ■ . - ■' ■ ■ - ; . ' . .Howard K» Beale, "On Rewriting Reconstruction History,"
American Historical Review, XLV (July, 19h0), 807-827* Cited hereafter 
as, Beale, "Rewriting Reconstruction History*" : Bernard Ai Weisberger,
"The Dark and Bloody Ground of Reconstruction Historiography,"The 
Journal of Southern History, XXV (November, 1959), h27~UU7o Cited here
after as Weisberger, "Reconstruction Historiography*" Beale discussed 
some of the passed interpretations of the Reconstruetion period and 
indicated that by the close of the eighteen-hundreds, re-evaluation was 
in order* He named Rhodes as one of the principle historians that brought 
about that "much heeded revision"* Weisberger, in his article, referred 
to that version of Reconstruction given by Rhodes, and others of that , 
time, as "prejudiced"* '



History of the- United States from the Compromise, of 1850o His inter-*- 
pretation of Johnson’s baekgronnd was not very fbatterings Johnson had 
been bom in the "midst of degrading influences" and bmight up in the 
"misery" of the poor white classo He did not have the. chance for 
breeding • or a book education^ and as a resultj, Johnson could "scarce 
write his name"® In Rhodesopinion^ his ability to read was.but a 
"yeneer"o However unfortunate,these circumstances might have been,
Rhodes was of the opinion that Johnson was a man of strict integrity
with a talent for stump speaking® Nevertheless, he exhibited an extreme •
f . f t . ■ ' V ,■ 22 'egotism and the self-confidence of a "self-made man"«, .

: ' In his discussion of, Johnson as the military governor of Tennessee,
Rhodes credited him with having had "great physical courage";, which, in
his opinion, did not fail when put:to the."supreme test"® In this same
comment, the author did hot only accept the old story of Johnson’s
drinking, but added the statement that it was at this time that Johnson
began t o  drink t o  "excess"# . . ; ; ; f

Johnson’s nomination as Vice President by the Union party in
186b, has usually been regarded as;a. political expedient to bind the War
Demomts to that, party, or it has been viewed as an honor paid to Johnson
for his loyalty to the Union and his record as a military governor,
Rhodes chose to ignore both alternatives in his assessment of the reasons
behind the nomination* He preferred to state that Johnson had been

. ' " /  . • . ;• ' v ' v ;.; -. ' 'Because Rhodes1 comments did not always follow the time se
quence of the events about which he wrote, his remarks about Johnson 
have been arranged chronologically to expedite the analysis of his opinion®

d . , ',, ■ ■ . ■ ■ ' . y; '  ' v -. . James Ford Rhodes, History of the United States from the ■Com-
promise of,1850 (New York; The Macmillan Company, 190b), ?, 517-520o Cited hereafter as Rhodes, History of the U® S a, ¥e' • d
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- - . 23 ■nominated out of ,lsentimental enthusiasm1̂  If Johnson had been nomi

nated for the reason so stated, much of that popular feeling., for him • 
waned with his speech of March 186$s which he made after he had been 
sworn in as Vice•President®' Rhodes lent respectability to the now re
futed charge that Johnson was a drunkard« He stated, without reference 
to the circumstancesj that Johnson was drunk on the occasion,,

■ Even though Rhodes considered that Johnson's spectacular rise to 
political prominence was to his credit* he felt it had not been "suit
able training for a President of the United States”„ This training in 
backwoods political arenas did not serve Johnson well when he was called 
to the Presidency by a national calamity0 Thus*. Johnson did not main
tain a dighified reserve* nor did he take counsel from others or consider 
soberly his pdsition. Instead* he gave way to what Rhodes termed an 
"itch for speech making". As a result, the hew President was guilty of 
a number of egotistical and:commonplace harangues* which were unworthy - 
of his position,,. In one short comment* Rhodes gave what might well 
have been his entire , opinion about President Johnson: ... "Of all men ’in " 
public life it is difficult to conceive of one so ill-fitted for this 
■ delicate work ["ReconstructiohJ as was Andrew Johnsono"^

. When Rhodes wrote of the execution of Mrs, Surratt for compli- , 
city in the assassination of Lincoln* he probably rendered Johnson a 
great injustice and helped to create a historical untruth. He stated*

23Ibido * p, 5>20o 
l ibido . 
2^Ibido *. ps 517 o



without explanation or reservation^ that the President not only con
sidered. the recommendation of clemency for Mrs« Surratts but that 
Johnson did so in a cabinet meetings He claimed Johnson dismissed the
• ’ 26 - ■ ' ' :: " ' -plea® The. incidents surrounding Mrs» Surratt’s execution, and Johnson1 
alleged knowledge of the recommendation for clemency, have been the sub
ject of intense research® One of the latest works on this subject. The 
Case of Mrs® Surratt, 195%, by Guy Tf® Moore, completely exonerates 
Johnson of any knowledge of the recommendation® Moore pointed the finger 
of suspicion at Judge Advocate General Holt for secreting the paper from
the President when he had Johnson sign the authorization,for the death

' 27sentence®
Contrary to the opinion of some historians, Rhodes believed 

that the President should have called Congress at his earliest conven
ience after his work of restoration had begun® Rhodes stated that be
cause the war was over, "the peaceful rule of legislation by Congress 
with the advice and approval of the Executive ought to have been re
sumed”® With the congressional attitude about "presidential.usurption” 
in mind, Rhodes said it was inevitable that Congress should attempt to 
add other conditions to the President’s restoration procedure® In turn, 
Johnson's reaction should have been one of "friendly cooperation by the 
process of give and take”® Instead, Johnson made a vital mistake by 
trying to carry on alone; "He had made an offer and secured its "

Ibid®, p= 157o " .
27 " V''Guy Wo Moore, The Case of Mrs® Surratt (Norman: The Uni

versity of Oklahoma Press, 1954), Passim® ~~ .



' ' ‘ c. Oacceptance before the predominant partner agreed to it011
Rhodes was of the opinion that President Johnson's position early 

in his administration had been quite satisfactory# In fact, he could 
have written history with his ■own pen if he had but conducted himself 
in accordance with the spirit of his first message to Congress, De
cember S, 1865'e It was Rhodes' opinion that the majority of the Re
publicans in Congress would have preferred to work with Johnson rather 
than to follow Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens#. Up to the veto of
the FreedmenVs Bureau Bill, February 19, 1866, this majority was closer•
- ■ v  . ■ , ■ ■ 29 ' ■ .to Johnson's views than to those of the extreme Radicals#

But Johnson completely repelled any further movement toward his
support when he uttered his speech on Washington's Birthday, 1866#
Rhodes believed that if the presidential veto of the Freedmen's Bill
had surprised certain congressmen, Johnson's speech, two days later,
utterly "dismayed" the North# Johnson's loss of advantage between his
"highly commendable and statesmanlike" message to Congress in.December,
1865, and the passage of the Civil Rights Bill over his veto on.April 9,
1866, was due to the "defects of his character and especially by his
lack of political sense"# Johnson, being possessed by a certain crude 
intellectual force, was obstinate rather than firm, and thus to make con
cessions, or follow counsel, was a "display of weakness"# Rhodes quoted
Charles Sumner when he said: "The President himself is his own worst .
counsellor and his own worst defender#" ,

^Rhodes, History of the U# S#, V, 565#
- : ̂ ^ibid., p* 554* _ .y . ' . 5 ' .
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"The President's pride of opinioxij his desire to beatj, blinded 
him to the real welfare of the South; and of the whole countrya" Thus, . 
Rhodes concluded that Johnson's quarrel with Congress^ which resulted 
from this attitude^ prevented the readmission of the Southern states 
into the Union on generous- termso Perhaps the following quote summarises 
the. opinion of Rhodes about Johnson in the work of restoration: "«, ,:
he insisted on doing things exactly in his’ own way and no other; he 
thought that his wisdom was superior to the collective wisdom qf Con
gress; he had brought f orward a policŷ ; Congress and the country should

y ’ '7: \ y 7 \ y  y  v  " / :  7y:-";y " : ; ' -> "' 7 31 ; y ' - -  7' y y'"swallow it whole , » »; , It was dogmatism run mado" Later on he said: 
"Johnson1s policy was neutralized by the brutality of its apologists®"

Any reader with the slightest^-perception could predict what 
Rhodes' opinion of the "Swing Around the Circle", might be® Inhis dis
cussion of that tourj, he- gave further credit to the -story of Johnson's . 
intemperance. He stated.flatly that Johnson was drunk when he spoke at 
Cleveland, In his opinion, that speech "dragged the presidential office 
to the lowest depth of degradation"; Johnson returned to Washington dis
credited before the eyes of the nation, - . .

•The opening comments in, the next volume of Rhodes' work were de
voted to, a discussion of what Johnson might have accomplished had he 
"made himself accept the verdict of the people"s as it was given at the 
pollsJin .the elections of 1866, First3 if Johnson had recommended the 
ratification of the-’Fourteenth.Amendment,’'the South would have complied 
and the basis for reconstrttction would have been solidified, then and :

31lbida, p, 590.
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there; In refusing to do thisj "he missed a chance to render the South 
arid the nation as a whole a great service*' „ He refused to use properly 
what influence he, had left after 1866 and thus5 he showed that he was 
riot a . true Democrat ' iri that he refused to carry out the will of the 
people as had been reflected in the recent electionss

' In taking exception to the Radicals^ and their reconstruction 
legislation5 Bhodes said.that no law since the Kansas and;Nebraska Act
of. 185ri had been so "unjrist in its policy, so direful in its results

33 . ;'. ' ■ ' , '' ■ ' . _ :c « 611 . In truth j, Rhodes feltthat Congress was ruling the United
States with the mandate against jlohnson given them by the popular pub
lic opinion in the fall of 1866, He said the process of restoration had 
become, the exclusive property of' Congress by the Reconstruction Acts of 
March and July, 1867? Jphnson. was virtually powerless^ yet he, '‘either; 
failed, or refused, out of stubbomness, to see things as they were", 
Rhodes; f elt the Rresident should, have resigned or accepted the situation 
as it waso Instead he continued, to antagonize Congress, and in the opin
ion of Rhodes, • this "caused them fjthe lladicalsj to rivet the chains on 
the South", As he put it, ", the Southern people might well,have

"v-.v: ■ v 3k : ■: \ :exclaimed, "defend us from such a friend‘"e
: James Ford Rhodes,, in a sweeping monarchial like fashion,. fixed

the guilt for the "Process of Thorough"j "Three men are responsible for 
the.congressional policy of reconstruction: Andrew Johnson by his obsti
nacy and bad behavior; Thaddeus Stevens by his vindictiveness and par
liamentary tyranny5 Charles Sumner by his pertinacity in a misguided

• 32ibid,, ^  : : , ■ 3^ibido , p, 71. /' ' ' : '' :
\33lriid»a 23,  ̂ .. ' I.-



89■3£fhumanitarlanismo" His was the verdict, to the defenders of the accused 
fell the burden of proof0

Carl Schurz, a German born idealist, had served as a General 
Officer on the side of the Union during the war0 ̂  He first met Johnson 
while the latter was serving as military governor of Tennessee, In 
his analysis of Johnson, he freely admitted that Johnson.had ^worked his 
way up" by "strength of character and ability"«, He had become the- leader 
of the loyal Union element in the South by his vigorous defense of the 
Union cause. His first impression of Johnson was that he was not of a 
genial nature, but rather sullen, showing a strong will inspired by his 
bitter feelings, Schurz felt that because Johnson lacked culture and 
education his mind moved in a "narrow circle of ideas", ■

, In discussing the President1 s' request for his services for the 
investigation, Schurz claimed that Johnson had confided to him that the 
North Carolina Proclamation was not to be considered as a "general plan" 
of restoration®^ Further., that he, the President, was rather appre
hensive about the situation, especially in the gulf states.

In his own defense against the charge that he conspired with the 
Radicals prior to making the trip, Schurz admitted consulting with 
Stanton and Chase about the President’s request, but denied receiving

^ Ibid,, p, IjJ,
36In July, 1365, he was sent to the South by President Johnson 

to make a survey of existing Southern attitudes and conditions. His 
memoirs. The Reminiscences of Carl Schurz, were first published in 
1905» The 1917 edition has been used in this work.

37Ibid,, p, 157o



any suggestions as to what to reports,
As to the trip itself5 Schurz claimed to have received no re

sponse from Johnson on his various intermediate reports5 and upon his 
return to Washington/ was rather shocked when he was greeted in a Kcold 
and sullen1* manner by the President* Schurz claimed that he agreed to 
make the trip but of response to the President's reqnest5 based on 
Johnson's claim that he needed more information upon which to base fur
ther decisions* Schurz felt that the President had broken faith with . 
him by proceeding to act on the North Carolina plan while Schurz* in
vestigation was still in progress* : But more important"/" Schurz felt 
that Johnsonj, by his actions5 led the Southern states to believe that 
they were to be restored to the Union without delay5 and in full self- 
control of their internal affairs* '.This, in Schurz* opinion encouraged 
the "reactionary spirit" so prevalent among the Southern whites and 
consequently, it had 11 evil effects"* .

On the question of the origin of Johnson's plan of restoration, 
Schurz said it was the Lincoln plan only in a "superficial sense"* He
was ,of the opinion that ^o .pay_:Johnson's plan was Lincoln's ..policy con-

' ' 1̂0 tinned was "little less than a perversion of historical truth"*,
. The author observed that'Johnson's attitudes, as manifested in 

some of his speeches and veto messages, were to have dire consequences 
indeed* Johnson's speech of February 2̂, 1866, was a blow to himself 
and his policy, from which, in the, opinion of Schurz, he never recovered*
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The geiier&.l r eaction in the nation was one of “shame and humiliation81«,
, His,vetd of the Civil Rights Bill was a grave mistake« It not only 
stripped him of any prestige he might have gained by his victorious veto ; 
pf the Freedmenr s Bill, but it eliminated the last chance of any compro
mise between the Bresid.ent and the moderate Republicans in Congress0 
Schura said these moderates now believed him to be “capable of any , 
treachery81® Schura gave the impression he believed Johnson had pre- ;
cipitated the quarrel with Congress by his attitudea He admitted that 
the Fourteenth Amendment was but an imperfect measure to plug certain 
loopholes in the "popular Republican88 theory that the rebel states had 
:lost their working status within theUniono Also, that the section which 
disqualified Southern leaders from office was a very unwise policy® How
ever, in face of all this, Schura felt, as did Bhodes, that if Johnson 
had not encouraged the rejection of the amendment in the South, the

- ■ ' hirestoration of the rebel states would have been expedited® v
Schura described the “Swing88 as a series of most “disastrous 

exhibitions88 in which the President “descended to the lowest tone of 
partisan stump speaking18 0 Johnson returned to the Capitol in disgrace |
. the North rang with .indignation and his supporters “hung their heads ,

■ .. k2 ' "  : : ' v  ■■ ■ ■ ■ V  .  ■ ■ ' ' 'with shame88 e ' . . .. :
In summarizing Johnson8s restoration efforts, Schura claimed 

that the results were unsatisfactory® His course had been 88ill-advised88 
and “headstrong88, leaving behind it bitter criminations and recriminations*

iArbid., p. 237. ' ' .
2%. : : : t .  : .
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Johnson had given the South nfalse hopes."> which caused them to resort 
to practices that were dangerous to both races when the inevitable re
action of the Mprth came with a vengeanceo

Paul Lo Haworth’s history,; The United States in Our Own Timesy 
192Oj, generally gave an unfavorably impression of Andrew Johnson as 
Presidents Jet it was not without some praise for Johnson prior to the . 
time he entered the 'ifhite Houseo Johnson9 s “talent for politics’*, ’his 
rise to political prominence as a poor white5 his loyalty to the Union,
■ and his record as military governor of Tennessee, which was marked with 
’’courage and ability", were. all very much to Johnson’s credit« However, 
in comparison to his predecessor, he fell short of Lincoln’s ’’mental, 
moral, and intelleetnal stature”«, • , ; , ' ^

Haworth’s brief character sketch was not very kind to Johnson: 
"Despite his successes, he remained uncultured, narrow-minded, obstinate, 
and it was whispered that he had a weakness for strong drink® ” Orewon- 
d,ers how anyone could accuse the Badicals of whisperings

A ’’revolution” in the President’s thinking, brought about by 
the inf luence of,, Johnson’ s - cabinet, caused him to drop his punitive . 
policy^/the only Confederate to be actually punished: was the,commanding ; 
officer of the-Andersonville prison, Major Henry Wirz, who was hanged®

Haworth believed ,tha% Jphhhon had adopted Lincoln’s plan. of res
toration once he had decided upon a liberal policy® Unfortunately for 
all concerned, however, he lacked Lincoln’s ’’infinite tact” in carrying

^%aul L® Haworth, The United States in Our Own Times (New York: 
Charles Scribner’s; Sons, 1920), pp® 2-3® . . .
J:' - ^ ‘̂'Xbld®, ̂ p® jjo' ** : ; ; ; ' ' ' ' ■ - : '
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out the detailso , .

The author pointed out that the South failed to take advantage 
of the opportunity offered them by Johnsona The Southerners were given 
a. chance to prove their intentions toward the new order of things which 
had resulted from the Civil War® However* with their best leaders barred 
from political activity, the others acted without prudence and the 
Southern "Black Codes" soon came into existencee Haworth was of the 
opinion that this Southern legislation.was, in part, an honest effort 
to meet a difficult situations , However, they were taken by the Morth 
as proof of Southern defianoe» After this,, with each "Southern"inci
dent" that occurred, the opposition to Johnson grew stronger in the 
North# Praise by Northern Democrats added nothing to the popularity of 
the President's policies# Haworth admitted that even Johnson grew 
alarmed at the actions of some of the Southern states# For example, he ' 
urged the State of Georgia not to elect Alexander H# Stephens, ex=Vice 
President of the Confederacy, to the United States Senate# The Presi
dent »s telegram read: "There seems in many of the elections something
■ " ' • ' ’ " ' • ■ - , . ■ ' : 1|.5 like defiance, which is all: out of place at this time#w In the opin
ion of Haworth, the Schurz, report was a factual account of existing 
Southern conditions which discredited Johnsonf s plan# He, too, be
lieved that Grant* s hasty trip South was* but a device to counteract 
that reporto ; - : "V:

In discussing the effect of Johnson’s attitude toward the Four
teenth Amendment, Haworth agreed with Schurz and Hhodes that the

' ; -v' w  ; ■ ■ ■ :■ •, - ' ; ■ . ■ '• Ibid#, p# 210 :
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humiliation of Congressional Reconstruction could have been spared the 
South if it had but diaregarded the advice of Johnson and foilowed the 
example of Tennessee,, ̂  .. .

Haworth described the HSwingM in the same way as did the majority 
of johhsonis enemies. He felt it was the President's undoing,. Johnson1s 
injudicious words * selfrglorifie-ation, bitter denouncement of Congress 
and his participation, in '’unseenLLy'’ discussions with the crowds, all con
demned the tour as a "miserable failure"® .

In reference to a question which has. been argued from both sides 
by many, ( that is,. Johnson?s abuse of the patronage}, Haworth was of the , 
opinion that after the disastrous results of the "Swing", Johnson "re™ " 
moved many of his oppbhents from office out of a feeling of desperation® 
Without explaining exactly what he had in mind, Haworth made reference to 
"many other .-doubtf ul expedients" in the matter of these removals® ■ .

Haworth failed to give Johnson credit, as did other men, for 
M s  belief in his duty to execute the objectionable legislation passed 
by Congress® , He passed this off with the remark that Johnson "did not 
venture to disregard these laws", and so, made the assignments of mill™ ’ : 
tary commanders required by the Reconstruction Act of March 2, 1867®

He closed his remarks about Johnson with a generalizing summa
tion in which he agreed with Schurzt .

Historians are now almost unanimous in conceding the honesty 
of his intentions, and many are inclined to praise his plan of 

;: reoonstruction, but his faults of temper proved disastrous in so .

W  ;v ' ; V ; : ; ;
' ' ihido, p® 31® '



critical a period, and his quarrel with Congress made inevitable 
. a more radical Southern policy than would have been followed had 

a more tactful man held the helmo
Charles Ao Beard and W« 0* Bagley published in 1923, The History 

of the American People, If there were two historians in that year who 
. were less interested in Andrew Johnson and his achievements in recon
struction, they must hare been in the grave. For if judged by the em
phasis given it by these two' historians, the drama of leconstruction, 
with all its principle characters, patched, tattered, and tom, was 
about to yield to a superior force, the lack of interest.

If one is adept at reading between the lines, a glimmer of an 
old theme can be read into the statement in which they said that even 
though Andrew Johnson was opposed to slavery, he did not propose to turn 
the Southern states over to the Hegro.

Another masterpiece of generalization: "Thus he vetoed every 
i m p o r t a n t  bill p a s s e d  by Congress dealing with the Southern problems."
The connotation is bad for Johnson, for who but a scoundrel would veto 
"every important bill" passed by Congress in connection with recon
struction? ’ : v ''

" - Johnson? s temperament, usually considered a character fault, can 
be made to emerge from the statement that he "savagely attacked" the mem—
' • ■ ' ' ■ 'v ^9 - ■" ' ' ' •bers of Congress in his public addresses.

Favorable Opinion
If historical investigation into the life and political career

% b i d a , p. -
tO ■ ■^Charles A. Beard and William Co Bagley, The History of the , American People (3d ed. rev.; lew York: The Macmillan up., l92>), p. L38.
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of Andrew Johnson were to end with the biography written by Reverend 
James SV Jones, entitled, Life of Andrew Johnson, 1901, the President* s - . 
friends and defenders could, rest in peace» They could be assured that 
the man in whom they had placed their confidence during those first tur
bulent years of reconstruction was at last to be listed among the great 
men of . American history- But, this was not to be the case»

In the period, 1901-1927, the most ardent defense of Johnson was 
written by Jonesi It was written with a subjectivity that touched on 
hero worship- Throughout his work, Jones portrayed Johnson as a man who 
possessed the highest character, both morally and politically. For Jones, 
he was the defender of the Constitution against the villains of recon
struction, the Radicals- In this dramatic role which he assigned the 
President, Jones said; "No executive of any government ever knew the 
constitution under which he served better than Andrew Johnson - - - 
Comments about Johnson’s impeccable character were scattered profusely 
throughout Jones’ work- He said that the President had been a great 
lover of.the truth, a man whom other men found to be absolutely honest-
His sense of propriety prompted Johnson to decline all gifts of value

51. , .while he served in public office- . This led Jones to conclude that -
Johnson was incorruptible in his official character. Though his poli
cies of public administration were often challenged, Jones said, "ho man

. James S- Jones, Life of Andrew Johnson (Greenville, Tennessee:
East Tennessee Publishing Company, 1901), p- 232-

’ c'-j '''This is a point that is borne out by many historians- The ex
ample most.often cited is Johnson’srefusal to accept, a handsome carriage 
and team offered at one time to him by the officials of New York City-
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ever suggested aught against his personal integrity"®

In the opinion of Jones, a eaUgi evaluation of Johnson’s official 
acts will show that he was ...not moved by any "petty personal spirit" in 
the administration of his official office as .Chief Executive of the na
tion® Jones credited Johnson with displaying this attitude in connection 
with his use of the power of patronage® The author claimed that Johnson 
refused to use the patronage and prestige of his office, when President, 
to save himself from the threatened impeachment® Jones gave, as an ex
ample of this, Johnson’s refusal to allow Jeremiah Black, an old friend, 
to continue as a member of his defense in the impending impeachment 
trial® He allowed Black to retire rather than to take certain action
which, he felt was wrong and which might be construed by some as favor-

<2 ' : v ' ' ; ■ ' ' .■ ' .itismo . . . . ■
Jones made one of his most amazing evaluations of Johnson when 

he spoke of him as a. politician who was "never pretentious or noisy"®
He qualified this statement later on, however, when he said that "in 
his deportment among his immediate [italics mine| constituents he was 
unassuming, not to say modest, and won his way to popular favor by the 
brilliancy of his mindj the intense earnestness of his purpose, and his 
sympathy for the masses"® Jbhnsbn’s sincerity in his.actions and his

Ibid®, pp»; 249-250. Black represented an American company . 
that was involved in a dispute with the.government, of Santa Domingo over 
the rights to certain guano deposits on,the Island of Alta Vela® Black’s 
clients requested aid from the government in.the form of a warship® Cer
tain Radicals in Congress indorsed this request, but Johnson doubted his 
authority and the propriety of the request, and so refused to cooperate®

53 ; - ' ■" ' \  ' '■ . . - ■ ' .Ibid®, p® 388®
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sympathy with the masses has been firmly established; but the modesty of 
his "ways and•thd brilliancy of his mind are two qualities that others 
have failed to see in Johnson0 Jones seemed closer to the truth when he 
stated that Johnson could never: be counted on by his party to follow 
blindly its policies0 Indeedj, as Jones pointed outs he was to be reckoned 
with if he thought hisparty wrong0 This was the thing that had cut 
Johnson adrift from all party ties in 1861, and again in 1865o

Tn diseussing 'Johnson’s speech* made after he was sworn as 
President* Jones apparently’disagreed with others that it was full of 
egotism and thus in bad tastea The author said it was but a short in
formal expression of his personal feelings on the assumption of such 
grave duties as those of the presidency» As an indication of the states
manlike character of these remarks* Jones quoted those portions in which 
Johnson'said that his policy would develop as the administration pro
gressed j that he would not anticipate the future* but would deal with 
problems as they arose* always: remembering that he was not to "consult ...

■ : : ; ': . ■ - ^  ■ 'Vhis Own feeling alone* but to give an account to whole people"©
- ' ' ' ■ " ' ' ' .*- ; .. ■ V . . v .Jones was in harmony with many others on. the question of the 

origin of Johnson's policy of restoration© He said it was "precisely 
that which Mre Lincoln inaugurated in the recbnstruetion of Tennessee"©
As far as the results which Johnson's plan might have achieved* if he 
had been allowed to■continue* there was no way of actually knowing© How
ever* Jones was certain that, the results of the plan devised by the

^Ibid©*. p© lk9o 

Ibid©* p© 150©
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Radicals were "dire indeed"® in reference to one facet of the struggle 
between Johnsdn' and Congress^ Negro suffrage, Jones condemned, the Radi
cal plan in no uncertain terms# V ’tWith a mass of ignorant voters^ cor
rupted by unscrupulous politicians^ the ballot became debauched* and 
popular suffrage a travesty upon free institutions® The fruits of this 
evil remain with us until this day, and exert their influence upon all 
our political life®" By contrast, Jones stated that while Johnson 
yielded to no one in attachment to the rule of general suffrage> he felt 
there was a limit to it? With obvious approval he quoted Johnson: "To 
give it, indiscriminately, to a new class, wholly unprepared by previous
habits, and opportunities to perfora the trust which it demands, is to de™

: -: ■ ' ■■■ ; : , ' ■ 57 ‘grade it, and, finally, to destroy its power®"
Johnson’s biographer came up With one of the most astounding in-' 

terpretations of the Presidents. "Swing" that has probably. ever. been 
written^ Jones launched into his discussion of this highly controversial 
incident with a statement that on August 28, 1866, the President and his
party started "what proved,to be, the most remarkable, and.in some respects

' ■ J ■ ■ , ' .  ' . " ■ , . / . " ■ 58the most brilliant,, tour ever made by any President ,of the United States"?
Many will agree that it was "remarkable", but as to. its brilliancy, Jones
seems to stand albhe in that opinion® Jones described the tour in such
terms as, "one continual ".ovation", and "enthusiastic -popular demonstra-*
tion"e He declared that "receptions and banquets were the order of the

I b j d ® , p ?  2 8 5 ®
57-

I b i d ® , p ?  2 3 0 ? 

^ 8 I b i d ® , p ?  2 0 6 ®
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day”o In Baltimore, "the whole city seemed to participate in the enthus
iastic welcome to the President"« In Philadelphia, the President's re
ception was described as one that "beggars all description"c To quote 
Jones: "The scenes which transpired at Baltimore, Philadelphia and New
York, were repeated at every stop that was made along the route, varying

* 59only as the population varied*"
however, even Jones had to bow to popular historical opinion

when he mentioned the speeches delivered by the President at Cleveland
and Sto Louis* He admitted that they "certainly were violent", but
countered with the remark that they had been "strongly provoked", in that
the President's opponents were "denouncing him as a traitor"* He was

60forced to speak to crowds which were "little better than mobs"*
He said that the President's return to Washington was "attended with 
great rejoicing", and in Jones' opinion, thus ended "one of the most re
markable tours ever made by an official in this country"* He closed his 
remarks about the tour with the following statement: "Andrew Johnson
had in the series of addresses delivered on this tour made his appeal to 
the people on the subject of his restoration policy, and had everywhere 
received the assurance that the majority of the people were with him*4 
One wonders if Jones was aware of the results of the elections in 1866, 
which followed this "remarkable" and "brilliant" tour?

Jones viewed the attempted impeachment of Andrew Johnson as a 
great national drama* An event in which the dramatic character of the

%bido, p* 208* 
60Ibid», p, 217*

•Ibid*, p.- 223*
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trial itself 5 as well as the issues associated,"with it, have served to 
obscure much of the greatness of Johnson8 s administi‘ation0 He indi
cated some of the things to which he had reference in the following 
statement: ' ' ' ' '

Apart from his great conflict with Congress^ his term of 
office was characterized by many important Executive acts re
lating to the extension of our country® His was the great duty 
of declaring the Civil War at an end, of disbanding the great 
volunteer army, and of seeking to restore civil government to 
all of the States which had been in insurrection® Alaska was 
added to our National domain5 the difficulties with the French. 
Government> begun during Mr® Lincoln*s term of office, and 
growing out of the usurption of .Maximilian in Mexico, were 
terminated both, peaceably and honorably; while many treaties,

■ both with foreign countries and the Indians, were made, by which 
greater security at home and better commercial facilities 
abroad were obtained® His messages, proclamation, and vetoes 
fill many pages in Executive history, and constitute a volume 
not only readable, but highly instructive. His State papers 
are models in every particular, and cover the whole range of z-p 
legal and Constitutional authority in republican government*

Even if harassed, maligned and humiliated, no one could deny 
that Johnson was President, and Jones said Congress had not gone far in, 
its efforts to drive him from his position on reconstruction until the 
whole country' realized that a ’‘mighty hand held the reins of Executive 
Government at Washington^ Jones was sure that during the Johns oh ad— - 
ministration, the foundations of our republican form of government had 
been shaken as never before® World powers looked on to behold the fate 
of the experiment in democracy, but:fortunately,. Johnson had a steady 

, hand and was steadfast in his devotion to both.the cause of the Union 
.. and to the Constitution, y' y \ -

One last remark made by Jones served well to sum up his adulation

Ap
Ibid.®, p,. 289
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of the tailor President: "The Inauguration of General Grant occurred ,
March It, 1869, and with this event closed the most remarkable adminis~.
'v  : ' "  ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ '  ■■ . . ' - . 63 tration of any President from. Washington down to the present day.*

• In 1903, David M® Dewitt published a lengthy and detailed work
. - ■ ' - "■ - ■ ■ : 6kentitled, The Impeachment and Trial of Andrew Johnson® Dewitt de

fended Johnson against the remarks made by ~J0 ¥« Burgess, <a> historian 
who. was in no way partial to the. .Eadical Congress. If, as Burgess < 
claimed, Johnson was low-born and.low-bred, violent in temper, • obsti
nate, coarse and lacking in the sense of.propriety, Dewitt said that 
the Presidentvs violence of temper and vindictiveness of spirit, had 
been caused by great provocation* In Dewittf s opinion, the only thing- . 
Johnson had been guilty of prior to his veto of the Freedman's Bill, 
was.pointing out,"with irrefutable logic", the unconstitutional ground 
upon which Congress was treading*

Johnson's defender was quite candid■ in his remarks about the 
President's famous speech on February 22, 1866. He admitted it was 
riddled with language unbecoming to his station. ■' In Johnson's' defense, 
however, he said it had been provoked by men, both in .and out of. Congress, 
who had likened Johnson to such infamous,-'Americans as Burr and Arnold* .

In this detailed ;Wbrk, the enemiesfof Johnson fared very badly*

, Y. Thomas * review of David M. Dewitt, Die Impeachment
and Trial of Andrew Johnson (hew York; , The Macmillan Company, 190377 
in the American i0.stbfian Eeylew, IX (October, 1903), 188-191. , Thomas • 
was of the opinion that Dewitt's work,was one of the most important 
works that had yet appeared in.„the. Eecohstruetion Period* . '
■ 6%bido, p. 189. - ■ ; V ' v - ■
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Thaddeus Steveng was described as the ”soul of vindictiveness155 the 
wieader in insolence*55 a man who was bothered not in the least by the 
limiting provisions of the Gonstltution0 Bewitt described the doc
trinaire" Charles Sumner as ’•Robespierre reincarnate”, a man who wor
shipped human rights in the abstract^ but eared nothing for the indi
viduals to whom the rights belonged® lor were, lesser Radicals like 
Butler5 Boutwell and Ashley ignored by the, avenging pen of Dewitto 
These three were blasted for.their ”ridiculous; attempt” to implicate 
Johnson in the; assassination of lineolne . Bewitt took General Grant to 
task for his ’’deception” in connection with the fiasco centered around 
Stanton’s removal from the War Office,,. Stanton, himself, was regarded 
with massive contempt by Bewitto He was convinced that Stanton had the 
worst record of all Johnson’s accuserse There was no denial of his ad
ministrative ability,., but his political career was something less ad
mirable * He was, in Bewitt’s opinion, a ’’double dealer”, a ’’two-faced” 
personality who always sought to be on the winning side0 Stanton 
praised Buchanan, cursed Lincoln and agreed with Johnson at various 
times when it suited his plansj then, after the Tenure of Office Bill 
was enacted, he ’’threw off .his mask”.* :

Congress as a whole was ridiculed for its attitude toward 
Johnsonj the Senate mpst specifically for its part in Johnson’s im
peachment triala The packing'of the Senate to assure the desired re
sults 3 Senators reaching their decisions prior to hearing the evidencej 
the suppression of evidence favorable to the President| the highly

^Ibida, PoIPOa
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questionable pressures used against certain members to gain their rotesy 
for conviction, were.all highly deplorablea Dewitt was sure that the 
Thirty-ninth and Fortieth Congresses now stand condemned of the very 
things upon which they based their attacks on Johnson: “vindictiveness5*,
“coarseness55 and the “lack of dignity'*» As to the President, he was
calm, dignified and cheerful during the trial, showing himself to be an

' . : : 67 - : ■ ■ ' ■■■ '■ .extraordinary man, in Dewitt' s opinion,, -
Theieliability of the material used by Dewitt in.writing his 

work was, in the opinion of the reviewer, David Y® Thomas, “hard to im
peach" a Thus, in the year I903, Johnson gained two more supporters® 

Another man who say a great deal Of ^ood in President Johnson 
was Dawrenee H. Gipson, whose article, “The Statesmanship of President 
Johnson,“ appeared in 1915® Gipson maintained that it Is hopeless to 
try to understand a personality such as Andrew Johnson without first 
understanding his. background® The t raits of self-confidence and frank
ness in voicing his opinions, which Ihodes had so violently objected to. 
Were but things'he had acquired during his political career, a career 
marked hy “unusual achievements in the face of intense opposition"®
These traits typified the “blunt unaffected civilization of Western com
munities", but et the same time they constantly laid Johnson open to 
charges of “offensive egotism"® His ability to use language that was,
on occasion, “abusive and insulting to the extreme", was difficult for
■ . -' ' '' ' - ' ;  ;■ ;; ' ' ' , , V - j - : - . , ■. gg .any person, other than a Westerner, to understand, much less ignore® -

5 Ibid®, p® 191®
3 - 1 ;"3Lawrence H» Gi

The Mississippi Valley Historical Review, II (December, 1915), 366-357
Lawrence Ho Gipson, “The" Statesmanship of President Johnson,"
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Gipson said the assumption that Johnson suffered from an "utter 
lack of fitness" in comparison to the superior qualifications that 
Lincoln was assumed to possess, had become so universally accepted as 
to be almost "axiomatic"» The basis for this idea was simple; Where 
Lincoln succeeded in his effort to win the war, Johnson failed in his at
tempt at restoration® ; In an.attempt to refute this stereotyped evalua
tion of Johnson, Gipson presented a series of questions to his readerso 
First, he asked if it Were not possible that Lincoln might not have been 
the "scapegoat of reconstruction" had he lived? In the wake of the mass 
hysteria in the decade following the war, would any statesmanlike solu
tion to 'the problem of restoration been accepted? Would not any president 
have been doomed to failure and a loss of popularity had he tried to 
carry out a moderate conciliatory plan? Gipson pressed his case to an 
unexpected climax when he asked; "Was it not a calamity that a man like 
Johnson was not elected in I860?" He thought perhaps the insurrection 
could have been nipped in the bud by a man possessing a great driving
force such as Johnson had displayed in stamping out the rebellion in

69 ■ '' ■' ' ■■Tennessee,) /, 1
In his comparison of Johnson to Lincoln, Gipson found much in

common. There were such things as humble origin, struggle for education, 
rugged independence, spirit of democracy, dislike for slavery and im
peccable honestye In contrasting the: two men, Gipson found more dif
ference than mere physical appearancej in this comparison Johnson over
shadowed his brilliant predecessor, Lincoln had been a "failure" until

^Plbid,, pe:;36|e ;• % ; ;; ' ■ ' < ■ -
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tie entered upon the practice of lawj Jotinson ims a ,fpers onif ication of 
uninterrupted success from the tailor’s bench to the White House”® Both 
had tieen masters of politics 5 however* Lincoln was more of ten ”check
mated” than Johnson® When Lincoln became President* he was but a
"novice” in the field of public service® When Johnson entered the White
~ • f ■; : 70Housej, tie had a long career of such service behind him®

The "tidal wave of radicalism"^ which swept the North at the 
close of the war, was responsible for Johnson’s, failure to give to the 
nation a rational solution to the problems in the South® In spite of 
Johnson’s "tremendous display of energy", he, was thwarted in his efforts® 
Contrasting Johnson to the.famous war President, so far as their failures 
were concerned, Gipson pointed out that Lincoln had also failed to check 
the nation from "drifUng 'off into desperate civil strife"®^

One of the charges against Johnson, which seems to have occurred 
with a systematic persistence, was his traitorous change of attitude to
ward the punishment of rebels® Gipson discredited any assumption that 
this change was based on personal ambition and a desire for power® He 
further denied that Secretary Seward: had any responsibility in the 
matter at all® It was Gipson’s feeling that public opinion in the 
North brought about Johnson’s change in attitude® The public hysteria 
and desire for vengeance, which followed in the wake of Lincoln’s assas
sination, wa.s; replaced by a "pronounced loathing" for further bloodshed® 
The author said that this was especially true after the highly

^Ibid®, p® 365® 
^Ibid®, p® 367®
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questionable execution of Mrs« Surratto Gipson believed that President
Johnson could see that the country would not support his "Spartan" policy
'r-': ' ■ ' : " '' • : 72 •and thus^ his change in attitude was a natural occurrence® . To assume
that the President was easily swayed from one policy to another, or that 
he would allow himself tq be dominated by another man's influence was 
contradictory to his,past record® In Gipson's estimation, Johnson was a 
man. who arrived; independently at important conclusions®

Johnson's moderate policy of restoration was shaped not only by 
the marked change in the attitude of the North, but by his realization 
of the true conditions that existed throughout the South at the close of 
the ward His attempt to restore personal security and material pros
perity in the South was based on one principle, complete subjection to 
the new national ideals which resulted from the war® His plan of restora
tion was based on strict constitutionality and, in the opinion of Gipson,
. . X. . ' 73was "sane", ubpportunen and; "magnanimous!ta

Johnson has also been ridiculed for not calling Congress into 
session immediately upon the death of Lincoln® Such eminent historians, 
as James Ford Pthodes Were of the opinion that he had erred in failing to 
do so® Gipson presented some rather convincing arguments in behalf of 
Johnson to refute Ehodes® Again, he made his point by asking rhetorical 
questions, which were most persuasive in theih logic's He inquired if the 
reader could think of any reason whereby Johnson could have assumed that 
Congress would be any more amicable to him than it had been to Lincoln?

, , 72ibido, p. 369® , ^ t . :  ' ' i"/.:;;
73Ibido, p0 373= ,
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Had not the Eadical leaders gone on record with.ideas which were in 
direct opposition to those of lr«. Lincoln, and which were subsequently 
adopted by Johnson? To recall the attitude displayed by Congress, as ; 
manifested in the Wade^Davis Bill, was to answer Gipson*s questions 
with a resounding "no"j Then, was there not a chance that Johnson might 

. proceed quickly and quietly with Lincoln*s plan and get the nation to ac
cept it if it were justified by the results?

Thus, by the skillful use of logic, Gipson went a long way in 
convincing his readers that Johnson had been justified in. not calling 
Congress together in the Spring of 1865= To do so would have meant an 
immediate battle® The more permaneht JohnsonVs work in the South could 
become, the less chance Gongreas would have of.nullifying it0 This would 
be especially true if the Southern people would do their part to satisfy 
the nation that they .were sincere in their attitudes® Unf ortunately, 
some of the Southern states did not cooperate fully, nor did they seem 
to appreciate the ’’magnanimous statesmanship of the President**e In 
Gipson*s opinion their failure to give Johnson the loyal support, which 
he so richly deserved, was the. paramount reason for the collapse of his 

■ programb Their actions subsequently shackled the South with Radical Re- 
construction and “Negro misrule"<,

As time passed, criticism of both the President* s plan and of the 
Southern states arose steadily,, Johnson grew increasingly apprehensive 

; and the Radicals welcomed: the chance to parlay every **incident68 into an 
irrefutable proof that the President*s plan was not in keeping with the

Acbid® , pi 376*
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desires of the people* The passage of the Southern "Black Codes" was5 
in Gipsont s beliefy the most unfortunate thing that could have possibly ;; , 
befallen Johnson*s administration* This was especially true because at 
the time, as Gipson said, the President* s administration was moving. 
along "cautiously and smoothly"6 In fact, Johnson had been making 
such amazing, progress in the. restoration of the South that the r esults 
were not without their impact on certain moderate Republicans in Con
gress® As evidence' of this, the President*s veto of the Freedmen's Bureau 
Bill was sustained by Congress on February 20, I8660 Shortly thereafter, 
Johnson made what Gipson believed to be his first "serious mistake"*
That was the speech given by the: President two days after Congress had 
upheld his veto* In Gipson's words, he made a "typical Western harangue", 
which lasted long enough to lose him considerable support from the mod
erate wing of. the 'Republican party* Johns bn’s second big mistake was 
the "Swing"* Without discussing the controversial character of Johnson's 
speeches on the tour, Gipson merely outlined the part opposition played* 
The fact that thousands turned from the President's cause in "disgust", 
was credited to the misrepresentation:Johnson suffered at the hands of 
■ the. R a d i c a l ' p r e s s . ® : ' ’

Gipson referred to the congressional reconstruction episode as 
a "disastrous experiment"* A portion of that experiment, the "Tenure :
Act, was designed to protect Stanton, who according to the author, was 
engaged in:"Machiavellian:.conspiracies"* It, taken together, with-the" , ,

7gIbid0 •
76Ibid*, p* 380*
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complete nullification of the power of the Supreme Court over cases re
sulting from reconstruction, flrepresented a virtual overthrow of our 
constitutional system of government',0^  Johnson* s actions during this 
time of • congressional control were !!scrupulously constitutional*5 and 
his impeachment trial represented the climax of an attempt at complete 
'’congressional usurptionuo

In closing, his thoroughgoing defense of President Johnson^ Gipson 
observed that after fifty years many historic judgments had been reversedj 
this was especially so in the case of Andrew Johnson* His policies had 
great merito They had been in complete harmony with the best constitu
tional traditions of our country| they were."eminently logical and pro** 
per"e Gipson quoted John Sherman’s statement of 1895 that Johnson’s
scheme was both "wise and judicious"5 and closed with the remark thats ■

' • " ' . - - • 78"Such, it would seemj will be the permanent judgment of posterity^"
James g, Jones opened the period under consideration in:this chap

ter with a ringing tribute to Andrew Johnson; Margarita S» Gerry brought 
it to a close in the same manners In her article, "The Real Andrew ; 
Johnson", 1927, she wrote what she called a "dispassionate survey" of 
Johnson’s careers Of him she said: "Back of Andrew Johnson was the
stark romance of America: a breathless climb from nothingness to a
’swimming heighti," . ’

She defended Johnson for the spectacle he made of himself when 
he became Vice President on the grounds-that his recent illness had caused

''' h ^  ’T ' 'V
78ibido, pa 383o ’ : : - ' - ' " ' ; '"''t -



him to consume a stimulant to strengthen himself for the ceremony,, The 
subsequent results she did' not denya She went one step further in 
stating that Johnson "had been a drinking man in a day of; hard drinkers" j, 
but that the personal habits of an Executive are of importance, only when 
they affect his'bapaQlty. for work"» In her opinion,, the President and 
his family had acted with complete dignity while at the White House and , 
he had put out a volume of work like no other President before him® ' ■' 
Therefore, it was hard io understand why the fact that he was not a "tee--
' -'V ;: ' : : - 79totaler" caused such a clamor® Gerry relied heavily on the opinions of 
Gideon Welles, as set down in his Diary, for not only the description of 
Johnson1s inauguration as Vice President, but for other details as well®
In her description of Welles1 records as "historical documents of the 
first rank", she came into direct opposition with the opinion of Howard
K® Beale® ̂  ' 1 : : ■ ■' / : ' If : > :::;; ;; '■

In one’s condemnation of Johnson as President, Gerry said one
must realize that the Radical opposition displayed to Johnson was but a
hold-over from the Lincoln administration® "Johnson merely inherited a r
dangerous situation" f . a situation that was '’charged with political dyna
mite"® Thus, Johnson was not only faced with the tremendous task left

. ̂ Margarita S® Gerry, "The Real Andrew Johnson," The Century 
Magazine, CXV (Hovember-December, 1927), 5t“6)4, 218-230, p0"3'77 Cited . ,: 
hereafter as Gerry, "The Real Johnson®T ' ‘

^Howard K® Beale, "Is the Printed Diary of Gideon Welles Re
liable?" American Historical Review, XXX (April, 1929), 5^7”552® Beale’s 
answer was; no" ® Due to. the many: later emendations appearing on the 
original manuscript. Which indicates the manuscript'had been revised 
several times by different hands in its preparations for publication,
Beale concluded the Original is of far more value than the printed ■ . , 
version® ' ■; " '
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to him by Lincdln, he was ■without the necessary support with whioh to 
meet his responsibilities® Alone in his fight to carry out Lincoln1s 
policy, hurt by Tennesseets exclusion from the Union, embittered against 
the Badicals for taking "personal revenge" on him because of a difference • 
in policy^ "he discharged his public functions with a quite perfect 
manner of mingled dignity and frank cordiality"e •

Gerry discussed the President’s speech of February 22, i860, in 
very sympathetic terms. In her opinion, the psychological circumstances 
of not only the political situation, but of Johnson’s frame of mind at 
the time, gives the key to its understanding. On that night Johnson was 
but a man from the masses, cut off from their support and eager for a 
return to the "sawdust", giving vent to his natural talent, stump speak— 
ihgo She did not deny that Johnson had lapsed from the official dignity 
of his office. -She agreed, too, that his "Swing" was his "political un
doing" in that he lost the much needed support of many good men by his 
manner of speech. Johnson was not at a loss to see the error of his ways 
and according to Gerry, he henceforth made dhly brief and carefully pre
pared speeches which were "models of force and dignity". Unfortunately:, 
Gerry admits, this corrective action came too late; the President failed

82 r :--rto recoup his losses. • . ’
Miss Gerry felt that there, existed in Johnson’s Presidency,' one 

particular circumstance that truly showed the President to be a man 
worthy of respeOt—-this was the character of his cabinet meetings. In

, 0Goriy,/'"The,Peal dOMson"j_p.' 219. t-:
%bid., p. -221. - ' : ‘v:; . ; : . / t
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condueting the meetings of his official family^ the President deported, 
himself in a calm and dignifiedmanner® His low modulated voice and his 
gentleness were in striking contrast to the caricature that was given by 
his enemies, which was that of. a coarse, ranting man, who brandished'his 
arms about and shrieked at his audience®
; In giving her opinion on Johnsonfs impeachment trial, she said:
"The most extraprdinary incidents of clownish plotting wherein it is dif
ficult to distinguish between conspirators and dupes, between accusers

' ■ ; '. ■ ■ . ojL :and criminals, preceded the impeachment and pervaded it®"

■ Compromise Opinion
Amidst those who voiced violent attacks and those who 'sang the 

.ardent praises of Andrew Johnson in the period 1901-1927, there appeared . 
a group of opinions which seems indicative of a change in attitude about 
Johnson that was slowly evolving in the minds of historians® The men in 
this category did not attempt to vindicate Johnson, nor did they attempt 
to slander himj: they gave him credit where they thought it was due and 
denounced him where they believed he deserved it® In 1901, Charles H® 
McCarthy published Lincoln’s Plan of Reconstruction, in which he in™ . 
eluded pertinent comments about Andrew Johnson, the first of which con
cerned his record as military governor of Tennessee® McCarthy used the 
term "tyrannical" to describe some of Johnson* s acts after he had assumed 
that post®; He had referenpe to the imprisonment of certain influential 
judges and ministers who were speaking against the Union cause® The

. e?IBid., p. 223. . • : ■ :
S W . ' p .  225. :



author felt that this was unjustified because at the time martial law
existed in the area and further, because Union troops were stationed in 

QKMemphiso Regardless of the nature of some of his actions, Johnson was 
credited by McCarthy with an "intense fidelity to the Union" and "tre
mendous energy and courage11, which qualified him well for his duties0 
McCarthy then reached the conclusion that if some of Johnson’s measures 
were harsh, the*situation called for the action which he took® In his 
evaluation of Johnson1s term as war governor, the author declared that ■
it had been marked by "vigor and ability"; rumors of "undue harshness"

- \ ' '' . / : . V r:. : ■ g5 'and "oppression" were found to be groundless® In McCarthy's opinion, 
few men at the beginning of the war had as much influence on public opin
ion in the North as did Andrew Johnsona His conduct as military governor 
had not changed this opinion in the least# . ■

In McCarthy's opinion, Johnson's basic mistake, which was funda
mental to all the strife that followed, -was his failure to recognise 
that the close of the war had brought an entirely new set of national
circumstances into being® The peace time restoration of the Union was a
veiy delicate task in which it was folly to assume that the presidential 
war powers could be applied® Like Rhodes, McCarthy felt Johnson should 
not have launched upon any plan of iestoration without first assuring him
self of the cooperation of Congressa^ Had not the congressional attitude 
been effectively displayed In the Wade^Bayis Bill?

Right or wrong, Johnson launched his general plan of restoration

^McCarthy;, Lincoln's Plan, p® 15a ^ Ibid®, p® bhSo
86Ibid®,' p® 340'



with the North Carolina Proclamation, May 2 9 } 1865>0 The result of this
plan was to allow the restoration process to fall into the hands of the
ex-Confederates who had* only shortly before, tried to destroy the"
Union, McCarthy was sure that this was not the result that Johnson had •

88intended; nevertheless, it was a facto
Peter Hamilton in his work. The Reconstruction Period, published ' 

in 1905, made, in view of the evidence to the contrary, a rather question
able :statement concerning Johnson's Vice Presidential inauguration* He 
went on record with the opinion that Sumner's charge that Johnson had
been drunk, was open to doubt, Hamilton was of the opinion that if at

89times Johnson "said foolish things, at least he did many wise ones".
When Johnson first assumed the presidency, he acted as if he

were "master of the whole situation", and proceeded to govern by pro- ,
claraation, being neither "dilatory nor wavering" in the execution of
his duties. The following passage is a good indication of Hamilton's
interpretation of Johnson's approach to the problem of restoration:

With the rugged aggressiveness which was a part of his nature 
Johnson %#de np his mind as to the proper course to be pur
sued and pursued it unflinchingly. It would have helped him 
greatly had he made it clear, that his plan of restoration of 
the Southern states was practically identical with that of 
his lamented predecessor; for he had hot only followed the 
policy of Lincoln, but the advice of the cabinet which he had 
inherited. The propriety of announcing this never occurred 
to Johnson and if it had it is doubtful whether he would 

■ have made the declaration. To him the plan was right, and that ■
was .. enough. On the other hand, if - it had been wrong, the 
authority of Lincoln would not have commended it to him,90

88Ibid,, p, i860 ’ ?°Ibid,, p, 187,
89peter Hamilton, The Reconstruction Period, Vol, XVI of A His

tory of North America, ed, Francis H7~~Thorpe (20 vols;■ Philadelphia:. , 
George Barries Sons, 1905), p. 73,



. Hamilton m s  qaite impressed wi'feh the accomplishments of Johnson's 
efforts in restoration prior to December, 186$6 He concluded that during 
the nine months period after Johnson had taken over, "his firmness wiped 
out much of the past". The future seemed assured® Slavery was gone - '
forever, the secession ordinances had been .repealed, the rebel debt had 
been repudiated, popular governments existed, national representatives 
had been chosen, and order prevailed* In Hamilton's words: "The Union
was restored*'? ' Vvtv

In spite of all these accomplishments, Johnson was headed for 
trouble, which was precipitated by such things as his "tactless but 
characteristic" speech of February 22, 1866. On the "Swing Around the 
Circle", the President added to his growing unpopularity when he spoke 
in the manner of a-"country candidate" in Tennessee= He spoke often 
and earnestly,, but not with the dignity, required by his office, -

.Hamilton exonerated Johnson from the charge that he refused to. 
consider the plea- of clemency for Mrs, ^urratto Contrary to the con
clusions reached by Moore, he charged Stanton with either keeping the
plea or hiding it in the record of the trial in such a manner that the

' ' ' •- ' . ■ 92 ■ . • '' ' - ■ 'President did not have a chance to view it* .
v v Johnson, It would seem, had deluded the Southern people* They 

had confidence in the President when he told them the North believed in 
his policies in preference to those of the Radicals* Hamilton felt that 
this' was fatal for the welfare of the South* In this instance Hamilton

91Ibid., pi 182*
92IM<L pe 193*
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made a very strong indietment against the President when he assigned to
him the "disastrous result" of Negro control in the South through the 

• ' ' ' 93right of suffrage.. With their faith in Johnson, a fellow Southerner, 
the people of the South failed to perceive that the North was adamant in
its demand for Negro suff rage 5 and thus, the South failed to plan f or
its administration and control. Johnson might have been honest in his 
reasons for opposing the Negro votej however, his attitude resulted in 
a harsher, treatment of the.,:Southe : • ' .■ *

In Hamiltoni.s opinion, Johnson’s relations with the South had 
been marked by'a peculiar fatalism. He had risen against his native : 
section on the question of secession and had in turn, led it against “an 
• awkward national consciousness which would reform the Constitution to 
make a nation out Of a federal union of states". In one instance, Johnson 
had opposed the South, and in the other he led it. tfIn both it failed, 
and it suffered more from his friendship than from his enmitye.11 ■

Theodore Burton, in his work, John Sherman, 1906, was another
who had a few- 'kind' words for Johnsoh in an over-all opinion which, if not
friendly, was not hostile. One gets the .impression that Burton admired 
the fighting spirit of Johnson, whether he agreed with all he had done 
or not: HHe was a remarkable man, who by sheer force of pluck and
ability in the face of a lack of education and lowly ancestry^-fought

:\ ' '-'9$ :'/v. : -his way to the top." However, he felt Johnson was definitely subject

93Ibid0, pa 220® . .
;; ; . ■; ;9 ^ f b i d e - ■;•■■■■ ■ ■ ; ■ f  ' . v . -  ,< , ' ; '  ; ■ • ' ■ '

^Theodore Burton, John Sherman (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and
Company, 1906)> p. 1143® : ; .. . :



to ’’decided limitations” and his chief delight was the stimulating atmos
phere of controversy,) According to the author^ he possessed certain"un-? 
attractive personal traits" and further* he was the victim of a "colos-

■ 96 ■'''■■ '■ - ' ' ’ . ■ ' v 1sal egotism"*. .... .
. Burton felt that, as President* Johnson lacked the necessary 

tact to conduct relations between the White House and the Capitol in an 
affable mannero Because of that he will be remembered, said Burton, for 
the "opposition: arid irritation" resulting f rom his "peculiar personality".
Burton was sure that.few presidents had left so pronounced an impression
• • - : ■ • v. ■ ■ ' . , - t . ■' - : ' ' ' " " 97 h ' ' . ■upon the political events of his time as did Johnson,

Shermanf s biographer circumvented the old argument over the 
authorship of Johnson’s state papers with the remark that they were as 
able as those of any President and his- "choice as aid in the preparation 
was judicious"» He was not so kind in his evaluation of Johnson’s pub** 
lie speeches however^ In the author’s opinion," they were f illed with ■ 
bitterness and were far below the,standard of any other President, Those 
speeches had a dire effect on Johnson's plans for restoration. For- ex
ample, prior to December, 1869,.Burton said there, was no general opposi- 
' tion to his plan; however, after his "firebrand" speech of February 22, 
1866* mariy conservatives became distrustful of him. From that time on, 
a moderate policy was all but out of the question and the most radical 
measures securied ".enthusiastic support"® . '

On the question of Johnson's change of attitude about stringent

^%hether Burton had in mind the story of- Johnson's drinking 
habits or, not was unclear® ... • .



-'punishment .fbr̂  viea's positive that the President had under
gone a "complete turn about"« He accused him of arousing the hostility

' ; ; ' ; ■... ■ .. - ; ' • ■ •. ' . ■ 93of Union: men with his "glaring inconsistency^ if not insincerity"e 
To arhive at any reason for this change Would be difficulto Burton felt 
it was due to Johnson's realization of the gravity of the problems he 
faced, coupled with the "unparalleled responsibility" of his positions 
Burton, however,' did not rule out Johnson's earlier, affiliations with 
the ■pemocrabic party in this matter# ■ . '■ , , '

. William 'A.a Dunriing was a prominent historian who did a. pioneer 
work in the field of 'Reconstruction history® His interpretations, and 
those of his students, became so widely accepted that their influence 
has often been referred to as the "Dunning School"0 In his work. Recon
struction: Political and Economic, published in 1907, he had some
praise for Johnson, but just as much criticism,e His initial comment re
flected some credit on J ohns on, ,In his opinion, it had been through 
Johnson'S "dourage and effort" that a large body of people in Tennessee 
were attached to the Union cause? As Johnson was chosen for the Vice 
Presidency for political reasons? Dunning felt that he was not the man 
that either the North or the South would have chosen for the position 
which he inherited in April, 186h0 The North distrusted Johnson because 
he was a Southerner, the South"because he was considered to be ah 
"apostate"o' Johnson faced his responsibilities of national'administra
tion With the same, traits of character, that is, "integrity of purpose", 
"force of will" and "rude intellectual force" which had served him well
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throughout his political career* Also, Dunning felt that Johnson was 
upositives aggressive and violent in controversy'*; fond of the fighting 
by which he often sustained his convictions«, Buts he said that Johnson
was "as diligent as any flian in seeking the views of those qualified to

- 99 ■' ' ' " ‘ ' 'aid him"* ' ' • ,
The question as to the origin of Johnson's plan of restoration 

has been one of controversy«, Dunning was positive that the new President 
had adopted the plan of, Lincoln; the new plan which had.been, read and dis
cussed in a cabinet meeting prior to Lincoln's death was the one which

:v.• ' t ' 100Johnson took up at the '(precise point where Lincoln had left it"®
Johnson pushed the plan "energetically"® He stood firmly for immediate 
restoration of the Union and the old constitutional relations®, Dunning 
believed that at the time there was some hope for his success^ .because

: ' tjqi 'the;, general feelings of the public were favorable to that policy® But5 
as he pointed out*, when the padipals returned to Congress in December^ 
1865, they took a dim view of the immediate results of the President's 
policy of moderate restoration® The Southern "Black Codes", and,the 
immediate return of rebels to power in the Southern states caused a care-= 
ful scrutiny of existing ,eonditions in the South® In face of . this•open 
hostility to his policies, Dunning believes Johnson "pursued unflinch- 
ingly" the course which he felt pas based on strict constitutionality®

In regard to the Radical demands for universal Megro suffrage, 
Johnson stood firmly opposed to it® The President did not have any

t ^Dunning, Re constructlon, p® 19® Welles, in his Diary, gives 
an opposite opinion® ■ . ,

1Q()Ibid*, p® 35* lo:LIbid*, pp* 102Ibid®, p® M ®



.ngreat faith11 in the political capacity of the Hegro and. he failed to see 
that he. had any power under the Constitution to determine the qualifica
tions for Suffrage in any stateo Howevery Dunning stated, that Johnson 
did not fail to see the "possibility and desirability" of a later gradual 
extention of the franchise to certain qualified Freedman*

The general tenor of Johnson's first message to Congress in . 
Decembers 186^:wasj in Dunning's opinion/ "exceedingly strong and ju
dicious"* It presented to Congress the principles of "law and expediency" 
upon.which Johnson's plan had been based* This message met with wide ap
proval over the entire c o u n t r y * I n  the meantimes the treatment of the 
Freedmen in the South gave to the Radicals a welcomed excuse to retard 
. the restoration of the Southern states* The Freedmen' s Bill of January-, , 
1866s was a direct outcome of the alleged Hegro re-enslavement* Johnson 
vetoed this bill, and in Dunning's words: "Thus formally opened the
breach with Congress which was to be his undoing*" The approval of that 
veto on February 20/ 1866* was his "last victory over Congress"*
Johnson*s speech, two days after his victory.over Congress, was charac
terized as one in which some parts were in "bad taste", although Dunning"
, ; '. : :'; ■. ■ , ion ' ' . - '/' ' - ■. :thought the rest of it was good* . ; i . • .

Johnson* s veto policy continued with his rejection of the Civil 
Rights Bill the following month* It was Dunning's opinion that the. 
President's use of the veto power was the cause of the conservative al
liance with the Radicals and thus, Johnson was involved in a virtual
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"deadlock" with Congress when it adjourned in July,, 18660 The coming 
fall elections would decide, what the people wanted® Johnson was confi
dent that a direct appeal to the public would put things in their proper 
perspective and his policy would be sustained® Dunning refuted the 
charge that Johnson wielded the;power of patronage to sustain himself®
On the contrarys the President refused advice to use this power "un- 
sparingly" to promote his cause® In Dunningts opinion, the choice : 
was difficult for the people to make® The constitution and past pre
cedents favored the President; expediency and concern for the future 
gave support to the Radicals® Two events, unfortunately, occurred which, 
when ground through the Radical propaganda machine, served to strengthen 
the Radical cause and doom Johnson's efforts in restoration to oblivion® 
One, not of .his own making, was the occurrence of race riots in the 
South® The other was Johnson's "Swing Around the Circle"® Dunning re
garded the President8s tour as "unfortunate", in that it helped to "dis
place reason by feeling"® .

Dunhirig characterized Johnson's speeches, made while on the tour, 
in the accepted terms of the majority of the President's detractors® In 
his opinion, they were "partisan" in character, "full of self-praise" and 
vivid in their "denunciations of Congress"6 Admitting that the frequent 
interruptions by some of the crowds were "calculated", and that the Presi
dent was driven'to retorts of "extravagance", Dunning, nevertheless, con
cluded that Johnson's remarks were "in the last degree offensive to.dig
nity and- good taste"® Dunning affirms that the effect of this tour was

. ■ ■; lO^Ibid® , p® 72® A;: A ■ A/ , .1 v."
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disastrous to the President’s cause* Many turned away from Johnson in 
disgust". In Dunning’s' opinion, the alienation of those "thoughtful and 
conservative people" by Johnson’s "narrow and obstinate" policy was "in
excusable" 0 Therefore, Dunning concluded: "It was again demonstrated
that Andrew Johnson was not a statesman of national size in such a

' ■ 107 ■ . ' - 'crisis as existed in 1866c" Of Johnson’s impeachment trial, he said
the House investigation pf Johnson’s conduct resulted in a "signal vin-̂  
dication", for nothing in his private or official life could be con
sidered as an illegal act® The trial itself was a farce, based on 
partisan politics® - ; :

Thus, Dunning viewed the problems faced by Andrew Johnson as 
• caused, in part, by his own actions® The President was sincere and un
tiring in his efforts to maintain the policies which he felt were correetj 
however,'his Obstinacy^ and lack of tact and dignity, served to bring 
about his o#n downfail® v  : ’ '

As might be expected from the title of his work. Outcome of the 
Civil War, 1863-1865, published in 1907, James K® Hosmer mentioned Andrew 
Johnson only in passing® The comments he did make, however, were neither . 
strongly for or against Johnson® Hosmer observed that the selection of - 
a Vice President to run with Lincoln in 1861). had not been easy® The 
feeling that a War Democrat would strengthen the ticket dominated the 
convention and on the second ballot, Johnson was unanimously accepted®
The following brief comment on this event must serve to enlighten the ■ 
reader as to his opinion about Johnson,' for there were no more® He said:

1Q7Ibido, pp® 81-82®



"Thus the Tennesseean^ crude, headstrong, prejudiced, but full of couf~
' . ■ ' / ; - ' ! . 2.08 : age and devotedly patriotic, came to the fronts"

Ih the years 1917̂ 193;7, Ellis .P® dbefholtzer published a five 
volume work entitled, A History of the United States Since the Civil War* 
His introduction to Andrew Johnson reads as follows: "The assassination
of thb President had brought to his place a singular and ill-proportioned 
mano" He further cut Johnson down with a: pointed reference to his poli
tical background: "He Was read.y of speech and an inflexible people's
man, which gave him many advantages in the era dominated by the stand
ards and principles of Andrew Jackson in a part of the Union not too nice

/,. . -- ■' 209 . - : - . ..about the manners of its public characters^" Johnson's military
governorship of Tennessee fitted in well with his general political 
training and Oberholtzer said that under the conditions that existed 
there at that time, Johnson's "pugnacious disposition" found a "field 
for play"e r : : V \ ; .* . '

He:charged Johnson with often speaking and acting like a dema- 
gogue and said that during his first weeks in. the White House, he won 
the general confidence of the people by his radical speeches, in which 
he "breathed f ire and hemp"® Johnson, of poor white origin, could be ex
pected to be unfriendly to the Negro® Using the frequent visits of such . 
persons to the White House for an example of Johnson's personal

James K® Hbsmer, Outcome of the Civil War, 1863-1865, Vola 
XII of The American Nation: A History, ed® A® Bo Hart (28 vols® | New 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1905-191#)', p« 153®-; ;

209 ■. . -Ellis.Pc Oberholtzer, A History of the United States Since
the Civil War (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1917-1937), I, 3® ■
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interviews^ :the author claimed that althongh he gave the Negroes good 
advice, the meetings were marked with "garrulity and egotism11 > which was 
habitually characteristic of Johnson,

, Oberholtser gave Johnson credit for his attempt to acquaint him
self with the actual conditions in the South at the close of the con
flicts He referred to the tours made by Carl Schura, Ho M® Wattersoh 
and Benjamin Co Truman as fvidence: of the President’s sincerity in this 
matter® ' He admitted that the President was genuinely disappointed in 
the reaction of some of the Southern states to the plan he had outlined 
for their restoration, "repeatedly" urging the Southern people to be pru- 
dent in their choice of men to fill the vacant seats in Congressc

In evaluating Johnspn’s actions from April, 1865, to December pf 
the same year, Oberholtser was quite complimentary in his remarks® In 
his opinion, an examination of Andrew Johnson’s record would reveal.that 
"the President. throughout this time labored with industry, tact and pa--.. ■ 
triotism to. heal the great sectional wound, and cure the body of the 
State"® He further stated; "The President strove manfully to keep his 
administration free of the influence of extremists and to find some mid- 
die ground, but he was thanked on neither side®" By December, 1865, 
the President could go no furthera Even if his plan had not met with 
all the success for which he had hoped, he had "formulated his course 
carefully, with a full, regard for various conflicting interests"® In 
trying to act as the "President of the whole country", Johnson had

’ 110lbido, p® 133® :
111'" ' ' " 'Ibid® , PP® lW-ll|,5« _ ; ; .
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followed a course that he felt sure was for the mutual benefit of alii
.he stood ready to receive the judgment of Congress and the people®
;v.:. " Oberholtserj, after having commented that Johnson would have done
Well not to have given way to his desire for oratory on the night of 
February 22s 1866, made a pertinent observation on the whole affair^ He 
said the President * s speech had been "condemned or defended according to 
the'political, sympathies ,of him who judged it". It would seem that one . 
could interpret1 the whole of the reconstruction period in that way© It 
is fairly certain that it was in this manner that many of Johnson1s con** 
temporaries judged the President and the events with which he was con
nected© Criticized as he was fojr that speech in February, Johnson failed 
to take heed, and in;the author*s opinion, he still acted the part of the 
"rough, violent, frontier demagogue"'when■he took to the stump and spoke 
off the cuff# : A,'.-.;-:'.,. ..

• Oberholtzer felt that Johnson* s veto of the Civil Bights Bill was
a "grept tactical mistake"© He forfeited much popular, conservative sup—

■ ' . ■ ,  ' ", ■ - - 112-port and thereby strengthened his enemies© . ;
In general, the a.uthor. described the "Swing" in the same terms as 

did many others© Although, he claimed the four met With some success in 
certain cities, he felt the President*s speeches were filled with "rough 
.abuse", which subsequently did him more harm than good© Oberholtzer 
5 said if the President had but expounded his constitutional theories in a 
patient and earnest manner, he might have won great respect) as it was, ' 
he offended many© _ - \

After the tension of the impeachment trial had abated and Grant

V 112Ibido, pp. 179-180© ; : ' ' ;•
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had: been elecledy "the remaining few. toonths in office "droned on" for
Johnson and, as the author phrased.it, "he lost no enemy and gained no
; ' 113 : ■ , ' ■' :■ ‘ '■ ' ■ V ' .friend"„ However, Oberholtzer believed that whatever the historic-;:'
judgment of Johnson shall be, there, must be.agreement that unto the end
hd remained true to his convictions 3 he had "struggled with redoubtable" . ■ ■■■; . ' , " , . ■ : ■ . : , ' ' 
energy" for adherence to constitutional precedentso,

: ‘Walter lo Fleming, a student of the "Dunning School" of recon
struction history, published his work. The Sequel to Appomattox, in 
1919» In his opinion. President Johnson was nothing spectacular3 how
ever, the Hadicals in Congress were' much worse'o Fleming stated quite 
;emphatically that Johnson had- few quaiifleatiohs'necessary for the task 
so suddenly thrust upon him, although he was kind enough to comment 
that irrespective: of Johnson*s lack of proper education and narrowness, 
"he loved the Union", and "worshipped the Constitution"

"Treason is a crime and crime must be punished,," So spoke 
Johnson many times and in Fleming5s opinion that statement was an ac
curate index to all Johnson’s speeches between 1863-1865o However, he 
admitted that Johnson often said more than he really meant,, In fact, - 
when the hysteria and frenzy connected with Lincoln’s death subsided, 
Johnson "saw before him a task ns'o great that his desire for violent

:. -. ^ ibid., 11, i960 5 ' ‘ ; .
1 xl[iibido, in, 04. ' I :

. v , ̂ %alter L. Fleming, The Sequel, to Appomattox^ VoIa:CCXXII of :
The Chronicles of America Series, ed, A» Johnson"X55~vols =3 Hew Haven:
Yale University Press,- I9l9), p* 71* - - . • a .



measures was chilled11 c He qiaickly became aware of his responsibilities 
and by the "influence of moderate advisorŝ , he rather quickly adopted 
Lincoln’s policy'*a ■ -v: : ;

The President* s plan of restoration was not an easy one to put 
into operation,. Few Southern whites could take the "ironclad" oath and 
as a result women and "carpetbaggers" often had to be appointed to fill

vv -V' . - : ■ ;' ■ :-rv ; 117 ■-official posts so that federal relations could be resumed® Even 
though the administration's plan went down to defeat in the elections of 
1866, Fleming believed that the work begun by Lincoln and Johnson de
served a: much better end®

The {Radicals had failed to gain control of the new President in 
spite of his previous opinions about punishment for treason® In fact, 
the author pointed out, there was no reason why they should® The Presi
dent had wished to punish individuals, while the Radicals "wished to up
root a civilization"® They had -no constitutional scruples, while Johnson 
was a strict constructiohist® The eventual victory of the Radicals over 
Johnson was won by "adroit tactics" on their part, but Johnson had also 
supported them by his conduct® Fleming used the President's speech of 
February, 1866, as an example of this® By that speech, Johnson tossed : 
away any last chance of a compromise with Congress® The greatest blunder 
of Johnson's career was the "Swing", on which, Fleming said, the Presi
dent hap been guilty of "an undignified manner"®

Fleming paid tribute to Johnsdn's loyalty to the Sohstitution



when he remarked that the President1s opposition to the Radical legisla
tion ceased when it became the law of the land, since he felt it to be . 
his constitutional duty to execute these laws, regardfess of how wrong • 
they might beG

The work. History of the United .States  ̂1919, written by Cecil 
Chesterton, is a good deal more: friendly to Johnson than is Fleming's®
In Chesterton's opinion. President Johnson had been at a disadvantage 
From the start® He did not have the majority of Northern Republican 
support, an understanding of the Northern mind, nor the prestige of Mr® 
Xincolni His "faults of temper" were also a serious hindrance to his • 
success® Nevertheless, there was one thing that proved the "depth of 
his integrity and the consistency of his patriotism"; the new President 
had no party® The questions of, Secession and reconstruction had divested 
him of all party ties® However, as Chesterton pointed out, this was- also 
One of the greatest-sources of his trouble— the lack of support® Sitting 
in judgment,, the author said; "History, seeing how cruelly he was ma
ligned and how abominably he was treated,, owes him these acknowledge 

. - m e n t s ® T - ' R  t V, ,' -
Chesteiton agreed that Johnson had not been a prudent or tact

ful ma% but he felt too much had been made of the charges of intemperance 
True, or not, it was not important® The intemperance from which Johnson 
suffered was one of character, which proved to be "more disastrous in its

■ n  ft ' .•: oibid®pp®,.ij40®; :
^^Ceoil Chesterton, History of the United States (New York; 

George H® Doran.Company, 1919JJ p® 285® ™:>



consequence's than a few superfluous; whiskies could have beennê ^  ' '' 
As this author interpreted the presidential career of Johnson, he 

felt that Johnsonts basic failure had been in not making every effort to 
consolidate the majority of Northern opinion behind his policy* Ihen he 
went t o, the White. House, this opinion was not with the Radicals; however,
Johnson I'failed to see or failed to do” what was so necessary at the time

■ - - 121 ' of hincoln’s deatho

Specialized Opinion
In the period, 1901-19273 some were writing voluminous comments 

about Andrew Johnson, both favorable and unfavorableo At. this time there 
also existed an interest in something other than the traditional multi™ 
yplumed historical workso Investigatiohs were being made into specific 
areas and material was being sifted and comments narrowed to what the 
authors considered to be their main topic of interests Comprehensive 
history was; and still is; being written; the few people indicated be
low are representatives of the "special topic" and "limited comment11 
work that is so well adapted to the scholarly journals in the field of 
history todayo

It.has been shown'that historians have often differed in their ' 
opinions on the: qualities, of Johnson1s speeches and written messages© 
There was a constant undertone of mubtarings about their authorship as 
welie William Ae Banning answered many of the old questions about the 
true authorship of the presidential messages in his article, "More light



z 122on Andrew Johnson," 1906.. Though this article was designed primarily . 
to show that various prominent men, both in and out of the political 
circle, had either, written, or assisted in the writing of Johnson* s mes
sages, it contained some rather favorable comments about the President0 

Once again Johnson's "bad slip" at his inauguration in 1865, 
comes back to haunt his reputation* Dunning felt this incident, plus 
the events which occurred after Johnson's colorful speech of February 
22, 1866, made him the object of more widespread hatred and more viru
lent Vituperation than has been the lot, perhaps, of any other man in 
exalted public station"® It was Dunning *s feeling that between those 
two dates, Johnson had enjoyed a “high position" in the general public 
esteem. Public opinion was, as he phrased it, "practically unanimous 
in praise of the dignity, patriotism and high purpose which were dis
played in the conduct of the administration". This junior-sized "era of
good feelings" was the direct result of the "good judgment displayed by

123Mr. Johnson and his advisors". He said there was a manifest willing
ness on the part of the people of the. North to give Johnson's plan of 
restoration a fair trial® Thusy according to.Mr. Dunning, in the year- 
1865 Johnson occupied a rather advantageous position when he presented, 
his first message to Congress.-Dunning affirmed that the general verdict 
of Johnson's contemporaries was I: that it had been a veritable model of ju
diciousness and good taste. Being rather incongruous with some of the 
President's other papers, it caused vague mutterings to be heard concerning

^^William A.® Dunning, "More Light on Andrew Johnson," American 
Historical 'Review, .'XI (April, 1906), 57U-59ii.
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its origiiio Nothing was substantiated, until Dunning, in 4pril>
1903, came across a clue while examining the Johnson Papers in the Li
brary of Congresso Punning1s conclusion was, after a detailed examina** 
tion of the several drafts and the handwriting of each, that the eminent
George Bancroft had written Johnson"s first presidential message to Con—

I2h. ' ' ; V  V : ' . ; " •*'' ■ ■ ' ' • , ‘ t  . -gresSo He further concluded that the evidence found in the Johnson
Papers indicated that the President had very little to do with the other

t  ' ' t ' 1 2 3  , v,;;. ' . . .- ■■■ - . ■■•■■■■ ;messages as wello Men like Secretary- Seward, Senator Cowan, General
J> So Fullerton, Judge Black, and, of course, George Bancroft, were all 
involved in writing Johnson"s messages to Congress®

In 1897, Dunning first published his. Essays, on the Civil War 
and Be construction  ̂ In 1910, the third edition, revised, was published 
and in it was very little opinion about Johnsph. The work was really a 
detailed and technical analysis of all the facets of reconstruction to 
include the Lincoln plan, the Johnson plan, the role of Congress, the 
functions of the military governments and a fine, comprehensive analysis 
of the impeachment trials ' . *

Dunning made no mention of the things usually credited to Johnson, 
such as his loyalty, industry and sincerity® In fact, he made no com
prehensive evaluation of Johnson in the work at alio He did mention the 
terms ""bad judgment"." and ""worst taste" in connection with Johnson" s 
speecheSo He came into conflict with his own opinion given in his work 
Reconstruction, 1907, on the matter of Johnson"s use of the patronages

; , / : : libido , Po 379. . . ‘ > ̂ { / ,
■ V' ,12% i d o , Po 383. •' ' V _;;;



In: his work^ Essaysg;, 19105-: he accused the President of abusing the power|
' 3 ;1. . ' •' . • " .. . ' : ' 2.26 ■in his Reconstruction, he flatly denied that Johnson had done so*

: As to'the root of the problems of restoration^ Dunning claimed
that Johnson1 s. haste had 11 provoked Congress''̂  but that in turn the im-«

; . ■ ;■ 2.27 ' .peaehment trial was a mistakes
John Bach McMaster spoke of Johnson in his work* A History of the 

People of the United States, 1913> only in connection with his part in 
the passage of the "homestead legislation11® In this battle for the land
lesŝ  McMaster said Johnson 11 strove manfully" for such a bill® In 1852 
when one such bill passed the House4 Johnson was praised for his "fear
less advocacy" of the needed law® It was resolved in New York, that

\ . V ' ; .. - , - / 228 vv:"the people owed a lasting debt of gratitude to Andrew Johnson"® '
' ::W® E» B« DuBois1 article;, "Heconstruction and its Benefits", 1915,:

is the last of this short list of comments which were characterized by 
a special interest in a single facet of the story of Reconstruction^
BuBois1 article was a perceptive analysis of what he considered to be : 
the truth about the role of the Negro in reconstruction® He was posi-. 
tive that the Negro voter and lawmaker accomplished more than he has ever 
been given credit for® In respect to Johnson and his attitudes on Negro 
suffrage, DuBois pointed out that Johnson had gone on record as advocat
ing a limited Negro franchise. However, when the matter came to choice, -

■ "^Dunning, Essays, p® 225j Reconstruction, p® 72® h
' ' 227■ ’■ ■ - ■ 'Dunning, Essays, p® 302®

.. ^^John Bach McMaster, A History of the People of the' United
States (New .York.; D® Appleton and Company, 190U-1913)5 ¥111, 109®



the President hesitated on the question because of a "supposed extreme
-■ ' ■ ' " ■ ■ 129 ' ■hostility between blacks and poor whites"<>
DuBois said no more in reference to Johnsott0 However, the im

pression which he conveyed to the reader was that Johnson appeared to 
have reversed himself on a stand once taken on the subject of Negro suf
frage » fEn finishing his remarks, DuBois was eloquent: "Practically the
whole new growth of the South has.been accomplished under laws which 
black men helped to frame thirty years agOo" He continued: "I know of

' - ' ■ . ~ v - ' 130 ■ • ;no greater compliment to Negro suffrages" Thus, DuBois felt that 
Johnson had been wrong in his assumptions about the political abilities 
of the Negro,, .

In his article, "Andrew Johnson and the South," 1926, Curtis 
Nettels came to Johnson's-immediate defensed He believed, contrary to , 
many opinions, that Johnson had been well equipped for the presidency 
by a "lifetime of contact with public a f f a i r s " O u t  of his own ex-- 
perience in the political struggles in the decade preceding'the war, 
the Tennessean formulated a set of comrictions that trere to control 
his actions during the "hard years of his presidency"» Nettels de
clared that two things— devotion to democracy and intense nationalism—  . 
formed the foundation for these convictions0

Be Do DuBois, "Reconstruction and its Benefits," American 
Historical Review, XV (July, 1910), 787o

; 13<W ,  p.. 799V : ; ■ ; ; ; ; ■ ' ; t
•̂̂ Curtis. Nettels, "Andrew Johnson, and., the South," South 

Atlantic Quarterly, XXV (January^ 1926), ;55« Cited here
after as Nettels, Johnson arid the South,,
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JohnsonVs democratic ideals caused him to resent the inequality 

that existed between men* His nationalism was of a 11 fiery character** in 
which he daw the United States destined to be a great nation,, not a 
series of state boundaries* These principles caused Johnson to evolve 
some radically different ideas about the relations between state and 
federal government* Johns on believed that American democracy rested 
upon something more broad than the Constitution^ this was state govern
ment* A majority of these5 taken together5 formed a free and democratic

. ' ' . -■ , ■ ■■, Tog -nation, his primary purpose had been to preserve this Union® Nettels
wrote that in times of peace Johnson was a Jacksonian Democrat, and 
while he wanted:each state to maintain its identity and its traditional 
dignity, he would have supported the nation in any **life-and-death" con
flict with a state * Further: "He proposed to leave the states as power- .
ful agencies, composing a union more sacred and powerful than them- 
seives®'*133 . . ' 'V ' ' '

1 Nettels admitted that Johnson probably deseryed to be criti
cized for his "stobcraness and his uncompromising manner**, in his quar-. 
rel with Congress, "but to accuse him of inconsistency is unjust"® The
aptkpn was sure there was'no basis for the charge that Johnson, had turned

- ' "... . . from being a "confirmed Eadical", thereby: deserting his friends® The
clue to this question was to be found in Johnson*s "steadfast belief in
democracy and his sturdy nationalism"® He felt that democracy in the
new world was dependent upon the Union and it could; only be restored by

; i : 132Ibide, po $$o ' / -1 . , ' 13liIbide, p= 6h„ "
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conciliation® Johnson failed in his task because he was under the sus
picion of being a traitor to the South and was but a Southerner to the 
North, As Nettels phrased it, “he was an ardent nationalist at a time 
when sectional passions ran high“0 In 1861, Johnson had placed the Union 
above the South; in 186b, he placed national recovery above Northern pre
judices

In conclusion, Nettels said: "He left the political scene a
bitter and defeated man, but nonetheless with a record of steady ad- 
Jherence to what he thought was best for the nation,

' Vln I926, I® Merton Coulter, published a sectional study called. 
The Civil War and Readjustment in Kentucky» His comments on Johnson were 
naturally brief» He voiced his opinion that Johnson had followed the 
"conservative lines" of Lincoln in his attempts at restoration. He used
the term "masterful" in describing Johnson’s veto message of the Freed-

■ : - , : ■ > ' . 136men’s Bill and concluded that Johnson had been a "fearless Presidenf’e
, In summarizing the Johnson literature of the period 1901-1927, 

one can say that it was a period of evolution in regard to historic opin
ion about Andrew Johnson and the part he played in the story of Recon
struction,, The President’s attackers seemed to have had the advantage 
of a preponderance of opinion; however,,those who stood on Johnson’s 
side had gained-strength, if not in numbers, in the eloquence and logic 
of their defenses. There also appeared on the horizon a threat to the 
continued ascendancy of the vivid caricature which portrayed Johnson as

13 Îbido
Merton Coulter, The Civil' War and Readjustment in Kentucky 

(Chapel Hill, N<,C®: The University of N,C, Press, 1926), pp6 296-298@
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a wild man, coarse in tongue, slovenly in habit, narrow of mind and 
short on intelligences While this group did not embrace the bubbling 
enthusiasm for Johnson that some of his ardent defenders,' such as James 
•5® Jones, had displayed, they abstained from the visions chastisement 
given Johnson by such men as Frank A0 Flower=

Thus, the period was brought to a close with, all things con
sidered, the defenders and attackers of Andrew Johnson battling to a 
near draw0



CHAPTER IV

ANDREW JOHNSON: PORTRAIT' OP RE-EEALHATIOR
' ' ' \ / CPINIONFROM 1928-19^9 :

Favorable Opinion
If the enemies of Johnson had. won the day by a narrow margin in 

the previous period, their victory was indeed of a tenuous naturee The 
shad.ow. of the specter^ 'fCbjectivityFj stretched long over the field of 
battle and it spoke the one word that prophesied the impending doom of 
the cause for which the violent and unrelenting enemies of President 
Johnson had fought so diligentlya That single word was "Revision1̂

- In 1895j John Sherman’s revised opinion of Andrew.Johnson and 
his policies'represented a spark of re-evaluation prior to 1900® The 
small) but ever increasing group, which represented the compromise opin
ion up to 1927, fanned that spark into a smouldering ember ready to burst 
forth into a blaze in the light -of which a detached and more objective 
evaluation of Andrew Johnson might take pl9.ce® In the first decade of 
the period, ..1928-19S9, that flame of revision .was in danger of being 
snuffed out by the lack of its very essence— objectivity® For it was 
,during the decade 1928-1939 that four men (Robert W® Winston, Claude G» 
Bowers, George Fort Milton and Lloyd Paul Stryker) pushed the oscillating 
pendulum of opinion to an extreme in the arc of vindication®

Howard K® Beale mentioned that the Northern historians had for 
many years after the Civil War accepted the Radical Republican thesis® .
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Part of this thesis declared Johnson to have been a drunkard and an in- 
competent^ Robert We Winston»s biography,, Andrew Johnson, Plebian and 
Patriot, published in 1928, was the product of his deep conviction that 
Johnson had not been '̂altogether bad$to The author admitted that a cer
tain admiration for the Presidentf s "bulldog courage", and an abhorrence 
of the "malignity with which he had been pursued", prompted him to take 
up the President’s defense,. Feeling that Johnson had been the victim of 
an abundance of unreliable and hostile criticism which had been written 
in an apparent attempt to "deepen unfavorable impressions",. Winston, 
after completing his examination of the story of Johnson’s life and poli
tical career, believed that Johnson had not been given a "fair deal" at 
the hands of the historians® ivHe: concluded .that Johnson’s career, "though 
angular and old-fashioned, was honest and a real contribution to our 
civilization"®

Winston characterized Johnson’s efforts in behalf of the Union 
cause in Tennessee during April and May, 1861, as a "relentless warfare 
on secessionists and secession"®/ In June of that year, after Tennessee 
had formally withdrawn from the Union and Confederate troops, had occupied 
the state, Johnson was warned to leave with haste®: Again he was faced 
with the decision of compromise® He could either submit to the Cpnfederate 
cause or, leaving his wife and family in Tennessee, retreat, to fight

•'•Beale, "Rewriting Reconstruction History," p® 807®
^Robert W® Winston, Andrew Johnson, Plebian and Patriot (New 

York: Henry Holt and Company, 1928}, ppZ^xiii-xvi® To facilitate the
analysis of Winston’s opinion, only those major events which have been 
emphasized.by others will be used as pegs upon which to secure the re
presentative opinions of Winston® This is done with the understanding 
that nearly every line of this biography represents a defense of the Presidento .
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another day0 He chose the latter, and as the author phrased it, became
v ■ ■■■ ■ ' -, . v3'\ ' '  -'' - : •. ' ' - v  >a "fugitive from tyranny"0 Thus, cut off from his home, life long

: friends :and with no news of the health'and welfare of his immediate 
family, Johnson determined to do all that he could in behalf of the loyal 
Unionist:,element in East Tennessee® In the performance- of these duties 
as Senator, commissary, fiscal agent, relief society and comforter tif his 
people, Johnson never lost faith, although his cup was indeed bitter at- • 
timeso As the only Senator froni a seceding state, one itho had "fought 
and suffered" as: no other to save the Hepublic, Johnson surretidered 
everything for his country® In the end, he even abandoned his wife and. 
family in behalf of the Union® ̂ These sacrifices did not go unnoticed, 
even by those who were in fundamental disagreement with him® His col
leagues in the Senate were forced to concede his "courage and genuine 
worth" and spoke in terms of high praise of the fighter from Tennessee^ 

Thus far, Winston had warmly portrayed Johnson as a courageous 
and fearless defender of the Union prior to, and at the time of, secesr 
sion3 a patriot who had Sacrificed all that men normally hold dear for 
the cause of the country that he loved so devotedly® He emerged as a 
man who, by the strength of his character, the power of his convictions 
and his unblemished record of loyalty and devotion to,duty had caused 
men to commend him, even when they opposed him on certain fundamental 
issues® Winstoh'felt that as a:Senator Johnson had'been a monument to 
all the loyal men of the nation who had been willing to lay down their 
lives, to sacrifice all-for the supremacy of the Union®

3Iblde, p® 199® 
^Ibid®, p„ 210*



When Johnson was appointed as military governor of Tennessees he 
hesitated not a moment to sacrifice the;, ease and comfort of his life in 
Washington to plunge into the "terrors of an armed camp>*5 to face "the 
threats and hatred of an implacable foe". During the subsequent struggle 
between the Confederate and Union f orces for control of the state> Johnr 
son "met words with words and blows with blows"o With Confederate armies 
near Nashville5 indeed, with the Confederate raiders Morgan and Forrest 
operating, within: a few miles Of the very'.gates of the city, Johnson, 
withoutregard f or his personal safety, took to the stump and presented 
the question of the Union to the peoples Nashville had, been left vir
tually unprotected by the withdrawal of the main Union force south to 
Pittsburg landing in a proposed link-up operation with General Uo S®
Grant in April, 1862e Thus, during the'months of September and November, 
Nashville was in a. state of siege, ’ cut off from the outside worlds . 
Winston gave the opinion that at this time, through his determination
that Nashville should not fall,, and his cool courage in the organization

. . . ' ' : ' " ■ - ■' f; ' v- ■ ' ' ' 6 , . • ■of its defenses, "Andrew Johnson grew to a hero’s stature"@ In testi
mony to the'honesty of Johnson's administration in Tennessee, the author 
pointed out that in the function of his office he had handled millions 
of dollars and had "accounted for the last penny, coming out of his of-™ 
fice poorer/than when he went in".® ■ : ■ .

:,1 As a result of this, excellent record in Tennessee, and because

' /; w./p..23ir :;/: ■■ . / :: / . /'
;; Ibid®, p® 216® Johnsbn’s activities were recorded in the diary 

of a New York Herald, correspondent named 8® E® Gunn®
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President Lincoln openly stated he wanted- Johnson as his running 'mate'., he

■ - gwas given the nomination as Vice President in. 1861k In preparation for 
his remarks about Johns onf s inauguration address on March It, 1865, Winston 
mentioned Johnson'S previous four years’ service, ’’which no, human being 
could endure «, . „ without a collapse”, and stated that as a result he 
fell ill of fever0 In his words, ”the iron man could fight no longer”® 
Winston candidly admitted that Johnson’s inaugural speech was an unfor
tunate thing| he said it Was a ’’wretched” address in the vein of ’’stump 
oratory”® Regardless of the. fact that Johnson had arrived in Washington 
ill and weary, Winston felt that the affair had been one of the ’’most un
fortunate drunks a mortal ever indulged in”® However, being neither an
’’apologist nor a conciliator”, Johnson did not render an excuse 5 in fact,
-   - o 1he did not mention the incident at all®

Andrew Johnson as President of the United States, stood like his 
predecessor, ’’four-square to every wind, the Union and the Constitution 
.his only guide”® Winston quoted Johnson as saying that while he dreaded 
disintegration of the states, he was equally opposed to any centralisa
tion of power in Washington® He said: ’’If the issue be forced I shall
fight it to the end®” In his work of restoration up to the time Congress 
convened, in December, 1865, Winston maintained Johnson had received much

- • 1Qopen admiration, not only in America, but in Europe as well® While the 
President recognized the existence of a difference of opinion between men

®Ibid®, p, 25ik Winston named a Congressman, Pettis, as one to 
whom tinepin had stated his desire that Johnson be nominated®

%bld», pp® 262-265® ;■ .
- l°Ibid®, p® 303®
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of loyalty in the North and the South on the question of reconstruction^
he labored !lfaithfully and unselfishly*' and consequently expected that

• ' 11he would also receive the endorsement of Gongress for his efforts®
At the outset he was openly supported by such men as Senators Yoorhees 
and Bingham; however, their resolutions for the recognition of Johnson*s 
work ran af oul of Thaddeus Stevens and were killed® In the author * s 
opinion, it was the partisan leadership of Stevens which, in the end, 
not only nullified the President’s plan, but wiped out all traces of his 
labors® By January, 1866, any cooperation between Congress and the 
President was "extremely difficult"® This detrimental state of affairs 
was duplicated in the President's cabinet with Secretary Stanton® As 
Winston phrased it, Stanton was "looking one way and rowing another"®

In general, Winston presented a very convincing and detailed 
analysis of the President’s plan for restoration; he pointed out that it 
had been based on the Constitution® As an example of this, he indicated

•■■■■■■■■ : - —  '■ V : '■ V '■ : ■that Johnson vetoed both the Freedmen1 s Bill and the Civil Eights Bill 
because he believed them contradictory to constitutional principles® On 
this point Winston admitted that Johnson had been wrong; he had mis
takenly assumed that the Freedmenrs Bill was backed by Badicals alone, 
when in truth, many conservatives had also desired the measures found 
in the bill for.the protection of the Negro® At the same time, Winston 
attacked the Radicals as a group which was perfectly willing to do any
thing, constitutional or otherwise, to secure power for the Republican

i:LIbido, p® 320®
12Ibido, p® 325®
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Wington came into direct conflict with Curtis Nettels on the sub
ject of Johnson's awareness of nationalism* Nettels claimed this to have 
been a •driving, force within the President^ while Winston believed that 
Johnson had not recognized it as an important by-product of the united 
effort of civil war® Further, Winston thought that he had failed to 
recognize that the'day of individualism had passed and that this new

13force was abroad in the land*
In regard to the President's speech of February 22, 1866, Winston's 

conclusion was nearly identical to that of Gerry in her article, "Hie Real 
Andrew Johns on" <j He felt that Johnson had gotten carried away, forgetting 
that he was "the ruler of millions"® The author said that Johnson be
lieved he was standing in Lincoln's place, "pleading and fighting for
: : ' ' . ih ' . : ' ''peace and harmony"e In his admission that the speech had solidified 

the quarrel into a fierce battle, Winston inquired, of the reader whether 
Congress had not struck the first blowo When the Radicals tied Johnson's
hand and created a "central directory", the President was relieved of the

• " ' i5charge of being the aggressor in the quarrel®
The famous "Swing Around the Circle" was sympathetically depidted ,

by Winston as a tour in which the President tried to take his case to the
peopleo The Radical press had been merciless in its misinterpretations
and ridicule; Johnson struck back in an unfortunate manner«, In his

•^Ibide, pe 328. See Nettels, "Johnson and the South," Passim 
^ Ibidc, pp, 3U3"3^ q . V  '
1^iblde ,p9; 3k6o \ . ' . ' :
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biographer's opinion^ "it would have been better for the President's 
cause had he remained at home"o

.. Winston •also denied the charge that it was the. President's ob« ; 
jections to the Fourteenth Amendment which caused its defeat* He be- , 
lieved that the.South had made its own' decision; further, that from the 
summer of 1865 forwardj, the Southern states acted for themselves« What 
is’ more* they were "constantly running counter to the President's
• u „ 17wishes"»

• When the investigation into Johnson's private and political life 
was being carried on with an intensity without precedent for those days* 
the President was advised to "fight the devil with fire"* He replied:
"I would rather be convicted than resort to fraud* bribery* or corruption 
of any kind*" His defense during the trial was one based on constitution
ality and an appeal to the American sense of "fair play". The prosecu
tion missed its best chance for conviction by not conducting their side
of the case in the same manner* for* in Winston's opinion, Johnson had

■ , - 18 "willfully* deliberately out of malice aforethought* disobeyed a statuM'e
After, the trial had been concluded in the President's favor* he heeded
every outice of patience* for Congress "continued to bedevil and harass"
him* •■■■ / .

Johnson left the White House with the cheers of many and the
praise of most still ringing in his ears* for he had regained considerable
support after his trial. On May 5* 1875* he returned to the Senate and

— — r —  : ■ ■ 'Ibid* * p* 370.
, ■ 17ikid.* p, 352. / : ' ..

18Ibid* * p* 453,
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was cordially greeted, for most of his old enemies.were either dead or 
discredited*. Winston said that this election had been more of a per
sonal than a political triumph for Johnson*, In his opinion, it was a: 
n tribute to bravery, to loyalty, and to conviction"« . ,

In conclusion, the author claimed the vindication of Andrew 
Johnson to be a"matter of legal record for* the world to reado In 
October, 1926, the Supreme Court struck down the Tenure of Office Act . 
as being an invalid attempt to interfere with the constitutional rights 
of the .Presidents Prior to this decision, the court upheld his vetoes ; 
of the Civil Bights Bill, Freedmen’s Bureau Bill and the Reconstruction 
Actso Thus, Winston concluded that some sixty years late the Supreme 
Court came to. the defense" of the man they should have defended during
-.<■■■ Y-'- • " 20 ■: . ' 'his struggle with Congress*, . "

Claude Gg Bowers»; The .Tragic Rra, published in" 1929., has been
received by many historians with nearly as much controversy as that in-

- /  •; • . ' " • | _ '  ̂ ■ 2 1  volved in trying to arrive at a true iriterpretation of Andrew Johnson*,
Bowers V theme. One based on the revisionist interpretation of 

Rhodes and Bunnirig, pictured the Radicals, led by Stevens, as the vil
lains of Reconstruction*, By contrast, Johnson was portrayed as the hero, 
fighting a good fight against his unscrupulous enemies, a fight in which 
he was mercilessly malignedo According to .Bowers, the twelve years fol
lowing Lincoln's death were years of revolution; years marked by “tragedy,

"^Ibido,. po.. 5>01o . ’
 ̂ ' Ôibid0,:.po 9l6»; . : " ; ' " ' ' ; : ■ :
v • pi . « . • . r " ' 'Beale, “Rewriting Reconstruction History,” po 808, classified

it as a ■“rather superficial but widely read study of the period”, Weis- .
berger, “Reconstruction Historiography, “ p01 ij.28, called it a “zestful work of imagination"e -
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comedy and farce166 In speaking of that period he said;

So appalling is the picture of these revolutionary years that 
even historians have preferred to overlook many of the essential 
things.:. Thusj Andrew Johnson, who fought the bravest battle for 
constitutional liberty.and for the preservation of our institu
tions ever waged by an Executive, "until recently was left in the 
pillory to which-unscrapulous gamblers for power consigned him, 
because the unvarnished truth that- vindicates him makes sp?many 

y statues in public squares and parks seem a bit grotesque.
The sterling quality of Johnson* s character was irrefutably es

tablished not by Johnson’s friends, strange as it may seem, but by his 
enemieso Bowers made this point clear when he mentioned the three year 
"microscopic examination" of Johnson’s past by the Radicals. He con
cluded that in the.end they had failed to find anything upon which- they 
could so much as "hang an insinuation". It would seem that at the time, 
Johnson was "unfashionable among;public men" because of his honesty* 
Coupled with his inherent honesty, Johnson exhibited a "ferocity" in 
battle that made him a force to be reckoned with. However, Bowers, 
claimed that the bitterness shown by Johnson in a fight died with the 
occasion. This very quality was d enounced as a vice by the. Radicals 
when it appeared in Johnson’s relations with the defeated South.

’ Bowers refuted the "sentimental enthusiasm" reasoning given by 
Rhodes for Johnson's nomination as Vice President when he credited it to 
the recognition of Johnson*s past services rendered to the Union. He
said: "Ho leader, civil or military, was subjected to such hardships

- . ' ' ,. ' ' 2 3  '■ • ' 1 . - ... :: . : : :v .. ■and deadly dangers. . . " . In .passing, he. mentioned that the

 Claude Go Bowers, The Tragic Era (Cambridge, Massachusetts;
The literary Guild of America, Inc. , 1929%, . p. v.

' . 23Ibido, p. 29. ;r ''
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.persistent story of Johnson*s drinking was the r esult of the unfortunate 
circumstances surrounding his inauguration^ at which he had been ill,,

In an examination of. the descriptive analysis of the character 
of Johnson’s speeches, as given by Bowers, one gets the impression that 
the President was crude but a powerful orator* Bowers described Johnson’s 
speech making as that "of the frontier, elemental, without finesee| grace
less, void of humor, overcharged with intensity, but often overpowering 
in its sincerity and persuasiveness in its downright honesty"o He said .
no man spoke at a critical moment with more "tremendous power" than did

2d ■ ' ■ ■ . - ■ .the Presidents
Bowers concurred in the opinion of Oberholtzer that Johnson* s 

flamboyant speech of February.22, 1865, had been received with mixed 
emotions, the emotional reaction depending on the politics of the critic6 
By this speech, Johnson forced the fight with Congress into the open, but 
his reputation suffered drastically as a result of the highly effective 
Badical "scandal mill"® Not only was the President charged with an un
usual affinity for the bottle, but he became a keeper of harlots in the

.26 ■ ■ .White Houses Nor was the wrath of the Badieals vented on Johnson 
alone| anyone who openly advocated even the smallest sympathy for his 
policies immediately became the target for the party lash® . His one time 
supporters, John Aa Logan and Oliver P® Morton, were bullied back into 
the party fold in this manner. Bowers described it thus: "Principle

2 ^ I b i d o ,  p p o -  • , . 5 1 '■ ■ '

2% i d 0, pp^39-lt0o : . I/ C V/ '
26- ' X :. ' ' :'. . ' Ibid®, p, 105o ■; -; ' _ ' -



27everywhere was yielding to expediency® Patriotism was bowing to party®" 
Johnson*s "personal magnetism# his musical voice# and fighting 

presence made him impressive and effective «, = „ his enemies feared his 
effect upon a crowd"«, In this comments Bowers laid the groundwork for 
his interpretation,of the "Swing"; a tour# the purpose of which cannot 
be denied® Johnson# in presenting the plea for his cause# the cause of 
the Union# spoke often and well and was received in the same manner®
Due to the enthusiastic response given to the President on his way to 
Chicago# the Radicals became alarmed and subsequently planted hecklers 
in the crowds along his return route® Up to this time the President had 
not spoken in bad taste; however# due to his physical weariness on the 
return home he gave way to pressure® Thus# his rather poor speeches at 
Cleveland# St® Louis and Indianapolis have come to characterize the en
tire speaking tour® Bowers was close to the Jones interpretation of the 
tour when he said; "Never in history had a President gone, forth on a 
greater mission— to appeal for constitutional government and the restora
tion of union through conciliation and common sense; and never had one

. 28been so. scurvily treated®"
Bowers gave a rather comical summation of the President's im—y- • . ■ 1 -

peachment trial® He said that in the final analysis the House Managers 
had indeed proved two things; First# that Stanton had been removed by 
the President; second# that the President had made some uncommendable 
speeches at Cleveland and St® Louis® The author said that during the

27Ibid® # p® 120® 
28Ibid®:# pi 138®



trial Johnson remained calm and dignified5 attending to his official
29duties in a. routine manners Johnson later witnessed his own vindica

tion by the reaction of the people in the gallery when he returned to 
the Senate in 1875>o .

Bowers* last comment should leave no doubt as to his attitude 
about President Johnson; wlhe casket was lowered,- the bugle sounded
taps, and the most maligned of the nation’s greatest servants was left

30alone in his glory, ** : . -
The third member of the quartet that so tenaciously defended 

Andrew Johnson in the first decade of the period, 1928-1959,' was George 
Fort Milton, with his work, The Age of Hate, published in 1930® Like 
Bowers, he too has been ridiculed for daring to humanize Johnson®^

Milton launched his defense of Johnson by disputing the opinion 
that Lincoln had neither inferred or stated his preference in regard to 
Johnson*a nomination as Vice.President® Milton stated that Lincoln defi
nitely made it known that he wanted Johnson as his running mate in
l86Uc32 ; ■ - vv'-.;': ■■■■

Johnson the orator has been charged with demagoguery by Rhodes^

: 2%bid®, pp® 179, 181, 188, 196® !
3^ibia», p« lt60o ■ ■ ■ ■' -■■■ ■ •
3^Richard Enmale, editor, of James S® Allen’s Reconstruction? The

Battle for Democracy (Hew York: International Publishers, 193?)j cited”
hereafter as Allen, Reconstruction, said in the foreward, that Milton 
had tried to "rehabilitate” Johnson at the expense of the Radical members 
of CongresSo JWeisberger, ’’Reconstruction Historiography," p® 433, Foot
note 23, said Milton’s work suffered, for the effort to defend Johnson so 
"unreservedly’’® _ • •

32 ' ■ • .George Fort Mil tbh,: The Age of- Bate (New Yorks; Coward--McCann
Inc®, 1930), p® Ml® :
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the charge was denied by Bowers* Milton affirmed the opinion of Bowers 
and stated that Johnson»s power of oratory did much to dispell the gloom 
cast over the North by the acts of secession* Bis speech in the Senates 
December 18-19, I860, was a powerful.one which painted up the folly and 
the unconstitutionality of secession* So convinced was Milton as to the 
power of that speech, he used a comment voiced by Alexander H® Stephens 
to illustrate his point* Stephens allegedly had said that but for that
speech and its effects on both the North and the South, the Confederacy

■■ ’■ • ' . - 33 ■ ■ , •would have won its independence® -
Jin a discussion of Johnson1s character, Milton gave the opinion 

that the President was temperate in all of his habits* He disliked all 
kinds of gambling, had little time for "frivolity" and preferred .to 
spend his leisure time in study* Such was Milton’s conclusion; wHe was 
no backwoods bumpkin, no uncouth demagogue, but a man of distinction, and 
impressiveness*11 In contradiction to what the Badicals would have liked 
the people to believe, Milton believed that; «iri demeanor he was not a 
blustering, Ben Butlerish sort of person, but was habitually calm and 
reserved . * . * There was an uncanny magnetism about him * * * with' a 
simple gesture he could sway the mind of a c r o w d ® F o r  example, the 
President’s proclamation of May, 1865, which started the process of 
restoration, was, in the author’s opinion, so constructed as to be all 
things to all men* To the South, it was the sign that the new President 
was to follow In Lincoln’s path, to the Badicals it was a declaration of

33Ibid®, p. 101* t
3j4Ibido, p® 121*. ; ' ' ■, '



war and to the country it was "an omen of the dawn of peace"<, His speech 
of February, 1866, was received in the same manner® Milton said that 
many had "applauded" Johnson’s boldness and indorsed his every word® To

- ■ ■ - ■ ■ " - ... . . 35these he was the reincarnation of that famous people’s man, "Old Hickory"® 
If anyone should bear the blame for the riot which occurred in

New Orleans in July, 1866, Milton felt it should be the Radicals® In his
- ' • . ' - - - . . - opinion, they had instigated and directed the whole affair from Washing

ton® He pointed to Stanton’s act of withholding from the President cer** 
tain warnings about anticipated trouble in that cityj this was conclusive 
proof® Unfortunately for the President, the New Orleans riot was eX” 
ploited to the utmost as proof that Johnson’s plan of restoration had 
failed® Thaddeus Stevens announced to the country that the riot had 
been caused by "universal Andy Johnsonism"® During the presidential 
"Swing Around the Circle", which followed close upon this affair, the 
Radicals continued to keep it before the public® In this manner, the 
President’s initial success on the tour was eradicated by the dexterity 
of the Radical press, which so "distorted and misrepresented" the Presi
dent’s speeches that it turned a multitude against him® The ammunition 
for the Radical press was in one sense manufactured by both the President 
and his enemas® The Radicals had planted hecklers in the crowds on the 
return trip to Washington in the hope that the President would lose his 
temper and make inappropriate remarks, he did not fail them® In fact, 
Johnson’s biographer had to admit'that the President’s action was "a 
gross breach of dignity of the office of President ® ® ® ®" Milton
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contendedj, nevertheless, that history had badly misjudged the President
on that tour, for he said; "It was doubtful if the words of any Presi
dent of the United States have ever been so distorted, deliberately mis— 
quoted and misconstrued as were Johnson*s words on this tour®"

Like Bowers, Milton closed his comments on the President's 
career with a ringing tribute; "Of Johnson as President, a German his
torian has writeen an estimate which soundly states the cases 'The evi
dence*, this scholar found, 'proved him firm in character, and a wise 
man « History, an unprejudiced judge, will recognize the great
:merit of his work for the Union, and will consign to deserved oblivion
all evil slander«' In Andrew Johnson, 'integrity of character paired

: ’ - ■ ■■■' ' - ' 37with practical wisdom and honorable intents*" •
The last, and by far the most lengthy, of the four unreserved 

defenses of Johnson written between 1928-1939, was Lloyd Paul Stryker8s, 
Andrew Johnson; A Study in Courage, published in 1939® This work repre
sents the climax of favorable opinion about the President* Stryker in
troduced his work, with two and a half pages and;then proceeded to write 
a laboriously detailed, (and somewhat verbose), defense in a total of 
837 pages® His complete adoration of Johnson in every d<3tail along the 
: rocky road he,traveled from boyhood to the "White House and back to the 
Senate, has earned him the same praise as Miltonj. that the work suffered.. 
from the vigor of his attempt® The introduction serves well to acquaint 
the reader with some idea of Stryker's opinion about Johnson® The

-^Ibid®, pp. 362-367, 
•^Ibido, p. 633®



author's first paragraph readsi "The time has come when justice should, 
be done to Andrew Johnsoru Abraham Lincoln, had he lived, would have 
been crucified by the Radicals in Congress« Andrew Johnson suffered

’ ' 1 j g -
that crucifixion for'hinia" Later- on in his introductory remarks, he 
informed the reader that Johnson had not only taken Lincoln's place, 
he had taken his plan, inherited his enemies and "with his back to the . 
wall, he fought Lincoln's fight"» The true story of that fight is an 
"epic of valour"! yet Johnson is remembered only by what his enemies had 
to say6 vmhile history has done justice to Lincoln, Johnson's case seems 

. to have- been deferred* Striker was of the opinion that "Historians 
have seemed afraid to tell the true, stony of reconstruction for to tell
it would convict the Radicals of the meanest crimes and portray Andrew
■ ' .. V ' ■ '• : ■; ' . ■ ' ... - 1 ; : 39Johnson as one of the most unjusily treated characters in America*"
: Agreeing with Burgess about the "tyrannical, corrupt,, mean and vulgar"
characteristics of the congressional period, Stryker felt that Johnson

. had dedicated his whole soul to fight those very things, yet he is. spoken
of with disrespect* ■

. Stryker'added nothing but infinite detail to the story of
Johnson's military governorship, the reasons for Johnson's nomination in
1861 and the circumstances surrounding his inaugural address of March,
1865* He firmly believed that no President ever entered the "White House
in the shadow of problems of greater magnitude than did Johnson! it was
his lot to inherit the "backwash of the greatest of all civil wars"* -

, ^®Lloyd Paul Stryker, Andrew Johnson: A Study in Courage (New 
York: The; Macmillan Company, 1936), p* vii* ". : '.'. V' T "  ~

’̂ Ibid*, p* viii* -
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All eyes were turned toward the new President, the people were 

waiting for his decision on restoration* He knew the "popular road lay 
on the side of vengeance", yet he chose the opposite, the one he be-A
lieved to be right* Stryker was enthralled by that choice? "It was one

• . ■ : \ . • • : ■ liOof the greatest decisions in the history of the Republic»" , The new
President was aware of the consequences if he dared to spurn the path
■of Stevens in preference for that of Lincolnfs, yet he pressed forward*
Once Johnson had set his course, he settled down to a very simple life
in the: TShjLte House, a life dedicated to:long hours, and hard labor®
Stryker, was. sure that Lincoln himself could not have begun the process
of lestoration more promptly nor; could he have pursued it with more dili-

: ■■ hi,gence than did the new President* Stryker had a word for those who 
praised Lincoln and in turn condemned Johnson* These people were either
"ignorant or insincerey or both", for he quoted Burgess as sayings "If

s \ j,2 * ■" .' ■Lincoln was right, so was Johnson*"
The Radicals, according to Stryker, writhed in agony at the re

sults of the astonishing progress achieved by Johnson from April to De
cember, 1865® He then described in detail the period from December, 
1865'to March 2, 1867, as one in which the Radical leaders put together 
their conspiracy, piece by piece, in an effort to discredit the Lincoln 
policy so ably carried out by Johnson* The activities of Stevens were 
interpreted by Stryker as an attempt to plunge the South into complete

^Ibid®, p® 21D* 
^Ibid*, p® 218® 
^Ibid* , p* 220®



degradation, "With his tongue of vitriol he ̂ StevensT] sought to influenoe 
the bewildered minds of his dupes through the venomous propaganda of sheer 
lying," This then was Stevens6 technique and on March 23 186?3 "infamy 
had been enacted into law J The blackest page that ever disgraced our 
stafete books was writ ten" : h

On the eontrpversy as to, whether Johnson secured aid in writing 
his presidential messages,. Stryker?s attitude was one of indifference.
An examination of the men that the President had chosen to'aid him only 
proved that he had been judicious in his selection of advisors® Sum
marizing his remarks on the character of Johnson's messages, his veto 
messages in particular, Stryker said that history had passed Oyer the con- 
.tent of these, although in comparison to the measures that they t'laid 
bare", they reveal the picture of a "brave man resolved to do his duty

. - ' ' ' ' kk ' : ' ' ' ' ' : ; 'come what might , . . .
Stryker agreed in every detail with Milton's analysis of the 

cause and effects of the New Orleans riot and its significance in the 
fall campaigns of 1866, In speaking about the character of the Presi
dent's speechesmade at Cleveland and St, Louis during that campaign, 
he said: "Hand-to-hand fighting may not be dignified but it is brave
and in a worthy cause admirable , , , Dignity is an admirable thing
. ' ' . t' ' ' . , g : ‘ ' ■ ' '
in a President, but courage is equally desirable," '

His description of. the eleven charges upon which the President .

^Ibid,, p, Ubbo He had reference to the First Reconstruction 
Act which divided the South into five military districts.
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■was impeached was priceless® He commented that after the Radicals had
■ strained every power of Congress to:find the basis for a•real charge/ 
the result was nil: UA shaggy mountain of malice had panted^ heaved and
labored, and this small and scaly mouse was the resuiteK At the end
of the investigation and trial, in which "direct first hand witnesses 
were embarrassing to the Committee", the President "stood like a mighty
oak whose deep roots hold fast to the firm earth, „ „ <, unshaken and un~

h? ■ , '' ■ : , >' ■ : -scathed"0 1 . . " . '
Johnson finished his term rather quietly in comparison to the 

storm that had characterized his four years in officee On the night of 
March 3, 1869, the President gave his last reception and Stryker said 
that hundreds who had come to pay their final respects were turned back, 
unable to make their way through the throng® The next day Andrew •'/ 
Johnson remained at his desk till noon, finishing his work as’President 
with the ;same sincerity that had been so characteristic of him through
out his presidency® In final tribute, the author said: "With eyes front,
head erect, and his strong shoplders squared, Andrew Johnson had remained 
to the last hour faithful to the cause of Lincoln® ' •

So, with Strykerrs work in 1939, was laid the capstone, of what 
had become a large and formidable jetty of favorable opinion thrust out 
into the sea of condemnation; a wall against which the now less frequent 
waves of vituperation were to dash themselves to pieces in helpless 'fury.

^6Ibid®,p® 383. 
^ jbid®, p® 76Iu 
^8Ibid®, p. 772.
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Howard. Ko Beale published in 1930, The Critical Tear, which af

forded a welcome change from the steady diet of saccharine subjectivity 
found in the interpretations of Winston, Bowers, Milton and Strykere 
This work was a penetrating analysis of the political conditions which 
existed;between the administration and the Eadical faction in Congress 
from the time of Lincoln’s death to the culmination of /Radical control 
by the elections of 1866® The Radicals bore the brunt of Beale’s criti
cism of Reconstruction and their actions were explained by what has be—

ho ■ . .come known as the ’’Beale Thesis”®
Out of this examination of the Radical congressional attitude 

toward Lincoln in war. and peace 5 his policy, as carried on by Johnson 
after his death; the deceit, propaganda and lies used by the Radicals 
in the campaign of 1866; there; came; a„defense of Johnson® In this de
fense, Johnson’s character, ability, sincerity and honesty were re
evaluated by Beale, all to the credit of the President® The Radical 
Congress, controlled by Northern business, emerged as the ’’heavy” in 
the struggle with the Executive, a struggle in which Johnson was trying 
to defend the Constitution® While admitting Johnson’s weaknesses, Beale 
indicated how these had been tufned against the President by the shrewd, 
less than honest Radicals and then blown up out of all proportion to 
their real importance®
' Beale was convinced that Johnson and his policies have been dis
torted by hostile interpretations® Because both were so important in

•̂T® Harry Williams, ’Kn Analysis of Some Reconstruction Attitudes, 
Journal of .Southern History, .XII (Hovember, X9I+6)* U69-486® According to 
this thesis the Radicals were but".the tools of Northern businessmen who 
were trying to gain economic control of the South®



■ ■  ' ;  ; '
■the mltimate decision of reconstruction, he felt there was a need to - 
11 repicture11 both® Tradition had become the unwitting victim of the ani
mosities of reconstruction and thus a "very definite but wrong** picture
- - ' dQ -of Johnson had been handed down® , His enemies had gone to great lengths
to popularize the misconception of Johnson with such slanderous descrip
tions as: "a vulgar,' drunken tailor** 5 **an illiterate, ill-mannered, in
temperate fellow, stubborn,'intolerant** | and Kan insolent, clownish 
drunkard**® Time, the eventual arbitrator of all quarrels, has toned 
this picture down a good deal® It was the author's contention that be
hind Johnson's apparent egotism lay something that was not egotism at 
all, but rather;a sensitive soul| an inferiority complex arising frpm his 
background®

Johnson* s reputation was badly bruised by the persistent reports 
of his love of intoxicants® Beale admitted Johnson's condition when
inaugurated as Vice President, but he went on to explain the circum
stances of his recent illness and concluded: '*There is no proof that

: - 52 . ■ . ■.Johnson was ever again intoxicated®'?
Some have said that Andrew Johnson suffered from his desire to 

talk too much® Beale explained the criticism of the President's speeches- 
on two counts® First, those reporting his speeches had been nursing an 
old grudge against Johnson for the brisk way in which he had treated them 
.when they interfered with the administration of his duties® Second, “the

^Beale, ' Critical Year, p®' 10® 
^ Ibid®, p® 11® ■ ■
^2I.bid®, p® 13®
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magnetism of his personality and the power of his voiceR> which lent 
certain pleasing qualities to his speeches when heard by a crowd, were 
lost in their transmission to printo Beale had to admit that.the ex- 
temperaneous speeches made by the President were the cause of the most 
serious injury to his reputation,,: He said, in their proper setting, they 
were typical stump speeches which all politicians engaged in. Taken out 
of their natural setting, they became "undignified" and "in bad taste", , 
Beale observed that had Johnson been a. Radical, he would have probably 
been lauded for those same speeches.

In his devotion to duty, Johnson was "tireless", "doggedly per
sistent" and "dauntlessly couragebus". However, in the face of compro-, 
mise these qualities were turned into a "fault"; he could not yield#
These qualities^ based on an "inflexible sense of honor", were ruinous 
at a time when "infinite tact", and compromise were so necessary. The 
author summarized the character pf the Presiderit rather nicely when he 
said: "Johnson possessed those characteristics that make men blessed
or damned, famous or infamous, because chance leads them-to success or

qh . ; .failure," ■ ,.■■ ■ ; . : g ; .
Beale went further than most of the writers in his assumption 

that Johnson had the support of the pebble in December, 1865, before the 
Radicals started their campaign to discredit him. He claimed that if a 
referendum had been taken at that time, the people would have backed the 
President to the fullest extent,. Then/came Bealefs statement of the crux

^ Ibido, pp.... 18-19» 
%bid., p. 27.
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of his story; ^How popular support Tms diverted from Johnson to the. 
Radicals is the story of the campaign*11 Beale described the campaign 
against Johnson in 1866 as one■characterized by the skillful use of 
party loyalty, successful advertising, mob psychology, skillful creation 
of confidence and more potent still, distrust, popular fears and pas
sions « In summary, the campaign was effectively,conducted by extensive 
play upon psychological factors, well oiled campaign machinery, and 
access to manipulators of the public mind* Beale concluded that 
Johnson’s failure and the Radical’s victory in 1866 was not based on 
any considered public examination of the wisdom of either plapt, but 
rather on the shrewd use of the tools of political campaigning, that is,
11 smoke screens", ”camouflage” and "red herrings"* Thus, the economic 
and political fate of thousands of American citizens hinged upon those

-  ■' ■ 5 5  ' - ' . '  : ■ ■things*
The author expanded the reasons often giyen for the failure of 

the "Swing"» Other than Johnson’s speeches and the lack of adequate 
press support, Beale maintained that Johnson erred in failing to grasp 
the true issues upon which to appeal to the people of the West— economics* 
In Beale’s analysis of this, he said that the President mistakenly talked 
about states’ rights and decentralized government when the people of the 
West had nb feeling for the former and were heading in the opposite di
rection on the latter* Taking everything into consideration, Johnson’s 
basic error lay in having left the White House in the beginning* By 
doing this, he gave the Radicals their finest chance to attack him and

^ Ibld., pp. llil-li|2o
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they did not' fail to capitalize on it vfhen the time came® Johnson com--' 
mitted: other ;tactical errors which aided; his enemies as well. He failed '
to use the patronage to sustain himselfand to form a third party of

- $6 ' ' "■ v ’ " ' - d f ,,/' ' ■' .moderateSo  ̂ However, when defeat came to the President, even though he
knew that the election had not reflected the true public opinion of any
of the real issues.,; "Johnson atoned in dignity and calmne,ss. of judgment ■
for the excesses of his Ghicago tripu» t

Beale<s final conclusion about the qampaign ef 1866 was: ,$A :
study of that campaign shows that the Radicals forced their program
•upon-the South by an;evasion of issues and the clever use of propaganda
in an election where a. ma jority of the voters.would have supported
Johnsonis policy had they been given.a chance to express their preference
. ' ■■■VV ■ -; v. 58 '! v ■ — ' : - ■■■.' ■ 'on an issue sqiiarely: facedeA ' - v-;':
• ' ; The tempo of, Johnson’s defense picked up considerably with the . 

work of Charles YL', Thompson, The Fiery Epoch,; published in 1931® In ' 
this work is found a most scathing rebuke of the Radicals and a defense 
of the Rresldent which was ̂nearly as energetic^ , There was no national'- : 
izing for either side in this discussion| the Radicals were treacherous 
and .Johnson ,f ought: them with -alii his power and skill# ; ■ ■ ■  ; f ’■
■ ' One must begin to analyze Thompson’s comments with a smile, for
in speaking • of J ohns on a s . Ere sident he Said, ,!f«'' 1 « as' s pdn as „ the war 
was oyer President Johns on threw the French soldiers out of Mexico at

y;;:̂ ]l>id0,;:pi 398# '
: ’ : f ibido, p„ Uoo» . ;■ -V: ;
- ■■■•':/' 58 '' - ' : ■ : _ ■ . ■' ■' • : '. . V'" 'x '■



<Qthe point of a bayonet," This indeed is a new interpretation of the 
French withdrawalj new, if not accurate,.

In Thompson’s analysis of the.President*s character and per
sonality, he quoted Charles Francis Adamsg uMr0 Johnson's manners were 
quiet, gentle, though slightly formalt, . A » The great thing about the 
man is evidently his nerve—-his-apparent f orce and coolness in a position 
of danger," Later in this discussion, Thompson voiced an original opin
ion in which he said that Johnson, being a man of quiet courteous man—

■ ' ■ ■  ' 60 ners, was, if anything, "too mild and soothing in his waysJ" . ■
Regardless of what history books might say, Thompson did not 

agree that the . Civil War had ended in 1865, but rather it continued to 
the end of the Grant era in 1877® The continuation of the war for a 
period of twelve years after Lee's surrender was nothing more than the 
result of the Radical plan to continue their power based on Negro suf
frage and white disfranchisements Grouped around Stevens as the "chief 
plotter", using Sumner as-his "tool", were "lesser men with equal male
volence but smaller brains"® Thompson said this group "conspired to 
abolish the Government erected at Philadelphia in 1787 and substitute

6xan oligarchic republic"® ■ The result of this alleged conspiracy, "The 
Reign of Terror", could not be put into full force until March, 1867, 
when the Radical legislation was enacted® In the interim period,

^Charles I® Thompson, The Fiery Epoch, 1830-1877 (Indianapolis; 
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, 1931), p® 273®



Johnson had struggled with all his might to defeat these plans| however/ 
the elections of 1866, won.on Vfalse pretensett> made Stevens "dictator" 
of the nation and completed the state of anarchy in the South® The ' 
Eadical machine had so twisted the issues in those elections as to make 
the choice appear to be between Copperheadism or Radicalism: out of' des
peration the Johnson men voted for the Radicals®

Thompson claimed that the only failure in the Radical plan to 
make Congress'supreme was their attempt to ''transform the President into 
a puppet"o This, too, would have been successful if it had not been for 
one thing: that immovable rock in the White House, Andrew Johnson® in
complete' as it was, the .Radical plan did irreparable damage to the nation® 
By their abuse of the South, the Radicals created a breach that sixty

; ; ' - ' " , ' ’ • ' ' ■' 62 ' . ; "years later was only just beginning to heal® In spite of threats,
Johnson, with "a few bursts of anger ® ® ® set his fact of flinf" against 
the desire of Congress® In spurning the Radical call, he stood by Lin
coln: "He devoted himself to carrying out the dead man's policy „ e » e
To the.end of his term he stood like a boulder in their path® In the 
main he failed ® ® „ but in one respect he succeeded; never during those 
four wicked years was the power of the executive department at the com
mand of the new revolutionists®"^

In his comments on the President's speaking tour in 1866, the 
author made no admittance of any. lack of dignity of Johnson's part, in
stead he said that the tour had been victimized by the "audacious

62Ibido, p® 325® 
6%bid®, p®. 330®



' ' ■ . ■ 16? skulduggery1*. of- the Radicals* He did agree with Beale’s opinion that -
the President should have made the dominant theme of his tour one based
on economic issues* ,

In one final blast at the Radicalsj, Thompson delivered his .ver
dict on the thing Johnson had fought so bravely to prevent: "The car- .
petbag rule was a reign of loot and violence, directed by the criminal 
carpetbaggers and carried out by the illiterate and larcenous Negro 
legislators®

In his biography entitled, Carl Schurz, Reformer, published in 
1932, Claude H® Puess, agreed completely: with Beale in the opinion that 
Schurz did not accurately describe in his report the actual conditions 
which he knew to exist in the South® He rendered, instead, a report the
contents of which had been decided upon in caucus with.his Radical

65 ■ . • '' ' ■ "friends# - ■ • - ;' - - ,
In his brief scattered comments about President Johnson, Fuess 

referred to his veto of the Freedmen1s Bill on February 19, 1866, as 
Kcourageous"; on the "Swing" he characterized Johnson's remarks as 
"blunt and sometimes undignified"# In his comment on the trial he re
ferred to him as "the much maligned President"0

The following quote is rather long but it is so pregnant with 
opinion that it is best set down in its entirety so as to let the ' 
author speak for himself and thereby give the reader a clear under
standing of his opinion of Andrew Johnson and others;

:• , ^ Ibide , Re 3U7* . . . .
^Claude E®. Fuess,; Carl. Schurz, Reformer (New York: Dodd, Mead

and Company, 1932),-p® ,136# - , " . ' ■ .
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Johnson,' slow to make up his mind but very stubborn in his 

/ decisions, had resolved that Lincoln should be his guide; but - : 
there were obstinate men*in Washington who were determined 
that the Southern whites should be treated as alien, subdued 
enemieso During the summer of 1865, although Congress was not 
in session, the battle front was to fora, with Thaddeus Stevens', 
the cynical and sinister old politician from Pennsylvania, 
heading a motley group of associates • . „ These men were to 
undertake to overthrow Andrew Johnson, the '.Tailor President'«,
The story of the contest has been told more.than onbe in recent 
years— never more vividly than in Claude Go' Bowers' excellent 
The Tragic Era-:— and Johnson, long reviled as a drunken sot and 
the most contemptible of our Presidents, has been rehabilitated 
in a series of interesting biographies by Judge Winston, Lloyd 
Stryker and George F, Milton, In the eyes of historical 
scholars,; he now stands out as a firm nationalist who regarded, 
the interests of the entire country. South as well as North, .
' and who resisted courageously the encroachment of the legis
lative branch of our government upon the executive « » . „
It has been proved, however, that Johnson, vjith all his faults, 
was a patriotic champion of fair play against bigotry. He had 
little sympathy with the outrageous demands of such extreme 
abolitionists as Wendell Phillips., but neither had Lihcoln0 
What he was determined to do was to restore the Union® It was 
a worthy aim, but it was not altogether understood, even by 
Carl Schurz® Johnson was an obstinate person, deficient in 
tact and unversed in the gentle arts of coneillation; but he 
was honest, intelligent, industrious and conscientious,.and he 
tried .sincerely to do what Lincoln, if he had lived, would havedone*°6

In 1937 William E® Woodward published A New American History® 
The author wasted very few words in letting his readers know exactly 
how he felt about the.President: "There is hardly a paragraph of con
temporary comment on Andrew.Johnson and his administration that can be 
accepted at its face value®" Woodward felt that regardless- of the vast 
amount of extant material, the Reconstruction Era remains one of the 
most "obscure periods in American history"* Due to the ill-tempered 
psychological state of the entire nation in the decade following the

66, Ibid®., ,pp® 128-129®
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war,' 'the truth is difficult to define, -He was sure, of one thing, however 
^Andrew Johnson was without a doubt the most thoroughly maligned man of 
distinction in public life during the Heconstruction Bra .•, . 0 If one 
looks at Johnson, impartially, without prejudice, he is seen as an 
honest, sincere, and fearless p a t r i o t ®

Woodward interpreted Johnson as essentially a sensitive and 
proud man; a man with a deep reverence for the Constitution, in fact, 
more reverence for it than Lincoln had ever .displayed®^® Yet, because 
of a lack of breeding and culture, his manners were coarse at times, 
and as Woodward phrased it, "his temper had a low boiling point"* He 
could be goaded into making crude and undiplomatic remarks, remarks 
which were often foolish® This weakness caused him to lose his dignity 
while speaking from the' platform at times and his enemies were quick to 
take full advantage- of this chink in his presidential armor® His unfor
tunate exhibition on the day he became Vice President only served to add 
intensity to the Eadical tactic, of baiting the President® .

It was Woodward1s firm belief that Johnsonrs faults were so mag
nified' by his enemies, to the seclusion of his virtues, that he had been 
unfairly judged. He further questioned the condemnation of Johnson on
the grounds that it was "doubtful if any- man then alive could have made

• V ' • ' - . ' . . . - 69a perfectly good showing as President during the Johnson period"* .
Paul H= Buck, in his Hoad to Reunion, published in 1937,

^Woodward, New American History, pe 581=
' 68Ibid* ' '

69- ': ■ " h ■' ; " ' " : 1 ' ' - - -Ibid®, pe 582® ■ , :



presented a new and unusual interpretation of Reconstruction, He stated
his theme thus: !tXt was national integration that triumphed at Appomat-

70' ‘ ' ' •toXo" the road to ultimate reunion was paved with the broken aspira
tions of the Freedmen, dupes of the Radicals and their questionable 
tacticso In spite of the Radical attempt’s to keep the sores of section
alism inflamed, the desire for national unity/ conceived in the fires of 
war and born at Appomattoxy April 9y 1865^ healed the wounds, but an 
angry scar remained as mute testimony to the viciousness of their at
tempts*, ■ •

Figuratively speaking. Buck felt that Johnson might have been 
'temporarily unbalanced" when he.shouted about the punishment of treason 
as a crime, since the Tennessean actually felt, as did Lincoln, that if 
the "heart of the North" could be reached, there would be found a feel
ing of magnanimity for the people of the defeated South® Buck doubted 
whether the North would have gone quite so far as Johnson in his desire 
to welcome them back to the Union as "our brethren"® However, ,he was 
sure they were in accord with the President when Johnson said: "I do
not want them to come back into this Union a degraded arid debased 
people,"71 : ,

During the fall of 1865, when Johnson was the only one engaged 
in any attempt A  restoration, the Radicals spent their time flooding the 
country with propaganda® The only rebuttal they had to Johnson's 
moderate policy was one question: "Why move so fast?" Later, however,

•^Paul H®. Buck, The Road to Reunion, 1865-1900 (Boston: Little,
Brown and Company,. 1937), p« vii® : . ...

71Ibid®, p® 5 o ; '
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they took positive action and by the use of the "bloody shirt" managed
to stigmatize the Democratic party with its millions of Americans? both
North and South* with the. association of treason and enmity to the 

72United States* Conversely* the Radicals styled the Republican party 
as the party of loyalty and patriotism0 ,

Without attempting to make a positive defense of the President* 
Buck did so in his condemnation of the Radicals and their plan of re
construction. Keeping in mind that the Radical plan was the very an
tithesis of Johnson’s plan* the following statement by Buck 'will serve 
as a partial vindication of the President: - .

So again the North sent its armies to the South* this time 
to overthrow the moderate Reconstruction governments estab
lished under the auspices of Dincoln and Johnson* and to rule 
by martial law until new structures based upon Negro rule and 
directed by Republican chieftains might make a conquest of the 
Southern spirits The result was disorder worse than war* and 
oppression unequaled in American annals =,73

In 1937* Jo Gv Randall published a very comprehensive and highly 
documented study entitled* Civil War and Reconstructions Within the 
framework of this volume is a detailed analysis of the Reconstruction 
period from which emerges a careful defense of President Johnson and 
his administration,

Johnson* a vigorous and courageous Southerner* powerful in de
bate* opposed the whole Confederate movement* championed homestead legis
lation and emerged* in Randall* s opinion* as an ’’admirable representative

- - ypThe term "bloody shirt" was used to describe Radical political 
tactics which were designed to appeal to the emotions rather than rea
son* thus creating fear and distrust of the South®

; , 73Ibid. * pp® 2li-25»
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•of the antiislavery and non-aristocratic whites of the South”0 Bandall
felt that 11 few Americans have held as; consistently to principle in pub-

lk ■ : ' ^lie life as this man"0
In reference to Johnson as military governor of Tennessee,

Randall agreed with McCarthy, in the opinion that Johnson had resorted 
to Some rather severe measures in the function of his duties, but he 
felt there was'little ground f or widespread complaintso

As President, Johnson's radical attitude was but a "passing 
phase" in the crystalization of his policy based upon the conviction 
that the Union was paramount. To subjugate the South to indefinite 
military rule was intolerable| it would only serve to divide the people 
and "ingender hate". The basic question of who had the power to restore 
the South, was answered by Johnson in what Randall termed "bold assumption 
of power". ihis brought about a strong reaction since it "menaced" the 
continuation of the Republican party in power. However, Randall was Of
the opinion that Johnson's plan had been "well conceived", a plan based

. - vdon self-determination for the people of the South. . The Radical reac
tion was soon evident in a series of bills passed prior to adjournment 
in July, 1866, which Johnson immediately vetoed. In Randall's opinion, 
the President had acted in "perfect self-control" and "dignity" during 
this entire period.

Randall confined his remarks bn Johnson's speaking tour of 1866 
to the opinion that it was "an;unfortunate thing" in which Johnson,

^Randall, Civil War, pp. 36U-365®'
7%id., p. 715. V
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when 'heckled1' and “belittled” 5 lashed backs After this tour and the 
subsequent elections of 1866) the Radical majority passed their Recon
struction Acts., fhe President’s veto of the first act was described as 
a "highly proper and principled message"0

Johnson showed what Randall termed na great degree of for
bearance" ' in his relations with Lincoln’s "ill-assorted cabinet") more 
than is usually supposed he possessed,, Stanton's ultimate suspension 
brought about'Johnson's impeachment trial) based on articles that were 
"verbose" and, "false" <> Randall felt that if there had been the slight
est evidence of corruption bn the President's part it would have been 
presented® The fact that none existed is a tribute to Johnson© To ' 
Randall) Johnson's vindication does not rest on the outcome of the trial
alone) but with a "re-study and re-telling of the Reconstruction story

76 •' itself"© :
in conclusion) the author felt that "it is a serious misconcep

tion to suppose that Johnson's efforts in the South had been altogether 
a failure"© Between 1865 and 1868) when the Southern states badly needed 
governments to manage their domestic affairs, Johnson had provided these 
governments® During the'same period Congress restored but one states 
Tennessee® The Johnson governments had "functioned to preserve order 
and internal government between surrender and the establishment of a 
carpetbag misrule by Congress"® Because of the violent interruption of
Johnson's work by Congress, genuine political reconstruction did not get
' ' - ... •   77underway in the South until the.overthrow of the Radical regime in 1877i

76Ibid®) p® 782© 77Ibid©) pp© 853~85ito
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.Therefore, Randall did not believe, as have others, that the Radical pro
gram of reconstruction had reduced Andrew Johnson to a 11 cipher"0

The Story of Reconstruction, a work published in 1938 by'Robert 
Self Henry, has been referred to as an "encyclopedic work"® It is in
deed a rather large and detailed volume® Henry quickly came to the de
fense, of Andrew Johnson without equivocation of,reservation* He stated
that upon Johnson "was laid such a burden as no public servant in American
■" ' t f ■ 78 ■ " Vhistory has ever been called upon to bear"® Henry felt that in courage,

honesty arid -devotion to the Constitution and the Union, Johnson was in 
no way inferior to Lincoln® However, he was handicapped by the lack of 
some of Lincoln's qualities, such as flexibility and wise, "opportunism", 
a quality which had allowed Lincoln to "lead while seeming to defer"®
Also, Johnson’s Southern origin and Democratic party affiliations did in 
no way aid his efforts in restoration or his relations with Congress®

In assuming the policy of Lincoln as his own, Johnson made one 
mistake® He failed to refer to it as such and insisted on the term "my . 
policy", which added weight to the charge of extreme egotism often 
hurled at the new President® Henry brought out the point that although 
Johnson inherited the Lincoln plan, he did not inherit the party machinery 
with which to make the plan operational® The congressional acceptance 
of the Schurz report was but another step in the increasing difficulty 
of Johnson’s task®. Henry corroborated the statement of Schurz’ bio
grapher, Fuess, -with his opinion that gchurz had not been honest with 
the President® ̂

7%enry, Reconstruction, p® 5>e 79 -. V: Ibid®, p., 68®
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The author defended the President’s speech of February, 1866j he 

claimed that it had not been bad, but merely misrepresented by the Press®. 
He admitted, however, that the President had been unwise to bandy words 
with obscure members of the crowd, but, Johnson had been greatly provoked® 
For months the President had suffered accusations without the proper press 
facilities with which to defend his policies and thus his actions wefe 
normal® This frustrating situation had created a desire in the Executive 
to attempt a personal presentation of his case to the people in genera.!, 
the "Swing" was the device the President hit upon® Henry was of the 
opinion that what Johnson said during that tour was not wrong in itself, 
but it was "unwise" in that his remarks were easily misinterpretedj he 
was again charged with drunkenness® The author agreed with Beale that 
Johnson’s one critical mistake while on the tour was his failure to pre- • 
Sent pertinent economic issues to the people, of the middle West® Poor 
management by the administration and successful Radical propaganda 
turned the tide against the President® Those "strong political person
alities" that could have saved the day, if properly aligned, steadily - 
drifted into the Radical camp® In Henry’s opinion, .this inability to 
form a compact political organization from the diverse elements which 
had lent their support to the President prior to the election of 1866, 
and Johnson’s failure.to use the executive patronage in his favor, pro-

' J ~ ' gQphesied failure for the president® ■ •
Other elements entered the picture which also aided the Radicals 

in their attempt to nullify Johnson’s efforts in restoration® First,

8QIbid®, p®. 136®
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both Johnson and the Southern leaders underestimated the power and skill 
of the Radicalso Second, was Johnson’s own lack of tact and flexibility®' 
Third, the Southern whites were seemingly oblivious to the congressional 
reaction to their "Black Codes"®

• Henry maintained that the Radical opposition to Johnson, plus the 
impeachment trial itself, propagated a most unfortunate historical inter
pretation about the President: "A whole generation of Americans was to
grow up in the belief that a wicked ruler, or at best one unfit for his

8ioffice, escaped conviction by the narrowest possible margin®11
Of all the political figures to emerge from Tennessee, declared 

. Samuel G® Williams, Andrew Johiispn wa$ " the one of greatest native abil
ity"® This was the opinion given by the author in his short work en- 
titled, The Lincoln’s and Tennessee, published in 19̂ 2® The speech 
given by Johnson against secession in December, I860, was again lauded, 
as a "bold and great speech"* Johnson’s term as. military governor of 
Tennessee was marked by a great efficiency, an efficiency which delighted 
President Lincoln® •This brought Williams to the story of Johnson’s , 
nomination as Lincoln’s running mate in I86I4.® He took exception to 
Nicolay and Hay, Lincoln’s biographers, for "perpetrating" the false- - 
hood that Lincoln had not taken part in Johnson’s nomination® He claimed 
that Lincoln had realized that open advocacy of Johnson might be resented
by some and thus be detrimental to the general election® Nevertheless, '

. \ V ■ ' ■ 82Lincoln’s real choice had been Andrew Johnson®

' ' 8lIbid®, p* 309® . ' , 1 ■; : ' 7 ■ : - ■ .
^%amuel C® Williams,; The. Lincoln’s and Tennessee( Harrogate, 

Tennessee: Lincoln Memorial Unive%aity^^l9L2];"p® 28®
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The United States singe 1865,. was, another work written as a 

general survey of national events» Written by Louis M. Hacker and 
Benjamin B„ Kendrick in 1959, it gave Johnson a friendly but objective 
treatment devoid of comment on either Johnson* s inauguration as Vice 
President or the “Swing Around the Circle"*

..The author reiterated several times in this work that while 
Johnson followed Lincoln's belief that restoration was an executive 
function, his plan was not that of Lincoln, as is so. commonly assumed, 
but more closely resembled the old Wade-Davis Bill* ̂

Johnson's political caheesr was referred to as "phenomenal"j 
the man himself was credited with being" a "capable administrator",- Al
though he had been a loyal Unionist, and had possessed an honest hatred 
for rebels and conspirators, he was. not cruel or vindictive in his atti
tude toward the leaders of the secession mbvemento His hostility to se-t 
cession and its leaders' stemmed directly from his economic background|
therefore, being a. poor man,; he had nothing to gain and everything to

. • " Rli :lose had he sided with the secessionists* / In"this economic inter- .
,pretation of Johnson* s motives there was no mention of his belief that 
secession was constitutionally illegal*

• The Fourteenth Amendment was described as a "shrewdly conceived 
political platform" designed to gather votes in 1866. Johnson's hosti
lity to this amendment, and his advice to the South to reject it, was 
a "fatal error"* Johnson failed to see that when his action was

^Louis Hacker and Benjamin B* Kendrick, The United States 
since 1865. (New York: Appleton-Gentury-Crpfts, • Inci , 1959), p* 11®

3l*Ibido, pa 12* , , " ' . \ ‘ ,
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propagandized by the Radicals5 it would aid in his defeat. This seemed 
strange to the authors for they considered Johnson to have been a "prac
tical man". ■ ■ /

. Andrew Johnson's conduct had always been such that there existed 
no grounds for impeachment. The passing of the Tenure of Office Act by 
the Radicals-was but a device to force Johnson into some foolish act which 
could be used as grounds for his trial; the President obliged his enemies 
with the removal of Stanton. It is now certain that he wanted to test 
the constitutionality of that act; however, he was thwarted by the ac
tions of General Grant. When in progress/ the trial proved that Stanton1 
had not been protected by that legislation because the Secretary had 
been appointed by Lincoln; Johnson was subsequently acquitted.. Thus 
ended the rather superficial survey -of the administration of President 
Johnson by Hacker and Kendrick.

The authors; Charles and Mary R. Beard, gave Andrew Johnson and 
his role in Reconstruction but scant attention in their work, A Basic 
History of the United States, , published in 1952. However, in spite of 
their briefness, the remarks they did make were friendly in nature.. 
Johnson was pictured as a "staunch Democrat" who had "courageously 
demonstrated his fidelity to the Union during the war". His nomination
, />.; . ' ; ; . i  ̂ -/■
in 186A was thought to be a political maneuver to conciliate the Demo
crats who. had made a strong showing in the election of 1862, thereby 
threatening the power of the Republican party. The Beards felt that ■ • :
Johnson had not only inherited Lincoln»s plan, but also the "intense 
criticism" that had been aimed at Lincoln's policy of moderation and
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■ - ■ 85 ' ' ; ■'' ' ■' 'conciliation! nevertheless^ Johnson followed that plan#

In another recent text, Robert E» Reigel and David F. Long also 
followed the trend of condensation in their work. The American Story5 
published in 1955<> It was their belief that the Souths though unaware of 
it, was fortunate that Johnson had,succeeded Lincolno, Although Johnson 
had remained loyal to the Union during secession, his grudge against the 
Southern planters was said to have softened when they were removed as 
an economic and social factor after the wars Ihp only vindictive part 
of the new President's plan, which was the plan of Lincoln, was his dis
franchisement of the class which owned property valued at Twenty Thousand

/ , gg .

Dollars or more! otherwise "his generosity was breathtaking"B
Johnson's loyalty to the Union and devotion to duty was rewarded 

by .his appointment as military governor of Tennessee0 In this office he 
"labored diligently'V He was an intelligent and courteous man, a power
ful author and orator whose greatest, weakness was his "flaring temper"® 
However, regardless of his temperament, the authors claimed that Johnson 
had been guilty of only an "occasional lack of tact and discretion"# One 
of these occasions was the "Swing Around the Circle", in which the Presi
dent stumped the country in an effort to aid candidates favorable to his 
policies® Due to his unguarded answers to certain boisterous members of 
the crowds while, oh this tour, the- authors felt that the President had 
"made something of a fool of 'himself"»

^Charles A® Beard and Mary R„ Beard, A Basic History of the
United States (Garden. City, New York: Garden City Books, 1952), pp„ 285™
286, 290® •

^Robert E® Reigel andi David F® Long, The American Story (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc®, 1955), I, 431-632® .
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The impeachment trials the outgrowth of Stanton<8 removal, was 

deemed as highly political and partisan in nature =, Contrary to the testi
mony of Woodrow'Wilson, Eeigel and Long claimed that the President was
"favorably acclaimed'1 f or the restraint, and dignity .which he; showed

87 ' ' 7' f 7 : . -during that time0 . After the trial® Johnson was placed in the back
ground and nearly forgotten in the excitement of the coming presidential 
election of 1868®

The last, and certainly one of the most colorful, defenses of 
Johnson in the period 1928—1959, was presented by Hodding Carter in his 
study, of Reconstruction entitled. The Angry Scar, published in 1959®

. "Not since Claude G® Bowers' The Tragic Era has there been such 
a searching examination of the Reconstruction as The Angry Scar; the story 
of Reconstruction 1865-1890, by Rodding Carter®" Those are the first 
words that meet ones eyes upon picking up that volume® Further down the 
synopsis on the dust cover the reader is told that the author has de
scribed "the sinister or misguided efforts of the carpetbaggers, scala
wags, and Freedmeh's Bureau toward the South's beaten and humiliated 
people— and their retaliation with the Black Codes and the Ku Klux Klan"e 
After becoming aware of the various attitudes displayed in the works thus 
far examined, these few words indicate the whole tenor of Garter's in
terpretation of Radical Reconstruction® It could hardly be less than 
friendly where Johnson was concerned®

In generalizing on Lincoln's "magnanimous" plan. Carter indicated 
his feelings for the Radicals when he referred to them as the "mutinous 
authors" of the Wade-Davis•Bill® In a few short paragraphs the plan of •

' . 87lbid®, p® !i37a r - ; v - . "
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Lincoln was characterized as magnanimous and full of sound reasoning5 . 
the attitude of Congress^ that of ^Cromwellian proponents of a hard

gg
peace", , : ' . ''

Carter's first mention of Andrew Johnson in light of the back
ground he had. thus presented*, was his. reference, to him. as. a'-"loyal Demo
crat of Tennessee'?. On the eve of secession* Johnson returned to the 
Senate a Democrat* but a Union' man who was Willing to risk his life for: - 
his country. "When he remained at his desk and spoke against secession 
as his Southern colleagues filed from the Senate chamber one by one* he 
became a "hero to the North and traitor to the South". His subsequent ■ 
service as military governor* an assignment which was described as 
?lperilous" was admirable,. Based upon that "heroic - service"* Johnson . 
received the nomination to run with Lincoln in I86I10

Up to this point* although Carter's observations have been heavily 
opinionated in favor of Lincoln and Johnson* his story conformed to the 
fActual pattern of history* In regard to the condition in which Johnson 
appeared for his inauguration as Vice President* Garter presented a new 
slant in giving the reasons for Johnson's intoxication.. There is no.men
tion of the established facts, of Johnson's recent illness* the incident . 
resulted from a hangover. Carter claimed that Johnson had been to a
party' the„evening before and thus.was in need of a bracer the following

■ 89day*. which only intensified his condition. He did state quite em
phatically* however* at this point*. that Johnson was not a drunkard*

1 ’ 8« . ' ■r -.: ' ; . ' ' ; . ■ . ■ \ ■. Hodding Garter* The Angry Scar (Garden City* New York: Double*^; 
day and Company* Inc.* 1%F)* p» 19* " ...

; ̂ Ibid. * p. lllu / ' .
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Some have said Johnson followed Lincoln's plan explieii%> others 

have said note Carter believed that he followed his predecessor's plan 
’’while he could"« He considered the conditions outlined, for the restoS'd'̂  

. tion of the South to have been in the "Lincolnian spirit and purpose"* 
However, the Southern "Black Codes", gave the Badicals the precise weapon 
they needed to "negate the Linebln™Johnson policy of conciliation"o In
this respect,, the Radical plan "transformed Reconstruction into a tra-

• ■ ' 9 0vesty of the course, that Abraham Lincoln had charted"s When apprised
of the Radical attitude toward the South, Johnson "set himself coura
geously, stubbornly, hopelessly against the Radicals"«

Johnson's veto message of the first Ereedmen's Bureau Bill of 
February 19> I860, was well reasoned^ conciliatory and noteworthy in 
its adherence to constitutional principles® However, these things did 
not fit the mood of Congress at that time. Then, on February 22, 1866, 
Johnson dropped his guard and opened himself to more violent attacks 
with his speech, which Carter termed as "reckless"0

The President's "Swing" was also an'unfortunate thing for
Johnson* Said the author: "The Swing was more often than not an un™

' • '.■ ■■ ' ' 91successful, angry and maladroit succession of appeals to the public,”
"What followed the speaking'tour, and the subsequent election of 1866,
was described as a "battle royal"„ "The Tennessee Tailor stood toe to
toe with his adversaries,:slugged it out, and by a political miracle ■
was still on his feet when the completion of his term signalized the

^ Ibids ,p= klo
9:Libida> P» 12lu
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. ■ 92end of his personal fight with the Eephblican Hiajority0":

Carter’s remarks on Johnson’s impeachment were short and directj
they were disparaging to the Radicals and kind to Johnson.. The grounds
upon which the President,was tried were of such a nature that no student
of American Government could justify them today1® The last remark was
the most colorful. On the last vote taken Andrew Johnson was acquitted

"  • ' ' : ' ' ' . . . .  ' ' .. ' "
, ■ Q3 'and thus the Radicals "had failed to lynch judicially a president”.

Johnson’s life, as presented by Carter, was a scries of suc
cessful victories over such things as a humble origin, lack of education 
and his political victories over, the slave-owning secessionists® Johnson 
not only defied the ill will of the Northern masses, who cried out for 
the punishment of their defeated, enemy, but also had defied the con
gressional majority® He further defied the most ’’forbidding weapon in 
democracy’s legal arsenal, impeachment itself”® He theri crowned that 
final triumph with his return to Washington as a United States Senator 
in 1875® Of this man Garter said: “A toughj, stubborn man, rasp-tpngued
and short of temper, this tailor from Tennessee, and a President deserv
ing far more recognition in his am time and in the annals of the nation 
than has been accorded him®”^  -
■ . And so, Hoddihg Carter’s work, published in 1959, ended a long
representative list of Johnson defenders in.the period 1928-1959® In 
this period the defenses ranged,in character from•the long and detailed 
analyses by such men as Winston and Stryker to the abbreviated opinions

/^Ibid®, pp® 12^-125®
. ^ Ibid® , p® lit® '. .  ̂ ; :

, 9̂ Ibid.®, p® 97®
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• given in general- histories like those of Charles and Mary Beard® Carter1s • 
topical survey, of Eeconstruetion was a combination of details and general
ities that strongly favored Johnson and condemned the Radical program in 
the South® It would seem, by numerical comparison to the number of 
other attitudes in this period, that Johnson’s defenders had at last 
scored a victory with a preponderance of opinion in their favor® There 
were other opinions, however, either objective or violently opposed to 
Johnson in their interpretations of the Reconstruction period®

Compromise Opinion
The period 1901-1927, witnessed a rising trend to treat A n d r e w  , 

Johnson in a less severe and a more objective manner,; without actually 
trying to vindicate him® This trend can also be discovered in the period 
now under consideration, 1928-1959®

Frederick 1® Paxson published in 1928 his work entitled. Recent 
History of the United States, 1869-1927® Paxson correctly observed that 
the trend of present history is to elevate the basic conception of 
Johnson’s fundamental character and statesmanship® Paxson saw Johnson 
as an embittered member of the upoor whiben class who had nothing in 
common with the Republican party except; his intense loyalty, to the. Union® 
Ihen the war was over, his natural instincts were ahti-Republican and, 
thus, his very presence in the 'White House appeared to deprive the Re
publicans from the fruits of their victory won at the polls in 1861u 
The apthor was indeed kinder to Johnson than some' when he observed that 
the President’s personal habits were no worse than other of his con™ . 
temporaries, although his position as President magnified his weaknesses®
To this foundation Johnson unfortunately added a ’’violent temper”®
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Not only were the Radicals angered and dismayed at,Johnson’s 

activities in restoration, but they wehe highly pleased when the South 
appeared unaware that it- was being treated with generosity by the Presi
dent« Pa-xson felt that the ultimate failure of Johnson’s plan was 
greatly aided by this attitude of the Southerners which was exemplified 
by their anti-Negro legislation and the re-election of rebels to state 
offices. The refusal of the Johnson administration to give the Fr'eedmen 
suffrage further angered the Radicals, Paxson said that without the 
Negro vote their hopes' of gaining Republican majorities in the South 
were nil; hence, their fanatical demands for Negro.infranchisement.

The s truggle that .ensued between the President and Congress was, 
in the author’s opinion, ’’discreditable on both sides". This contest- 
ended with the fall elections of 1866, however, and Paxson believed that 
Johnson should be commended for his actions thereafter. He said; "It 
is to the high credit of Johnson that in his administration of law and
policy which he so bitterly disapproved, he acted so carefully that no

■ ' ' ' v ~ ■ ' "' ;' ■■ ■ ' '' odserious flaws in his official conduct could be found by his enemies®!’
Paxson was of the opinion that there was excellent grounds upon

which to doubt the constitutionality of the "Radical program. But at the
time, their practical power to enforce it was, unquestionable. Radical
indignation was brought to a climax with the attempted removal of the
President, in the author’s opinion the trial of the President before
the Senate "has no parallel among American state trials except perhaps

^Frederic i, Paxson, Recent History of the United States, 1868- 
1927 (3d ed, rev,, Boston; Houghton,. Mifflin and Company, 1928), pp, 10-
TJT. ■ "  ■ : . ' - : . v



the treason trial' of Aaron Burr before John Marshall at Richmond in

' Nelson P« Mead, in his work/ Development . of the United States, :
;,published in 1930, -was "sure; that Lincoln was the only person who could' 
.have'successfully guided the reco'hstruction process# The' author felt : 
that Lincoln1s understanding and .wide popularity would have served him 

• well in his inevitable dealings with the hostile Congress* ■„ In'any event. 
Mead felt that he would have avoided the -bitter controversy that Johnson 
'’precipitated'with'Congress**# He too, believed that had Lincoln, been 

... in control the South might have escaped' the ’’.orgy of misgovernment: that:;; 
the Radical congressional, program of reconstruction inaugurated"»

. : Mead defended Johnson from the charges of drunkenness and went 
on to"describe the President as a man who possessed a "rugged honesty : 
and Crude, intellectual fdrce"# '.However, he. was also possessed of a bad 
temper and was rather intolerant of opinions which conflicted with his 
own# The, auth concluded ihat by virtue ofhis traiding and tempera
ment, Johnson’ had not been too well suited for the delicate task he faced 
■ as President, However, his difficulties were not all of his own making, 
since the temper of.Congress^ when Johnson took office, was in no way. 
marked .'With': congeniality # . After being .overshadowed by Lincoln during , 
the war, .’ the Congress was determined to assert its.authority and ac
cording to the author,,Johnson was unfortunate in' that he had to face an „ 
"aroused congressional consciousness"# •

. ̂ "̂ N els on P# Mead, The Development of the United S tates since, ’
. 1865 (New York: Harcourt,, Brace and Company^ 1930) , p8̂ 9v~ “
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Mead was positive that the President had changed his attitude in 

regard to the South, crediting this alleged change to certain cabinet 
members and also the "sobering influence'1 of Johnson* s new position^ 
Nevertheless, he was convinced that Johnson, had. changed from:a Radical 
to a Southern sympathizer6

, Thaddeus Stevens, a "coarse, vindictive, narrow-minded old man**, 
and Sumner, ah "impractical doctrinaire « . . conceited and irritating 
in his self-righteous pose", were not yet in full control of a majority 
of Congress in December, 1865« Mead felt that a little discretion on 
Johnson* s part at that time would have"saved a good deal of his program"s 
His "addiction to violent and coarse speeches" betrayed his own cause 
and drove the moderates from him, his "backwoods" harangue on February 
22, 1866, was used as an example of this by the author» Mead also agreed 
, with the majority of,opinion that the President’s written messages were 
much more desirable in character and he used as an example, the veto of 
the Civil Rights Bills In his opinion, it was "well reasoned and logi- 
cal"o98 - : ' , .

Interesting, though embarrassing for the Radicals, was the point 
brought forward by this author in connection with the Fourteenth Amend
ment* lead questioned the qualification of the Southern states to vote 
on an amendment to the Constitution and yet not be qualified to assume 
•their normal status within the Union* But, as he said, questions of 
constitutionality did not bother the Radicalse

The presidential "swing" was described as a "sorry spectacle"

5 ' 98lbid», p. 16. ; ' •
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which-resulted in a "humiliating defeat” for the President® However, 
the Radicals, not being satisfied with merely stopping the,President's 
efforts in restoration, were determined to remove him, hence the passage 
of the Tenure Act® This of course was passed to protect Stanton, Secre
tary of War® ..In Mead's opinion, the proper thing for Stanton to have 
done in view of his increasing hostility to Johnson, was to resign® In
stead, he remained in the cabinet in an effort to hamper Johnson and aid 
the Radicals in Congress® The impeachment trial, resulting from Stanton's 
removal, was in Mead’s opinion, a "travesty upon justice”5 a fiasco in 
which many Senators acted as prosecutors, not judges® During the. pro
cedure, evidence to strengthen the President's case was refused by the 
Senate, that to the contrary was welcomed® Thus, reduced to the level 
of partisan revenge, Johnson’s removal would have been an "outrageous 
injustice”, for, with all his faults, "he had committed no high crimes 
or even a misdemeanor”® . •

• The old theme of J® W® Burgess^ James Ford Rhodes and William A® ' 
Dunning reappeared in 19k7 with 1®- Merton Coulter’s work. The South During 
Reconstruction® In this traditional, Southern interpretation of Recon
struction, the Radical Congress took "revenge” on Johnson, and, beginning 
in December, 1865, devised a plan which was to be marked by many, "incon
sistencies” during the next decade® This plan was quite the. opposite 
of Johnson’s, which had called for no "fundamental changes” in the old 
national relationships with the South® The Radicals, on the other hand, 
by directing the rising consciousness in the North, "played” with social •

"ibid® , p® ■ 23®



and political equality in the South and talked of the confiscation of
, ■ 100 ' . ' ' . : Southern property6 . This plan could obviously not be worked out

through the President, so it became necessary to break with him® Coulter
said that between 1865 and 1867, Congress stalled for time and experimented
with such things as the Freedmeh* s Bill and the Civil Eights Bill* Then,
in ■ 1867, armed with a clear majority. Congress was ready to act* It did
so. with a series of bills which the author said were so Mill-considered
and badly worded that it took four to make plain what should have been
\ ' 101 ' - . said in the first”* Though the President felt these acts were uncon
stitutional, he felt he should respect them until they were declared 
void by decision of the Supreme'Courts

Coulter observed that Johnson had gained Southern support be
cause he had shown that he was to follow a moderate policy of restora
tion* Therefore, when he encouraged the rejection of the Fourteenth Amend
ment the Southern states complied* In the author’s opinion, these states ■ 
were "not prepared tobecome parties to their own degradation”, and 
therefore, would have probably rejected it of their own volition, re
gardless of what President Johnson might have saicU '

The acknowledged loss of support by Johnson was. explained by 
Coulter in somewhat the same manner as usual* He felt that this loss 
was, due to the President’s "forthright” political methods, his moderate

Merton Coulter, The South During 'Reconstruction, Vol* XIII 
of A History of the South, ed« , W* H* Stephenson and E» M* Coulter (10 , 
volSej Baton EoUge: houisiana State University Press, 19h7), p* 113®

■ 101 • ■’ •. Ibid*, p* 119* He had reference to the Beconstruction.Acts
of March 2,.23, July 19, 1867, and March 11, 1868*
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course in dealing with the South and the clever political leadership11 
of his bitter enemy*. Thaddeus Stevens«, The. Committee of Fifteen had 
been a device conceived by Stevens to ostensibly investigate the Johnson 
governments in the South, actually it worked to discredit them.

Throughout Coulter’s work ran a discussion of the psychological
elements of the reconstruction process in the South and he concluded

/ • ■ ■ „ • ■ ■ xq3that both sides had been at fault at various times during the struggle.
In .Francis Simkinsr work, . The South, Old and New. published in

19it8, .one finds what seems to be a. brilliant synthesis of the many events
in which Andrew Johnson played, a significant part. In this discussion,
one gets the distinct impression that Johnson, was basically a good
fellow. He did, however, receive a scolding at times from a stern, ’
but understanding author, :

The Radicals were "aggressive” culprits of the story, their
leader, Stevens, was "vengeful". In a thumbnail sketch of Southern at-
titude the author had this to say: "The great majority of whites, while
necessarily, accepting federalism and abolitionism, took refuge behind
the traditional barriers of race consciousness and states’ rights and

. ' ; v pollbecame bitterly uncompromising," ' • . '
... The.results of the elections- in 1866 were not accidental, they 

were the planned culmination of shrewd Eadical 'maneuvering. The two years 
that passed between the surrender at Appomattox and the launching of

lQ2Ibich, p. ; 1*3. 
"^Ibido, p® 1*6=

Francis Butler Simkins, The South, Old and New (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 19.48), P® 181, :4



the Radical plan in March, 1867, was. intentionally given over to delays 
This allowed the Radicals time to consolidate their ranks and in the in
terim, both Johnson and the South rendered them invaluable aid in the 
eventual realization of•their-goals. The'South offended public opinion 
with its "Black Codes" and' the restoration of rebel leaders to powerj

■ ' ' ' ' 105Johnson weakened his position with tactless talk*
In discussing the "moot question" of Lincoln’s probable success 

with the work of restoration, Simkins felt that he might have been more 
successful because, unlike Johnson, he was not a doctrinaires Johnson, 
on the other hand, had hampered himself by his adherence to what Simkins 
called, "old-fashioned Southern dogmas of states’ rights", apparently 
unaware that these had been rendered impractical by the war0- This, as 
Simkins saw it, was the crux of the President’s problems in connection ; 
with the process of restoration,,, He had assumed that by the reaffirma
tion of the Federal allegiance, it was possible to forget four years of 
war and return the Southern states, to the full control of those who had 
so recently led them to defeat* Another thing that Simkins felt greatly 
hindered Johnson was his obsession with the "supposedly changeless charac 
ter of the Constitution"« In this respect the sweeping economic and 
social changes brought about by the war and centered around the Negro, 
had no place in his constitutional thinking, Simkins was firm in his 
convictions on what Johnson should have done with respect to the Negroj 
"Johnson should have imposed upon his Reconstruction leaders specifica
tions for the' reform of Negro society as moderate and constructive as ■
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his plans f or constitutional rehabilitation,, let he evaded the Negro suf
frage, problem^ leaving the solution of all race questions to ex-Confeder- 
ateso11"*"̂  .

In spite of these shortcomings; Johnson had a good deal of 
honestyand devotion to dutyj he also had a powerful, if not well dis
ciplined minda However, these qualities were not enough with which to 
cope with the difficulties; he was to face as President, Along with this,
he lacked Lincoln’s skill in handling menj therefore, his task was to be-

; '  • - L  ... - ' : ' ■ 1 0 7  'come the most difficult he had encountered*
A thoroughgoing evaluation of Andrew Johnson, as President, is 

not to be found in the sixth edition of Harold U® Faulkner> s popular text, 
American Social and Political History, published in 19^2® Faulkner, 
however, presented the outline,of the-reconstruction struggle between 
Johnson and the Congress in terms of an examination of some of the legist 
lation which was passed during that tfme@ -

Faulkner characterized Johnson as a man with certain desirable 
qualities when he spoke of his early career® He was said to possess 
"much sheer intellectual force, oratorical ability and unquestioned 
courage"» Further,: that he had emerged as a representative of the com
mon people of the South, fired with the fierce democracy of the frontier 
and with a great loyalty to the Union® Johnson had not only been the 
champion of the common man, he was also the enemy of monopolies in any
form®- Therefore, he steadfastly opposed the granting of public lands

' ■ ■ log . ' "■ ■ ■ ■ ■to big business® Johnson possessed some limitations as well®'

. .. . 107ibid., p. m . ,  : : . • .. .. . . ..
^^Harold U® Faulkner, American Political and Social History (6th 

ed® rev®. New York: Appleton-Gentury-Gr.ofts, Inc®, 1962), 1:21® ~ ~ .
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•Unfortunately, the President lacked ^Lincoln1 s ('breadth of view, tolerance 
and political finesse"«, Instead, Johnson was "unbending", and at times 
"tactless"o These latter qualities were the cause of his f ailure to con
vince Congress to follow his lead during the dark days of Reconstruction®^

The Fourteenth •Amendment was part of the Radical reaction to 
Johnson's speed Of restoration® In Faulkner's opinion the amendment be
came one of the most important parts of the Federal Constitution® Con
trary to.b eing a "political platform", as some have believed, Faulkner 
said it was devised to "insure certain results of the war"® Johnson's 
opposition to the proposed amendment was instrumental in the Southern 
rejection of" it and cleared the way for a reconstruction program on what 
ever terms the Congress desired® The results.of the fall, elections in 
1866, placed the whole program in the hands of Congress and Johnson's 
hope for a coalition of moderate Republicans and Democrats had failed®’̂  ;

After the Radicals had "intimidated" the Supreme Court by the 
withdrawal of its appellate jurisdiction over certain cases, they de
termined to go even further and remove all opposition—Johnson was next® 
Although their investigation had found no grounds for impeachment, they 
were still determined® The ensuing trial of the President was purely 
political and the results were indeed fortunate for the nation® It
avoided a dangerous precedent for removing a President for political

i n  ■ ' - -.reasons® ~ : .
• In 1992, three authors (Frank I® Owsley, Oliver P® Chitwood and

1Q9Ibido, p® 399,
' 110ibid®, p® 1+02-903° ' '

m ibid®, P® UQ8® ■: ' '



Ho Co Nixon) published a two volume text entitled, A Short History of the 
American People. This history was written from a Southern viewpoint so, 
quite naturally, the Radical Congress emerged as the villain of the''.Re
construction. Johnson-was neither praised nor ridiculed, the main em
phasis being placed on a detailed analysis of the Lincoln, Johnson and 
Radical plans of restoration̂ , particularly the effects of the Radical 
plan. ■ V  " • ' . . '

The military governors appointed by Lincoln were not felt to have
been noteworthy f or dispensing justice, although Johnson was considered

- - : " 112' ; • to have been the best of the groups
The autjbors felt that Johnson had harbored a long time grudge 

against the Southern aristocratic slaveocracy. Thus, the speeches he . 
made prior to becoming president convinced many that he was a "vindic
tive" . He added to this feeling when he became caught up in the hysteria 
following Lincoln’s murder. The authors accounted for much of Johnson’s 
apparent hostility by the fact that he actually suffered from both an in
feriority and a persecution complex, which in turn contributed to his 
"ultimate failure" as President. Because the President was a consti
tutionalist in the most "fundamental sense", it was natural for him to 
follow Lincoln’s policy. ' By his amnesty proclamation of May 29, 1865, 
it was clear that he was doing so. -

- Many have .credited Johnson with the sensible suggestion of par-* 
tial Negro suffrage. The authors agreed that he indeed made this

112. Owsley, ; A Short History, p. . 7.. 
113lbid„, p. 15



suggestion; but they qualified their credit by giving the opinion that • 
this was done merely as a itieans'to refute the "Eadical propaganda ma- 
chine"a . Regardless of the dubious reasoning behind this particular 
suggestion, the authors felt that Johnson had been sincere in much that' 
he had said. However, the .character of his speeches was such that he 
offended, many, inadvertently helping to strengthen the Radical cause.
His speech of February, 1866, two days after his victorious veto of the 
Freedments Bill; was used as an example. Although his provocation had 
been great, the authors felt the speech had been "unwise'! © ■

It would appear thab the Radicals themselves must have doubted 
the constitutionality of the Civil Rights Bill, for they incorporated 
it in the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment. Even this proposed 
amendment was not considered to be final, for it did not assure the com
plete supremacy of the Republican party; which'the authors believed to 
be the "basic objective for. its policy of reconstruction"© *••••.

The presidential "Swing Around the Circle" was considered to be 
Johnson's "chief and most disastrous effort" in his attempt to win Nor
thern support for his policy. Although the President was "mercilessly 
heckled and tormented by mobsters"; he lost his sense of propriety and 
retorted in an undignified manner to some of the remarks of the crowds.
The Radical press jeered, mocked him and "wrongfully" accused him of

' v  . : 116. ■ • , x . -drunkenness and immoral conduct.
The Radical reaction to the President's removal of Republican
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office holders after the elections of 18665 was the Tenure of Office Act, 
designed primarily to protect their "watchdog" in the President's cabinet. 
Secretary Stanton® This questionable piece of legislation theoretically 
stripped Johnson of his prerogative of dismissal, and taken together with 
the denial of Johnson's: powers as Commander-in-Chief of the Army, caused 
many to fear the Radical intentions,; These fears turned into the hope . 
that the Supreme Court would check the Radicals in their headlong drive 
for supremacy® However, the Court failed in its duty by an "undignified'? 
denial that it had jurisdiction over cases relating to Reconstruction® 
Thus, by 186-8, the "Radicals had effectively stripped both Johnson and 
the Supreme Court of their powers as two of the three co-equal branches 
of the government.

Naturally the Southern historians felt that the impeachment 
charges against Johnson had been fabricated out of whole clothe Stanton 
had been removed to test the constitutionality of the Tenure Act, this 
was hardly grounds for the removal of a President® They, too, agreed 
that the acquittal "preserved the independence of the office of the Chief 
Executive", In the opinion of the authors, the highly gratifying results 
of thet rial revealed Johnson's honesty and his good faith in executing 
the laws he believed to - be unconstitutional,. for nothing he had done in 
that connection could be questioned® He had executed them faithfully®
This trial further caused many .men to doubt the good faith of the Had'i- -
cals, which in turn caused the tide of opinion to move away from support 
of their policies®"^ : : .

117Ibid,, p® k %
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Johnson had stood firm against universal Negro suffrage, the 

basis for the Radical plan, Mow in 1868, the nation as a whole indicated. 
the same feelings as many states voted against it6 Pennsylvania and New 
York went Democratic in the fall election of 1867» In short, the. authors 
pointed out that the Republican■party was beginning to lose' ground quickly 
in the Mortho Its policy of reconstruction, based on its advocation of 
Negro "suffrage, was becoming unpopularj despite .the energetic use of the 
"bloody shirt"o Thus, forced to the wall by public opinion, the Radicals 
were compelled to re-admit, in 1868, seven Southern states- controlled by 
Radical governments based on Negro suffrage in an effort to stem the 
rising tide against them*

Johnson had one more, part to play in the story of Becobstruction,, 
By the Radical denunciation of him and their praise of the Senate for 
casting thirty-five votes for his conviction during his trial, Johnson 
had inadvertently framed the Radical campaign platform for 1868»

The short comments about President Johnson found in the text, of 
Harry Je Carman and! Harold C* Syrett, entitled, A History of the American 
People, published in 19f>3, were more defensive than critical,-

. In this work it was shown that as military governor, Johnson had 
repeatedly demonstrated both his courage and devotion to the Union cause» 
These admirable qualities he brought with him when he ascended to the - -
presidency. His actions-as President indicated to these authors that, 
contrary to some opinion, his interest did not revolve about the 
Southern aristocratsj he was interested in the welfare of the South's

al8Ibid9, pp0 > 1-52,
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poor farmer, his own class» His plan of restoration was "conservative"
in charactero The authors failed to see that it was the exact same plan
as Lincoln1s® They concluded that it had followed the Lincoln.program

1 1 9only in "broad outlines"® ,
. During the campaigns of 1866, Johnson was not only handicapped 

by the effects of his speaking tour, but also because his program had be— - 
come more appealing to his one-time opponents than to the party which had 
elected him® During this campaign the responses that Johnson had made ip. 
some members of the crowds were "foolhardy and intemperate16, thus he 
■damaged his own cause® ■

; The fourth edition of ii Short History of American Democracy was 
published in 1956, by its authors, John D® Hicks and George. Howry®
These two men came to Johnson’s defense in the matter of the confisca
tion of Southern property, which was generally practiced until the is
suance of the presidential amnesty proclamation of May, 1865® Attorney- 
General James Speed further aided Johnson in this when he ruled that all
property was to be returned to those who had received a presidential 

, . 120 Vpardon® - ■
These authors characterized Johnson as a highly effective "rough- 

and-tumble " debater, whose "obstinacy and tactlessness were known to all"®
' If the Badicals had at first believed that the new President would be “a 
pliant tool" in their hands, he; soon proved.them mistaken® His opposi- = 
tion to Negro, suffrage was the first rude awakening for "the Radicals®

^%arry J® Carman and Harold C® Syrett, A History of the Ameri
can People .(New York: Alfred A® Knopf, 1955),; p® 21® '

^2GJohn D® Hicks and George B® Mowry, A Short History of American 
Democracy (Ijth ed. rev® j Boston: ' Houghton, -Mifflin arid Company, 1956), '
pr3797™* , - . - : - :
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This ■was, explained by the authors on the grounds that the President knew 
the utter state of unpreparedness in which the Negroes languished, at 
that time. Added to this,, was his aristocratic belief in the right of 
the states to deal with their.own internal problems without federal 
interferences ' •; .

In the opinion of these authors, Johnson’s process of restora
tion was as ’’breathtaking” in its generosity as any that Lincoln could 
have devisedo The President based his defense of his actions not only 
on what Lincoln would have done, but on what he had donee. The Presiden
tial veto. of: the Freedmen’s Bureau Bill on February 19, 1866, was based 
on his belief in the principle of states’ rightse Successful as he was 
with his first veto, he made a mistake with his speech two days later3 
the bill was again passed by an irate congressional majority and his 
second veto was not sustained* •

The authors were, forced to admit that Johnson had been ’’notorious” 
for his intemperate remarks; the ’’Swing” was a.good example of this* Even 
though he had been quite ’’persuasive” at times along the way, his weakness 
for retort defeated his cquse when he chose to.answer undignified remarks 
from the crowds* 1 , ' ‘ " ''

In the opinion of Hicks and Mowry, the Eadiqal Reconstruction 
Acts were devised solely to undo all that Johnson and Lincoln had accom
plished* However, in spite of this, Johnson was ”extremely scrupulous” 
in the execution of those laws, so therefore his impeachment was purely 
a political maneuver* The authors disagreed with Winston when they said 
that Johnson had technically not violated the Tenure Act,' Stanton had 
been appointed by Lincoln and therefore was not protected by that
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121legislation®

' In 195>9 To Harry Williams, iRiohard N. ‘ Current and Frank Freidel 
reduced Johnson's role in restoration to a few brief commentse In their 
work, A History of the United States, since,1865, the opening remark " 
about the President was one that declared Johnson to have been "the

' - . . ;  v - %22most unfortunate of all the presidents who inherited the office11®
f ■' ■■ ■. ■■ " . ;> ■ / - .As a one time slave holder, he took office at the end of a bloody war. 

against slaveryj as a Democrat, he headed the Republican party at a time 
when partisan passion was to become, supreme® He labored under another 
handicap as President, that was "his intemperate, violent, stubborn and 
tactless manner"® . ,

Johnson had become the. most noted Democrat to support the 
Lincoln administration, so, in 186i|. he "Was placed bn the ticket as a 
“necessary piece of window dressing" to give the Union party a more 
national character® Thus, without mention of Johnson's service as mili
tary governor or his devotion to the Union, this veas their explanation 
for his vice presidency® ■

Williams and his colleagues complimented Johnson with one hand 
and retracted with the other-when they remarked he was above average in 
intelligence, had great personal courage, but lacked sufficient “political 
courage"o He was an “old-fashioned agrarian states' righter" who, unlike 
Lincoln, was tod “theoretical and dogmatic1'®

Lastly, the authors concurred with the majority that Johnson's

12:1Ibid® , p® 391® .
■**22$i6 . Harry Williams,-Richard H® Current, and Frank Freidel, A" 

History of the. United States since 1865' (Hew York; Alfred A® Knopf, 1959)
p® ' X5r"~'" - — - .
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"Swing" had been an "ill-fated tour", a tour during which Johnson's 

; .speeches had done much to convince many that there■was : logic in: the. Eadi^: 
cal propaganda, . . V . .. ; ■ ,v-,;

Eichard. Hof stadter, William Miller and Daniel Aaron were more
■ friendly to'the President in their work. The American Eepublic -Since ■
■ 1865, ..published in 1959, than-had been the previous authors„ ; Hofstadter; ; 
and his colleagues-credited. Johnson1s nomihation as Tice President as a 
reward for his services as military governor of Tennessee® In speaking

." of his inauguration as floe President, they did not ■ try to deny his con- . 
dition at the time, but explained it ;in terms of a combination of malaria 
and whiskey, the latter taken to strengthen himself for the ceremoniese 

Iheri Johnson became President he was,considerably- handicapped in 
the: opinion of these .authorŝ  Johnson had none of Lincoln's prestige for 
winning the war, he was . tainted because he was from a rebel state and his 
condition when sworn as Yice: President..■ had divested him of much of the 
' good will he had enjoyed up to that times ' With these things,in mind,
they felt that, he had stood little chance of winning popular support on

; - V ' ■ : " ' - ■ ■ 1 . 123 - t" ' .any stand which he might have taken#
- Again the presidential speaking tour was Characterized as an un-

fortunate thing for the cause of the President, a tour on which.Johnson
had' been "indiscreet", the Radicals took every advantage.of this tour to
defeat the President's cause, '
■ The author’s: remaining comments were devoted to a brief -factual

"^Richard- Hof s tad ter, William Miller, and Daniel'Aaron, The 
American Eepublic since 1865 (Englewood Cliff s,. New.Jersey: prentice-. .
Hall,llhCs', 1P59), 'ppo ; 16-17^ - ' ■ . : ' '
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Siarvey of . the d etails of the Badical program leading up to the impeacĥ * 
ment of the President. They said that after Congress had defied the ' ■
Supreme Court by the withdrawal of its appellate, powers3 it set about to 
eliminatecthe last obstacle in their path—-President1 Johnson<,

It was to Johnson’s credit that he did not try to enter into, 
foreign quarrels to detract the public attention from the domestic issues 
of reconstructiono It was felt that he had an excellent chance to do 
this with the French, being in Mexico as they were at the'close of the 
Civil War,, Contrary to Co W® Thompson’s statement that Johnson had 
thrown the French out of Mexico ”at the point of a bayonet% these 
authors maintained he refused to follow such advice and instead allowed 
Seward1 to issue a quiet note requesting the French withdrawal® Other 
than avoiding armed conflict with foreign nations, Johnson’s administra
tion also successfully negotiated for Alaska in 1867, procured the Mid™

, , , . .  • j2hway Islands and secured Nicaragua’s permission to dig a canals
So ended the series of compromise opinion about President Johnson 

in the period, 1928™195>9o Johnson, not being vigorously attacked nor de
fended, was viewed with a certain degree of- objectivity, receiving credit 
for his good intentions and condemnation for his mistakesB However, the - 
over-all tenor of these remarks was definite enough to set them aside ' 
from either extreme, that is, ardent defense or violent attacks

Unfavorable Opinion
Regardless of. the obvious trend to rehabilitate Afidrew Johnson 

in the years 1928-1999, he was not to be let off scot-free® He was still

12i*Ibido, pp® 23-214®



, the: ob j @ct attack by some few historians who -were' - a s detiunhia t or^ .■ of - ;V.; ' 
him as any that had gone before<, Some, of their remarks approached the . ;
level of the scathing: criticism voiced against him by his contemporary^
;Horace:Greeleya; v:, ;: h-V . ■ X '

. The, first of this minority group to be considered is the Negro 
historian, W«. B» DuBbis and his work entitled., Black Reconstruction. , 
published in 193b,'. To this author. Reconstruction was an ecbnomic revo
lution. in which there had bedn a definite tendency for a combined black : 
and White labor movement0,1 This movement of "abolition democracy15 
was thwarted by the old planter class, aided by President Johnsbn@ 
r:.! • The. author1 s Interpretation of Johnson1 s life was one in which

he was pictured as a victim of "unconscious paradox and contradiction"e 
The principles Johnson had cherished in his early life were most com^ 
mendablei his later sacrif ice of those principles, as :Rresidenty was if 
tragic. Early in life he had been a man with an eye for the future, a f : 
man who looked forward to the benefits .of free land in the interest of 
the suppressed labor of the South, When he realized that group would be . • 
half black, he turnedtoward reaction^ When torn between a democracy of: 
whites and blacks on the one hand and ah autocracy of big business and , 
slave barons on the others his hesitation forced the nation to choose r: 
and the verdict was i-n favor of the ,Negrp®i: Johnson had always hated
the privileged and desired to advance the position of the masses. However

r . 12%, Ea Burghardt buBois', Black Reconstruction. (New York; ■ ■ •
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 193b),. pp, 3kt>̂ 3hl»
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due to his origin as a poor white, he was "steeped in the limitations,
prejudices and ambitions of his social class"5 so, he could not include
the Negro in his desire for democracye

In 1865 he stood as the product of the bottom of society, a
muds ill <. He had been, in his heyday, the radical defender of the poor,
the landless and the exploited* He had opposed land monopoly in the
South and after the war had advocated the division of the huge estates*
Then he suddenly became President, and DuBois asked: "What more
splendid opportunity could the champion of labor and the exploited have

127to start a nation towards freedom?" In the author’s opinion, Johnson 
threw away this chance to do a great service for the nation when he 
allowed his inborn Southern prejudices against the Negro to command his 
sensibilities* Degenerating into a "nothing", he had failed to take 
the opportunity to push democracy forward because, unlike Lincoln, he 
could not conceive of the Negro as a man.

In contrast to the prejudiced paradox of "vacillation and contra
diction" that was Johnson, DuBois.praised Sumner and Stevens as "students

- ' ' 128 of civilization" and "leaders of common people", Sumner, in his speech
of February 5, 1866, "laid down a Magna Gharta of Democracy in America"5 
Stevens made Congress "take the step which it has ever taken toward Demo
cracy", •

In 1867, after the previous fall elections. Congress, and not 
Johnson, represented the clear will of the people* Then, with such a

127Ibid*, p. 252,
128ibido, p. 182,
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■ mandate from "bhe mss6B>:: 5op.gress m s  constantly hampered by the President 
with'his use of the veto power,, lor did .Johnson* s talents for frustrating 
the judicious transaction .of .governmental business die with him. ' DuBois . 
claimed that the failure to convict Johnson during his trial has, .remained 
".to frustrate responsible government in the United States ever since".

•. Among the many favorable remarks about the Radical Congress in 
their fight for the rights'' of. the Negro and of the common mans ,the 
Schurz Beport was described by DuBois as the "most thorough and careful 
inquiry" into the conditions existing in the South that had ever been 
made| the Freedman's Bureau was said to have done a magnificent job5 
abused by.johnspn ali'the whilei Johnson, in turn, was depicted as the 
marplot of the entire episode. He had yielded to the flattery of the 
old Southern aristocrats and was guided in all that he did by Seward, 
Prestbn;King and the Blair family0 V ' ■ ; ■ ■ • ■ ' ' : ; :
- , ' DuBois felt that' alcqhol might have been an excuse for Johnson's
inaugural address as 'Tice President, his speech of February 22, 1866, and
the character of the "Swing Around the Circle", - f or if "he was not; .an i:: ■
occasional drunkard, he was; God's'own fool". \ One final quotation is
all that is necessary to; conclude 'DuBois ' opinion of Johnson: . , /
' The man born; to narrow circumstances,, a rebel against economic

privilege, died' with the' cbnventional ambition of a poor white :
: to be. the associate:and benefactor of. monopolists,, planters 
and slave drivers. In.some respects Andrew Johnson is the most 
pitiful figure in American, history. A man who, despite, great 
power and great ideas,- became a puppet,'played upon by mighty 
fingers and. selfish, subtle minds y- grasping, self-made, un
lettered and alone; drunk hot so much with; liquor, as with the ■ '

. :; . ; .■ r  : - : ■ .' v ;
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■ ■ ' ' 131 . heady wine of sudden and accidental success*,

■ The work of Henry Go Warmoth, one time governor of the state of 
Louisiana during the period of reconstruction̂ , was published in ,1930* 
Entitledliar. Politics and Reconstruction, it is a study of the process 
of restoration in his native state and contains a defense of the Republi
can movement to regain; control of Louisiana from the government which had 
been set up by Johnson®

Hot only was the President condemned for his efforts of restora
tion in that - state, he was further charged by Wa'rmoth with helping to 
alienate the friendships which allegedly sprang up between the returned 
Union and Confederate veterans in that.area by attempting to connect the 
Southern leaders with Lincolnfs assassination®

Warmoth felt, that Johnson's appointments of provisional governors 
and the reorganization of the rebellious states under their old consti
tutions constituted "gross usurption" which was resented by the loyal 
states, he pointed ,to the results of the elections of 1866, as proof of

^  ■ ■ ■ / ■■ ' ■ ;  x  • 
It was with Johnson's encouragement that the ex-Confederates'

gained control of Louisiana and elected J® M® Wells as governor and
John To Monroe as mayor of New Orleans® Monroe immediately proceeded to
"restore his old gang of.thugs,: ruffians, and murderers to power"® In
that city and under this type of regime loyal Union men were vehemently
denounced as "traitors to the South"®

, • 131ibid«, p. 322. : .
^3%enry 06 Warmoth, War, Politics and Reconstruction (New York: , 

The Macmillan Company, 1930), pi 38® ~~ ~~ ~
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The riot in New Orleans on July 30s 1866s was the result of 

Monroe1s attempt to foil the Republican move to regain control of the 
state governments The Republican motivation for this move had been the 
scandalous conduct of affairs by the Johnson gOvernmento In the author1s 
opinion, Johnson, if he had had his way, would have overthrown the con
gressional plan of restoration and "entrenched the Democrats for a life
time" e Of Johnson the man, he said; • "Mr® Johnson was totally devoid of 
tact, and as stubborn and as arbitrary as he was tactless®"

One of the most interesting and a truly unique interpretation of 
Reconstruction is found in James S® Allen's work entitled. Reconstructions 
The Battle for Democracy, published in 1937® The use of the terms, 
bourgeoisie, revolution, counter-revolution, reaction and proletariat 
correctly indicate that this is a Marxist oriented interpretation of the 
period of restoration®

According to Allen, the real issue during that period had not 
been the rights of the President, Congress or the individual states, but 
rather the Class strugglea Masked behind the principle of states' rights, 
the aristocracy, aided by Johnson, tried to use the presidency as a 
buffer against the intervention of the industrial bourgeoisie®

Allen's opinion of Johnson could be no more explicit than that 
found in the following quote; "He was thrown into the arms of the former 
slavocraey and attempted to turn the executive post into the weapon of a
revived Confederacy® The North returned from victorious war only to find

133a traitor in the most exalted post of the Union®" Allen incorporated

133Allen, Reconstruction, p„ 36®



:, in his interpretation a general defense of the Negro as a laboring . .
economic class which: Ne . said- was, fighting for Its rights against the re'— .

., ' action spons ored by Johnson in the White Honse* Stevens and Sumner' led 
the Radicals as a vanguard" against that ,!Bourbon11 reaction® Thuŝ

. lincolnts plan in-the.hands.6̂  the new President, became an instrument ' 
of "counter revolution11 = : 'tjeff erson hevis , Johns'on"̂  the' name given him 
by Wendell Phillips,, was, in Allen! s opinion, a most "appropriate nick-. , ■

 ̂ name...1^   ̂h - : ; a  t"''' ''t
' ;l Speak for Thaddeus Stevens, a biography published in 19h7 by 

Elsie Singmaster, turned out to be a highly 'opinionated work without ;
' the slightest bit of documentation® Needless.to say with Stevens as the
■ hero, Johnson was in for,a difficult time and this he received in gener-
' 'ous portions®!' h - -  ̂  ,v ' '' ■ ' / '''htt: ' I',-.

. Johnson,,the alcOholip, reality ;bo this author for she said :
that "he was accustomed', to the use of strong'liquors"® Without reference- 
to the comments of Welles or McGulloch who .exonerated Johnson from such 

, 'charges, Singmaster again insinuated that. Johnson was a drunk' when she . •
said his second son, "inheriting or imitating'his fatherrs weakness>. ,'••
would presently.have tp be sent away"® ; In the same alcoholic theme she .. 
compared Johnson to Stevens; "® ® ® he Qohnso^) could not but know '.
that to the sharp hasel eyes which were never bloodshot his own weak
ness was ludicrous®" As President, Johnson's heart was "swelled with 

, \ pride and passion"® Though he loved the 'Union, his family, and the 
. . memory of lincoln, "he . l.pyed himself,; .or the image of himself /which he,

' ^ Ibid®,., p» _, Ul®
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had creahedj'raost of, alltt:0 . •

In discussing Johnson's plan as opposed to Stevens', Singmaster
claimed that the President chose to ignore the national debt and leave
the Confederate debt open to debate, that he welcomed the return of
traitors, continued the double vote of the Southerns based on the three-
fifths clause and left the Negro unprotected by law. Of course, Stevens'

X3^program was just the opposite'. His reaction to Johnson was the Presi
dent's own doing, for with each day that passed Johnson "grew more stupid 
and stubborn"9 •

' The author's comments on the impeachment trial were indeed con- 
fusing,, She admitted that the charges had no criminal connotation,,
Johnson had not committed treason, mayhem, rape or murder5 in short, his 
offenses had been merely political in nature® However, in face of this ,
admission, she then stated that in her opinion Johnson deserved to be
• ' \  f :V , '  ■' 1 137 •punished by conviction for high crimes and misdemeanors®

The biography, Thaddeus Stevens, published by Balph Kopngold in
1955, represents the last of the small group of historians who savagely
condemned Johnson in the period, 1928-1959®

The author came directly to the point with his comments found in
the preface® He said; "Ho greater libel can be uttered against Lincoln •
than that he would have approved the Reconstruction program President
Johnson sought to foist upon the country®Korngold went on to charge

^%lsie Singmaster, I Speak for Thaddeus Stevens (Boston; 
Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 19H7), pp®. U05-h069 " 5 " ... \

• ^ Ibid®, p® Hliio y' /
^^tbid'o, pp. i;33-U3̂ ® ' . •
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Johnson with the use of !l obstructionist tactics'1 to ltcircumvent and re** 
duce in their effectiveness11 the proposals conceived and introduced by; 
Stevens, In face of this "malicious hindrance", Stevens had no choice
but to propose immediate enfranchisement of the Freedmen to save the

13 8 ■government from former-rebels and-copperheadsa In Korngold's opin
ion the blame for the excesses of Reconstruction should not be laid 
to Stevens; the parties responsible were the conservative Republicans*
the Southern politicians and Andrew Johnson for defeating the ratifica-

139tion of the Fourteenth Amendments
In discussing Johnson's rise to prominence in Tennessee politics* 

Korngold remarked that such a rise from humble origin and scanty educa
tion would have been remarkable anywhere0 He then retracted what little 
praise was to be found in that statement by commenting that even though 
Johnson must have possessed certain characteristics that brought about 
his popularity* that "was not necessarily indicative of merit",

• Johnson's loyalty to the Union was attacked by Korngold when he
pointed out that Tennessee had been plunged into secession by a veritable
■ *■ * y , _ *coup d'etato The majority had voted against secession* which was ac
tually established with Confederate troops in the long run. In the midst 
of this Bast Tennessee loyalty the author said that* "it did not require 
an exceptional amount of moral courage on his part to remain loyal"s 
Johnson's sincerity -and firm adherence to his convictions* for which

; "^Ralph Korngold* Thaddeus Stevens* A Being Darkly Wise and ■ 
Rudely Great (New, York; Hareourt* Brace and Company*.1955)7™PP® x-xi0

139 -Ibid,* p, x m u



he has generally been given credit, was denigrated by Kbrngold: "That
Johnson had .ho fixed principles and would veer from one extreme to ' 
another whenever he found it expedient is undeniablec n Therefore, with : 
this opinion the author found it convenient to explain Johnson's change ■: 
from one who had advocated a "veritable massacre" of the leaders of the 
rebellion to one who became "their principal Champion",, This the Presi
dent did, it is alleged, when he'became convinced •that,by so doing he• 
might advance his own pqlitical fortunes0 : t;

. Surprisingly enough, Kbrngold's opinion was that Johnson's repu- 
' tation for drunkenness had been based solely upon the circumstances sur- : ■ 
rounding his inauguration as Vice; President, circumstances which were due 
to his former illness. ' HoWever. he then quoted, a: few lines from Johnson'S ,
speech,of the day and informed his readers that their poor content and
■ ' ''' ' ' : . ■■ ■ \ ' • ' ■ ]_hl ' : '̂ , ' ,phraseology accurately portrayed Andrew 'Johnson . ■ ... . ■. ■ ' At . , A ;

■ The President's complete change of,heart toward the rebel leaders 
was an established fact for this author. It had been brought about by , 
the flattery'of the Southern ladies .and gentlemen who applied for.par™ .
, donsgby personal vyisits •,tO': the iOiite. House and also by Seward's vision • 
of a second term for Johnson* ■ In this situation, the President dis— ■ 
played an "amazing lack of judgment and grasp of reality" in the con- 
•elusions he drew from the •testimony of his visitors. Johnson, swollen 
by vanity and'egotism, inevitably yielded to "such flattery and seduce ■ 
tive influence"„ -v.' '. . ■ v ' ' • '
: The author"' s opinion".of Johnson's plan,. which -he;believed to be :



the old Wade-Davis Bill exhumed̂ , was the same old line of condemnation* 
The rebels had been restored to power and the Negro re-enslaved0 Korn- 
gold felt that the President should have received some guarantee of co- 
operation from Stevens, and Congress as a whole, befohe launching, into ' 
restoration* Even in the face of congressional reaction^ Johnson re
fused to change course* Unlike Lincoln’s statesmanship, aJohnson's 
bungling" was characterized by his "obstinacy"» In defense of his poli
cies, Johnson made speeches which the author described as having been of 
one theme> "the.trials and tribulations of one Andrew Johnson, champion 
of the people"* Korngold was positive that the policy which the Presi
dent so stubbornly defended was "an astonishing surrender to those whom

- p|3a little while before he had threatened with wholesale execution"®
The "Swing" was described as a "disgraceful performance"? the 

Tenure Act was but a means to control Johnson's vengeful removal of 
civil office holders? the trial was not a trial of Johnson's guilt or 
innocence, but a choice between Johnson, a "political renegade" and 
Ben Wade, an "economic Radical"*

So ran the.general theme of Korngold's biography in 1959®
Stevens was A hero, Johnson a scoundrel, who was engaged in self- 
:glorification and the return of the Union to the hands of the rebellious, 
thus accomplishing from the White House what the Confederates had failed 
to do on the battlefield*

Specialized Opinion
The final group of opinions to be analyzed in this examination

1^3Ibido, p* 358*
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of the evolutionary trend of historic opinion pertaining to Andrew 
dohns'on-. are comprised of special topics and state; studies® . dliese' dpm^ ; J 
ments are brief ’in nature but tend to show that. even the specialized 
interest field uvas interpreting,Johnson-in a much more objective light 
,in' the periody 192:8-19f)9.« ; - . i . •'

In 1932) Francis Butler Simkins and Robert Hilliard Woody* pub
lished their work. South Carolina During Reconstruction® The general . :
■ attitude of the. people of South-'Carolina toward the President taibs one of 
confidence and friendliness® In response to the requests of the people 
for prompt restoration of civil government^ Johnson had;acted speedily 
and.graciously^ The authprs gave the impression that it was these pleas ; 
for self-government from this state that prompted the Amnesty Proclama- 

' tion of. May, 1865® The hew President was also generous with the issue - /
. .of.pardons to■the;excepted classes.of the state® In.complete sympathy ,
with Johnson/.the;authors credited the failure of the President's restora
tion efforts in South Carolina to Governor .Benjamin F® Perry®
-. ; . Wb Caskey presented his work entitled. Secession and Rest ora- .
tion of Louisiana, in 1938® . In this work is found an opposite, interpreta- 
fion -from, that given; b^ H® C® larmothb Caskey felt that Johnsoh'was per- 

. haps better qualified to handle the problems of reconstruction than, was ;:
, Lincoln, because Of his Southern background® Coupled with this was ■
Johrispnrs 'incorruptiblecharacterMs faith in the masses and his f!un-'- 
questionable 1̂ devotion to the Union® ' . . , . .

, g \ v Simkitis. and Sobert. H»; South Carolina .,
,, During Reconstruction (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: , The University • of . 
North Carolina Press, 1932), pp® 33-37» -
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In Caskey's opinion, Johnson had not only followed the principles 

of Lincoln but he had fulfilled his promise of clemency to the excepted
- i|,< -classes,"fully, sincerely and wisely"* . . •

In 1938, William A» Russ had published in The Mississippi Valley 
Historical Review, an interesting article entitled, !rWas There' Danger of 
a Second Civil War During Reconstruction^" The author felt that until : 
the formation of Negro constitutions in 1867-1868, the South in general 
thought little of - violent resistance to the process of restoration* A 
Georgia newspaper expressed for Russ what he felt the general attitude to 
be: ' ."We had much rather raise, corn, meat and cotton, and do what we, can 
to repair our delapidated fortunes, than to take a hand in any new revd—
1 + ; 1U6 ' / f ;v:  ̂;'' ' ■ 'lutionse" •

It was the Radicals who generated the rumors of an.-impending y 
revolution, Russ believed. In fact, they were so certain of its coming 
that the only thing left to be done was for Johnson to set the date®
Russ believed that because of this Radical-generated fear of.a new re
bellion, tempers' in both the North and the South reached.such a pitch 
that the slightest spark would have engulfed the nation in a new civil 
war. As an example of the rather comical state of affairs, he said that 
nerves were so On edge that when it was rumored that Ranger Mosby, the - \ 
Confederate Raider, was quietly buying up old cavalry saddles, Grant and

7 " v  -i i r  ■ :  : - ■ v : ■ : .. "  ' ■ ■ ' - ■ -Willie M,'Caskey, Secession and Restoration of Louisiana 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1938), pe"~T60o '

^^William A. Russ, "Was There Danger of a Second Civil War :
During Reconstruction?"-Mississippi Valley Historical Review, JSCV (June, ' 
1938), 39-681';
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Stanton called up four companies of artillery to repel the anticipated 
attack on the C a p i t a l . .

Russ cleared the President of any intention to start a "bloody 
revolution", although he felt that Johnson would have "resisted any un
constitutional ejection from his high office".

In the preface to Samuel D» Smith* s work entitled, The Negro in 
Congress, 1870-1901, published in 19U0, there was an interesting observa
tion. ' The statement was made that Johnson was at that time receiving a 
"long delayed" vindication. Such men as Stevens and Sumner were being
taken down from their "seats among the gods" and were being given the

- T)|d"guise of mere frail mortals".
In December of 1959, there appeared'an article in American 

Heritage written by Milton Lomask entitled, "When Congress Tried to Rule". 
This article was the answer to the autjqor’s own question of why Congress 
went to such .'great lengths to depose an already powerless President.
Lomask found-the answer in the Diary of Gideon Welles, which he quoted;
"It is evident that the Radicals in Congress are in a conspiracy to over- 
throw not only the President but the government." The fact that 
Johnson was helpless and unpopular with many was but a spur to the Radi
cals . It might be a long while before another President so defenseless

1^7ibida f p. 
lI|8Itid», p. 58.
^^Samuel D. Smith, The Negro in Congress, 1870-1901 (Chapel 

Hill, North Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 1950),
p. viiio ‘. - . * . .. : -

^^Milton Lomask, "When Congress Tried to Rule," American 
Heritage, XI (December, 1959), 61. , _ .



an4 •vulnerable came alGBg, By striking then, when "the anvil was hot"3 
Congress could set a precedent and, thus rule supreme "by a system akin 
to the parliamentaiy system of Great Bhibaih"®, ' v ‘ :
■ ; ■ . The war' "bled to a close" at. Appomattox5 the ■ climax, of its. afters
math came in the Senate chamber in the spring of 1868; the rest was the 
ebb of the tide of Reconstruction that had washed the wounds of the 
nation raw®, . homask believed' that ' had the Radicals accepted the work< of - 
Johnson in ..Deaember̂ , 186̂ ;: restoration^ Jif; not reconstruction^ . would . ’
have been' practically completed at that point® The. congressional desire 
to reassert- its prerogatives and the Radical desire f or perpetual power - , 
for the Republican partys prevented this® TSven .if Johnson had been able 
' to cpmpromise iiiS: states’ rights principles^ his program would have gone •
'down in defeat because of Thaddeus Stevens® Stevens engineered things in, 
such a manner that Johnson was eventually deadlocked with the whole Con- 
gressional majority»• If Congress had been aggressive in 1865, it was 
"conspiratorial" in ,1866,, and in an attempt to justify themselves5 the 
fladipals:-accused: the President; conspiracy® , ̂ :; ',v -

, ry ioimsk • said- that ;af ter'Johnson’ s-acquittal there was. a growing' . 
realization thatthe countryhad.barely "escaped dangers greater than 
any that its willful, even if right-minded,' President could conceivably

■ ' Thus endedthe perlpd, 1^28^1959-j. with Johnson’ s defense far out
stripping the original majority of opinion which assigned to him the • , 
character of a traitor, blackguard and" drunkard® Johnson, the•aggressor

Ibid®, p..il09® , . : 
; Ibid®, p0 112®



in the struggle between the two branches of government, now emerged , as 
the victim of the Badical's desires to rule supreme through control of 
Radical Megro governments in the South, an ineffective Executive and a 
voiceless Federal Judiciazy,,



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

Lengthy concluding remarks are not necessary inasmuch as each 
chapter has been introduced and concluded with comments designed to 
show the dominant trend in the historic treatment of President Johnson 
from one period to the next* However, in speaking of the overall view, 
one thing is very apparent^ the trend of historic opinion from 1861|. to 
1959, has been very favorable to Andrew Johnson,

During the period, I86J4-I9OO, he had a few able defenders, but, 
the majority of opinion was hostile to him0 The period, 1901-1927, showed 
a strong tendency to condemn Johnson, but his defenders gathered strength 
in numberso There also appeared at this time that group of historians 
who had begun to view the story of Reconstruction, and the part Johnson 
played in that, story, with a certain degree of objectivity« Special in
terest groups were beginning to examine particular phases of the large 
picture and these, too, had a tendency to be lenient with President 
Johnson, • v

The final period, 1928-1959, proved to be Johnson*s period, for 
it was during this time that his, most avid defenses were written. Also 
there was a steady progression of the objective, or compromise opinions 
By 1930, Johnson's dedicated attackers had dwindled to an almost impotent 
f orce#

Generally the picture that now has emerged portrays President.
' ' • ■ ■ ' ' 216 ' ' ' ...
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Johnson as a sincere and honest man, devoted to the principles of Union 
and constitution^ but, with grave handicaps for the work-he tried to do6 . 
The most serious of these appear to have been his lack of finesse, 
coupled with a stubbornness that'was politically fatai0 A ,man of so- 
brietyy scrupulously: honest, with little rf ormal education, powerful in 
debate, dedicated to the principles that he felt to be. correct and - ; '-
willing to pass'through hell and high water In. defense of his con-
victions; this then is the President Johnson which has emerged frbm the 
grinding mills of historiography^ His vindication is further completed 
with every condemnation that is written .of the Eadical Republican Con
gress or its individual membersj for, since Eadical Reconstruction was
their product, its contributions or af termath,.: depending on one * s in- . .
terpretation, must necessarily .stand as a record by which Stevens, Sumner 
and their cohorts are judged!
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